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Abstract

Modern material science is a flourishing field comparable to traditional engineering but at a
much smaller length scale. It is concerned not only with solid state materials of specific targeted
properties at the macroscale but also, and more importantly, functionalized (coated) surfaces,
nano-machinery, catalysis, and atomic-scale self-assembled structures. The targeted properties
are often materials, which could serve to further miniaturize the length scales of complex logical
building blocks, data storage mechanisms, or overcoming the limitations in the catalysis of
chemical reactions in solution by bringing them to the surface. The traditional semiconductor-
based silicon technology based on chemical etching and lithographic processes is currently at the
pinnacle of development. Further improvements are hampered on purely physical grounds, where
the operation on a few nanometers already hits the limits where quantum mechanical effects
lead to unpredictable and unstable side-effects. On-surface assembly of substances of intrinsic
magnetism and 3-dimensional molecular structures allows these unprecedented materials on a
surface to replicate silicon technology at a smaller scale with much higher flexibility with respect
to the employed materials. Alongside this development the traditionally chemical discipline of
organic or metal-organic reaction schemes is re-discovered, catalyzing chemical conversion not
by solvated ions in solution but realizing it on a solid catalyst surface. However, the outcome
of a reaction on a surface is not as straightforwardly characterized at the submolecular level.
One of the most established methodologies to analyze a long-range ordered material are X-ray
spectroscopic methods in the ionization or absorptive regime, allowing to indirectly probe the
occupied and unoccupied states of the material under study. Alongside spectroscopy, scanning
tunneling microscopy is often used to obtain a visual image of materials, hidden from the bare eye.
However, the information obtained from either of aforementioned methods does not have a direct,
analytic, bijective mapping to a molecular arrangement. It is only by the ab-initio simulation
of these materials and their accompanying analytical techniques, that experimental signatures
can be properly assigned to a molecular structure and mere educated guesses can be backed by
a solid theoretical model. This work lays the foundation for a theoretical description of x-ray
studies of core electrons at experimental length scales of not only light elements and organic
molecules but also heavy metals and strongly correlated materials, such as transition metal and
rare earth compounds. It presents an overview and critical evaluation of the currently established
approximate methodologies and extends them in a systematic manner. Examples are given for a
library of gas-phase compounds containing nitrogen and carbon atoms, a transition metal cluster,
surface assemblies of single atoms and self-assembled metal-organic frameworks of transition
and rare earth metals on coinage surfaces and a thorough theoretical treatment of their bonding
environment, spectroscopic and microscopic signatures.
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Zusammenfassung

Die Disziplin der modernen Materialwissenschaften ist im Grunde genommen eine Ingenieurs-
wissenschaft abgebildet auf viel kleinere Größenskalen. Dieses Fachgebiet beschäftigt sich mit
dem Design und der Entwicklung von Materialien, die nicht nur aufgrund ihrer makroskopischen
Eigenschaften von Interesse sind, sondern dient in einem noch viel wichtigeren Kontext dazu
neuartige Materialen zu entwickeln, welche sich in funktionalisierten Oberflächen, Nanomaschi-
nen, Katalyse, und Selbstassemblierung auf atomaren Level wiederspiegeln. Die Zielgrößen dieser
Forschung sind oftmals Materialien, welche zur weiteren Miniaturisierung von komplexen logi-
schen Grundbausteinen, Datenspeicherung, oder zur Verbesserung der katalytischen Umsetzung
von chemischen Stoffen abseits der traditionellen nasschemischen Methoden, an Oberflächen,
beitragen. Die etablierte Halbleiter-basierte Silizium-Technologie, welche vorwiegend auf nassche-
mische Ätzprozesse und Lithographie aufbaut ist momentan auf dem Gipfel der technologischen
Entwicklung. Weitere Verbesserungen werden dadurch blockiert, dass die Größenskalen an physi-
kalische Grenzen stoßen, an welchen quantenmechanische Effekte zu unvorhersagbaren Effekten
und instabilen Verhalten führen. Assemblierung von Materialien mit intrinsischen magnetischen
Eigenschaften in dreidimensionalen Strukturen erlaubt es bisher unerreichte molekulare Struktu-
ren zu erzeugen, welche die etablierten Silizium-basierten Technologie mit wesentlich höherer
Flexibilität an zugrundeliegenden Materialien und erzielbarer Funktionalität replizieren. Ganz
nebenbei führt die Forschung an diesen Materialien dazu, dass die ehemals klassisch chemische
Disziplin der organischen oder metallorganischen Synthese an Oberflächen wiederentdeckt wird,
wobei die Katalyse nicht durch Ionen in Lösung, sondern an Oberflächen stattfindet. Eines der
größen Probleme stellt jedoch die Charakterisierung der Reaktionsprodukte dar. Wohingegen in
moderner organischer Synthese mit vielfältigen Methoden die exakte atomare Zusammensetzung
einer Verbindung mit Leichtigkeit aufklärt werden kann, ist dies für Festkörper kein triviales
Unterfangen. Eine der weit verbreitetsten Analysemethoden ist Röntenspektroskopie, welche in
ionisierender oder absorptiver Variante Auskunft über die besetzten und unbesetzten Zustände des
zugrundeliegenden Materials gibt. Daneben bietet auch Rastertunnelmikroskopie die Möglichkeit
Strukturen sichtbar zu machen, welche mit dem freien Auge nicht auszumachen sind. Obwohl
diese Methoden wichtige Informationen liefern gibt es leider keine direkte, analytische, bijektive
Abbildung von dieser Information zu einer molekularen Struktur. Nur unter Zuhilfenahme von
ab-initio Simulationen der Materialien und der zugehörigen analytischen Signaturen ist es möglich
diese Zuordnung einer molekularen Struktur zu erzielen und auf Erfahrung basierende Vermutun-
gen durch solide theoretische Modelle zu untermauern. Diese Arbeit legt den Grundstein für eine
theoretische Beschreibung von Röntgenspektroskopie von kernnahen Elektronen in Systemen von
experimenteller Größenordnung, und dies überdies nicht nur für leichte Elemente und organische
Moleküle, sondern auch für schwere Elemente und stark korrelierte Materialen, wie Übergangsme-
talle und Verbindungen mit seltenen Erden. Die Arbeit liefert einen Überblick und eine kritische
Betrachtung der momentan etablierten Methoden und erweitert diese in systematischer Manier.
Als konkrete Beispiele werden eine kleine Bibliothek an Verbindungen bestehend aus Stickstoff
und Kohlenstoff in der Gasphase, ein Übergangsmetallcluster, Oberflächenstrukturen von ein-
zelnen Atomen, selbstassemblierten metallorganischen Netzwerken mit Übergangsmetallen und
seltenen Erden auf Münzmetallen und eine tiefgehende theoretische Betrachtung der chemischen
Bindung und der spektroskopischen und mikroskopischen Signaturen im Detail behandelt.
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1 Introduction

This work is a publication-based dissertation, and should therefore stand as a supplement

of the articles already published in international scientific journals. In this thesis, the

background on all theoretical models is provided in a swift manner, relating to the

original publications of myself or other researchers if necessary, therefore setting my

work in context with current and previous research on the same matter. The ultimate

goal is to give the reader an insight into the reasons behind the work on many different

projects and how they were all in line with the original aims of my dissertation.

X-ray based photoelectric experiments have become one of the leading characterization tools
when it comes to questions concerning the chemical composition of a material, the orientation of
adsorbates, and its magnetic properties. The basic functional principle is that the energy of an
impacting photon is transferred to an electron of the system under study. Of course this simple
one-electron picture is much more complicated in a real situation where many electrons of an
extended system, equivalent by translational symmetry, are excited. The observed experimental
signature is thus a superposition of many similar events, which can be detected by measurement
of either electrons emitted from the material or via secondary processes, such as fluorescence
or Auger decay. The nature of the detection and secondary processes are also the reason for
broadened peaks in the experimental spectrum. In theory, the measurement is expected to deliver
a line spectrum because of the quantized nature of matter at the length scales relevant to electrons
and photons. However, noise and aforementioned reasons lead to absorption spectra with broad
resonances overlapping and thus hiding the actual positions and making the interpretation difficult.
Already before the discovery of quantum mechanics, a lot was learned about the behavior of
matter with respect to radiation, and this theoretical development helped in understanding the
first basic atomic absorption spectra of hydrogen or alkali metals via Balmer’s formula or the even
more well-known Rydberg formula for the line spectra of atoms. At that time there was still no
knowledge about quantum mechanics and the different effects which lead to the more complicated
absorption spectra of heavier elements or even compound materials. However, the theoretical
development continued at a remarkable pace following the discovery of quantum mechanics and
eventually also succeeded to provide interpretations and rationalization for more complicated
materials, and the fine structure of the experimental measurements. The photoelectric effect[1]
laid the foundation for the theoretical understanding of the interaction of radiation with matter.
The first experiments of this kind in the X-ray regime became what we know today as X-ray
photo-electron spectroscopy (XPS) and probe the ionization energy of a material by transferring
enough energy to a core-electron to move it above the vacuum level and thus ionize the system[2,
3]. Chemical speciation was discovered shortly later, meaning that the same atomic species has
different excitation energies depending on their chemical environment[4, 5]. Near-edge X-ray
absorption fine structure (NEXAFS) is a related spectroscopic technique, where the absorbed
energy from the incoming photon excites a photo-electron in previously unoccupied states of the
probe material, thus forming a bound state[6]. Whereas XPS only allows to probe the occupied
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states of a specific system, the NEXAFS method allows to probe all unoccupied states of the
system, which are, of course, heavily influenced by chemical bonding in the valence region. The
significance of this method was discovered but in the second half of the past century, when
the resolution of spectrometers was improved and what was previously interpreted as one big
absorption edge (peak), split into many signals[7–9]. The previous models employed mainly a
scattering formulism (which is still the method of choice to evaluate the EXAFS - extended x-ray
absorption fine structure) to resolve oscillating signals further away from the absorption edge.
Since there is no strict distinction what is to be considered "near edge", this sometimes leads to
misunderstandings. The topic of this work are the electronic transitions, which occur intra-atomic,
inside the same atom, whereas sometimes inter-atomic scattering effects are also referred to as
NEXAFS. A schematic comparison between XPS and NEXAFS is given in Figure 1.1.

Fig. 1.1: Schematic comparison of the ionization (XPS, on the left) and absorption (NEXAFS, on the right)

regime of core-level spectroscopies. As explained in the main text, the XPS spectroscopy probes the

occupied state of a system by ionizing the electrons into the continuum, whereas in the absorptive

regime one core electron is ionized in different unoccupied states. A typical shape of both spectra is

shown to the left of the ionization scheme and to the right of the absorption scheme. Whereas in XPS

typically close-lying peaks of a similar broadening are observed in a narrow energetic region (where

they overlap), in NEXAFS a sharp, isolated peak of high intensity is followed by fewer smaller peaks

with an increasing broadening until by excitation into high-lying Rydberg states, or, finally into the

continuum, the large broadening does not allow to observe single peaks anymore.

In this work I will be approaching two - at the first glance entirely set apart - topics, where
computational modeling is required to understand experimental measurement. In the first chapter
I will be introducing the concept of a core-hole and its effect on the electronic structure of the
remaining (non-ionized) electronic structure of the molecular ion, followed then by recapitulating
the main approaches towards the simulation of spectroscopic properties in a one-particle picture.
Although approximate, these methods are the workhorse of modern electronic structure theory
when it comes to the simulation of spectroscopic properties of experimentally accessible length
scales. I will conclude this chapter with a glance at a crucial ingredient in the simulation of
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core-hole spectra, namely the localization requirement of a hole state on a targeted atom. In the
second chapter I will be approaching the simulation of materials characterized by localized d and
f -electrons, also known as correlated materials. Their outstanding property is, that unlike simple
metals or organic molecules, they can not be described sufficiently well anymore by prevalent
semi-local density-functional theory (DFT) methods. This is mainly due to the partially filled d-

and f-shells in the transition metal or lanthanide/actinide series exhibiting a large local electronic
interaction[10–13]. The main shortcoming in the simulation is attributed to the self-interaction
error in semi-local DFT, which leads to an overestimated Coulomb-repulsion, which in turn gives
a bad description of the localized states[14–19]. This shortcoming can be cured through the
application of hybrid DFT functionals, which unfortunately incur a large computational cost.
Model Hamiltonians such as DFT+U, a locally interacting potential based on the Hubbard model,
constitute an efficient way to recover the same physics and are thus the second topic of this work.
The second chapter will thus introduce in more detail the shortcomings of common DFT-based
approaches in the simulation of strongly correlated materials and a recapitulation of the DFT+U
theory. This is followed by a case study of a lanthanide element - Dysprosium, where we were
interested in the nature of the chemical bond to corrugated graphene on top of Ir(111). X-ray
spectroscopy, as mentioned in the beginning, is a very established technique in the routine analysis
of material science. As such, it is of use aswell in the analysis of strongly correlated materials. My
work should lay the foundation of a sound description of the electronic structure to be paired with
a sound description of spectroscopic properties, both on an equally economic footing with respect
to the computational workload. The final chapter collects a short summary of the publications
authored during the course of this thesis.
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2 Density functional theory

This entire thesis makes heavy usage of terminology associated with a theoretical concept of
ubiquitous use in the field of condensed matter physics and also extensive use in the theoretical
modeling of isolated molecules, namely Density-Functional Theory (DFT). This chapter will thus
recapitulate in a brief manner the most important ideas, methodologies, and their associated
terminology needed to follow not only the theoretical concept but also their implementation in
software. The content of this chapter is based on introductory textbooks on the matter such as
the ones from Koch and Holthausen[20] or Parr and Yang[21] and substantiated (where needed)
by original citations.

2.1 The Hohenberg-Kohn theorems

The central problem in the application of wave-function based simulations is the sheer number of
variables which has to be taken into account. In other words, the (electronic) wave-function Ψ(ri)

of a system as the quantity to represent all information about the system carries 3N coordinates (ri)
for a N -particle system. Although accessible for small molecules, wave-function based methods
are therefore severly restricted in their application with increasing system size, since solving the
Schrödinger equation ĤΨ = EΨ for the correct wave-function Ψ and total energy E of the system
requires to operate on that many-dimensional object. The landmark publication of Hohenberg and
Kohn (HK)[22] put forward two theorems which abandoned the need for the full many-particle
wave function in place of a much easier accessible quantity - the electron density ρ(r), a function
of only 3 coordinates. The first Hohenberg-Kohn theorem states, that there is a direct mapping
in the form of a functional (meaning a function of a function, i.e. a mapping from a space of
functions to e.g. the real numbers) between the electronic density ρ(r) (resulting from an external
potential) and the total energy E. The exact form of this functional is elusive up until today, but
the idea by itself provides the opportunity to find what became known as Density-Functional
approximations (DFAs). Following the first theorem, all parts which constitute the total energy
are also functionals of the density, as such we can write:

EHK[ρ(r)] = Vne[ρ(r)] +T [ρ(r)] +Vee[ρ(r)] = FHK[ρ(r)] +

∫

ρ(r)vne(r)dr (2.1)

The terms in the above equation are the potential between nuclei and electrons Vne, the kinetic
energy functional T [ρ(r)], and the electron-electron interaction potential Vee[ρ(r)]. The latter
two terms constitute what is often referred to as the Hohenberg-Kohn functional FHK, since it is
system-independent (has no dependence on the number of electrons N or their respective position
to the nuclei, as well as the charge of these). Since there is no prior knowledge of the exact
form of the HK-functional, the common approximation consists in supplementing the classical
Coulomb-interaction between two particles J , as it is readily formulated as a functional of the
electron density J [ρ(r)]. Assuming that the unknown FHK would be expanded in powers of the
electronic charge e2, this would correspond to the first-order term, while the kinetic energy would
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cover the zeroth order. Higher-order terms do not have a classically known corresponding kernel,
therefore they are collected in a separate term together with all errors we incur by introducing
the classical Coulomb kernel, we can call it the non-classical (ncl) energy term Encl[ρ(r)]. At this
point, having introduced all the approximations mentioned so far, we can write down the total
energy as a functional of the density:

E[ρ(r)] =

∫

ρ(r)vne(r)dr +T [ρ(r)] + J [ρ(r)] + Encl[ρ(r)] (2.2)

In the next section we will see how this term Encl is approximated in practical calculations. Before,
we should mention the second HK theorem, which states, that the HK functional FHK will deliver
the ground state energy if, and only if, the input is the ground state density ρ0.

E0 = E[ρ0(r)] < E[ρ(r)] (2.3)

This sounds very familiar, as the variational principle in wave-function theories states exactly the
same in terms of the wave function. It therefore does not come as a surprise that the variational
principle is the origin of this theorem. The remaining ingredients to actually be able to perform a
DFT calculation are now 1) a way as of how to obtain this ground state density and 2) finding
approximations to best describe the non-classical energy term. DFT, by itself, is an exact theory,
the degree as to which exact results of a pratical calculation are obtained depends on how well
the exact functional is approximated.

2.2 The Kohn-Sham approach to DFT

In the previous section we have concluded that there needs to be some kind of functional which
connects the ground state electron density with the total energy or other kind of observables of a
system. We separated out certain contributions of this functional by physical intuition without
giving a functional form. Of course we would know a functional form of the Coulomb potential
since it operates on charges and that is what the electron density is made of. But a more difficult
part is the kinetic energy operator T̂ . How can we calculate the contribution to the kinetic energy
if the information about single electrons as a separable quantity is lost? Early approaches tried
to use the homogeneous electron gas as the basis for finding an energy functional but failed
due to the overall potential being repulsive, failing even to predict molecules to be stable. The
big breakthrough was the idea of Kohn and Sham (KS)[23], to model the kinetic energy in the
same way as it is done in wave-function theory, but using an auxiliary system of non-interacting
particles, defined such as that the density which would result by summing up all these occupied
orbitals corresponds to the ground state density.

ρ(r) =

N
∑

i=1

fi |ψi(r)|
2 (2.4)

This is not in contradiction with the Hohenberg-Kohn theorems, since the same density can be
connected via two different mappings to a given external potential. As such, the Kohn-Sham
approach is a valid approach and we introduce a new quantity, the KS-orbital ψi (r), which is
occupied by a (non-necessarily integer) number of electrons fi. These will become important
in the later chapter on spectroscopic methodologies, where the eigenvalues ϵi associated with
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the KS-orbitals form the basis of the calculation of the transition energy. However, the initial
reason to introduce this system of non-interacting single-particle functions was to evaluate the
kinetic energy operator. The associated error connected with this approximation is added to the
non-classical part of the Hohenberg-Kohn functional to yield what is nowadays famously known
as the exchange-correlation functional Exc. Therefore, in the general form the working equation of
the Kohn-Sham approach to DFT is written as:

E[ρ(r)] =

N
∑

i=1

〈ψi (r)| −
1

2
∇2
+vne(r)|ψi(r)〉 +

1

2

∫ ∫

ρ(r)ρ(r′)

|r − r′ |
drdr′ + Exc[ρ(r)] (2.5)

The KS-orbitals are in a practical calculation expanded in a linear combination of basis functions.
A basis function is an arbitrary analytic (or numerically stored on a grid, such as it is in our
case of the FHI-aims code[24]) function, which represents an as-good-as-possible model of the
actual single particle wave-function. A linear combination of basis functions yields an orbital
ψi =

∑

k ckϕk. The coefficients ck are optimized such as that the density resulting from a sum over
all KS-orbitals (cf. eq. 2.4) minimizes the total energy. When these coefficients for each orbital
are stored in a computer, these are commonly referred to as the Kohn-Sham eigenvector. This is
the quantity which will be transformed (rotated) for the formation of maximally localized states,
as introduced in the later section 3.3. The intrinsic property of electron spin is introduced in
DFT typically via an assumption of collinear spin orientation, which means that we assume that
the electron spins are aligned with a magnetic field oriented in one direction (typically chosen
along the z-axis of the system). Under this assumption the Kohn-Sham problem is solved for
spin-orbitals of the spin-upψ+i and spin-downψ−

i components. This means the working equation
of DFT (eqn. 2.5) is solved twice at the same time for both spin channels, while only the electronic
potential connects both spin channels due to the total density being formed as a sum over all
states. Furthermore, the maximum occupation of a single spin state is 1.0 electrons. It is this
occupation of a single particle state, which will be modified in the approximative approaches to
electronic spectroscopies as introduced in the section 3.2. Since both spin channels are optimized
separately from each other, depending on the energetic ordering of the spin orbitals with respect
to each other, a different number of electrons can occupy either one channel. This is the signature
of a magnetic systems, where the difference of the spin-up density ρ+ and the spin-down density
ρ− is not equal to 0, the actual value is called the spin magnetic moment of the system under study
and makes up the largest part of the total magnetization of a system, with the minor components
being related to spin-orbit coupling. More on the particularities of the simulation of magnetic
systems with DFT is given in chapter 4 and section 3.4.
In KS-DFT, the only term without an explicit functional form in eq. 2.5 is the exchange-

correlation functional. This is at the same time the most problematic part, since these are all effects
and errors together introduced by the previous approximations. As such, there are currently many
different approaches on how to approach the functional form, some rely on physical intuition,
some corresponding to a mere parametrized form compared to experimental or wave-function
based data. However, many of these DFAs share common ideas and as such they were categorized
in a hirarchical fashion, named Jacob’s ladder[25]. At the lowest rung of this ladder one finds the
local density approximation (LDA), which treats the exchange-correlation kernel based on the
solution of the homogeneous electron gas (HEG) and was already suggested by Hohenberg and
Kohn in their initial publication on DFT[22]. As the HEG was already well-described at this time
by Monte-Carlo methods[26], these results served as a sound input and the LDA method performs
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well for materials of slowly varying electron density, such as true metals. However, the description
worsens for semiconductors, ionic systems, and molecules. The next step is the generalized
gradient approximation (GGA), which takes the variations in the electronic density into account
by introducing the gradient of the density. A very popular example is the functional by Perdew,
Becke, and Ernzerhof (PBE)[27], which up until today enjoys great popularity in the solid state
community. The GGA functionals were very successful for a large variety of materials, even for
organic molecules and has become the de-facto standard for condensed matter physics[28–31].
On the third rung, the logical improvement is to include the Laplacian of the electronic density
(or the kinetic energy density in the orbital expansion). Approaches such as these became known
as meta-GGA. Finally, on account of the self-interaction error present in DFT, the fourth rung
introduces the exact exchange interaction, known form Hartree-Fock theory, in an ad-hoc fashion
into the exchange-correlation functional. The basis for the exchange interaction is conveniently
given by the single-particle orbitals of the Kohn-Sham approach to DFT. More details on hybrid
functionals and associated methods on how to overcome the self-interaction error in DFT will be
given in the theory section 4.1 as a prelude to this simulation of magnetic materials in DFT.
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3 Approximate methodologies in the

simulation of core-level spectroscopies

The interpretation of many kinds of spectroscopies, including those resulting from irradiation
in the X-ray regime, has benefited a lot from the insight given by theoretical modeling, which
can happen at different levels of accuracy. Frequently employed at the time of measurement or
by the group of experimentalists themselves are methods based on model Hamiltonians, which
assign parameters to an interacting model of the system and optimize these parameters until
the final spectrum matches to the simulation[32, 33]. Although these tools are a great help in
disentangling overlapping resonances, there are limits as to their applicability when the model is
not apt for the system under study or the result is tainted by fitting artifacts. On the other hand,
the development done in the simulation of quasi-particle physics permits to correctly describe
the self-energy (the response of a system to the presence of a (quasi-)particle) and in the follow-
ing their dielectric function to great accuracy. This includes methods such as time-dependent
DFT (TD-DFT) [34, 35], the Bethe-Salpeter equation (BSE)[36, 37], coupled-cluster approaches
(CC)[38–40], or a multi-reference calculation[41–43]. However, these kind of methods are limited
in their applicability in system size and computational effort. To strike a balance between the
accuracy given by an ab-initio description of the system at hand (and thus having exact control
up to which level the predicted physics are expected to be correct) and the applicability in a sense
of whether or not these calculations can be performed with relatively low computational effort,
approximate methodologies based on occupational constraints of the electronic structure in a DFT
calculation were developed and successfully applied[44–49].

This chapter is separated in four sections. Section 3.1 introduces the effects, which a core hole has
on all other occupied and unoccupied states of the system, and outlines an important physical
background for section 3.2, where the mathematical background for approximate methodologies
in the simulation of core-hole spectroscopies within the realm of ground-state DFT and the meth-
ods themselves are explained. The chapter 3.3 highlights the importance of the localization of
core-ionized states on the example of the pyrazine molecule. Finally, in a very brief showcase on
a transition metal compound, the applicability of the approximate methodologies to higher-lying
core states (at the L2,3-edge) is demonstrated in chapter 3.4.
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3.1 The core-hole relaxation

The ionization of an electron is a localized process (as we will see in the later chapter 3.3) which
introduces a hole state in the system under study. This ionization (or excitation) process leads to
changes in the potential acting at a very specific point of the material and changes the effective
charge Zeff of the atom, which is ionized. Which atom in a molecule is affected by the ionization is
determined by the energy of the incident radiation E = hν which is transferred to the system under
study and, if large enough, overcomes what has been termed the core-electron binding energy
(CEBE). The magnitude of CEBEs is determined by a multitude of factors, first of all it depends
on the element, but then experiences changes due to the chemical environment, the presence
of magnetic fields (or interaction with other charged particles in the system). As such, CEBEs
are used experimentally to characterize a material by what is called their spectrum. Depending
on which experimental method is chosen, either absorption spectroscopy (excited electrons are
transferred to previously unoccupied states above the Fermi level) or ionization spectroscopy
(excited electrons are entirely removed from the system), the resulting spectral signatures are
different. Even more so are the methods to predict them in simulations. In Figure 3.1, we present
results of a computer experiment about the changes effectuated due to a change in the occupation
of certain molecular orbitals of a carbon atom and the benzene molecule and the accompanying
effect of the change in Zeff on all the molecular orbitals. In the top row of Figure 3.1 the occupation
of one 1s core state of a carbon atom (left) and the benzene molecule (right) were modified. The
immediate effect of the increased (less shielded) effective charge is a decrease in the eigenvalue of
not only the state affected by the change but also all other states. This is especially pronounced for
the occupied states (all states up to the LUMO state, also highlighted in orange). When the core
state is entirely empty, the change in eigenvalues in the valence region is about 50 eV, whereas the
change in the core region is on the order of 100 eV. This gives us an idea of the order of magnitude
by which electronic eigenstates are influenced due an ionization event, as we would observe in
XPS, an actual ionization of the system leaving behind a positive background charge. In the right
column, the same process is repeated for a Kohn-Sham state of the benzene molecule. The most
drastic observation here is that the energetic change in the eigenstates due to the many more
electrons present in the benzene molecule is reduced, since electrons from neighboring atoms
allow for a more effective screening of the positive point charge, which are not available for a
single atom. Correspondingly, the valence orbitals are shifted by approximately 10 eV and the
core states by about 50 eV. The message learned from this computer experiment is first, the order
of magnitude effectuated by a core-ionization process and second, how electrons in a bonded
system can help in effectively screening the hole state and as such decrease the core-level shift.

Next in Figure 3.1 is the same computer experiment, except that instead of ionizing the system,
the electron removed from the core state is placed in the LUMO orbital. We thus simulate a
neutral excitation, as it would be observed in absorption spectroscopy experiments. For the carbon
atom we see a very similar behavior of the eigenstate alignment as compared with the ionization
process above, although lessened in magnitude. For the benzene molecule, however, we observe
that the valence states of the system are barely shifted as compared with the already only little
shifted states of the ionization process above. Nevertheless, one important effect is seen for both
the carbon atom and the benzene molecule: a state rearrangement and state splitting. This is
especially pronounced for the case where the core orbitals have been entirely depleted and the
valence states respond not only with a shift towards lower energies but also an orbital-dependent
shift and thus a splitting of states. It is this splitting which is important in the simulation of
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carbon atom benzene molecule

Fig. 3.1: Eigenstate alignment for an atom of carbon (left column) and the benzene molecule (right column)

when the occupation of the 1s core state (lower state highlighted in orange) and/or the LUMO state

(upper state highlighted in orange) is modified between 0 and 2 electrons. Results based on a DFT-

HSE06[50] calculation using the FHI-aims default ’tight’ basis set settings. In the first row only the

core occupation is modified, the center row is a neutral excitation where electrons are transferred to

the LUMO and in the third row only the valence orbital state is modified.

core-level absorption spectra, because the energy required to reach an unoccupied state is equal
to the difference in energy between the core and excited state orbital. More on that statement will
be detailed later in chapter 3.2.

Finally, the lowermost row of diagrams simulates the effect of modifying the occupation of
the LUMO state, while leaving the core states untouched. This would be an ionization of the
system by forming an anion. The valence orbital eigenvalues change only very little in the atomic
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calculation (by less than 5 eV) and about or even less for the benzene molecule. Furthermore,
we do not see a splitting of degenerate valence states due to the ionization process. A curious
detail which is very obvious especially from the diagrams concerning single carbon atoms is
the approximately linear change of the energy eigenvalues with respect to the occupation. This,
and an accompanying derivative discontinuity[51] have been the subject of many studies and
also became a measure for the quality of a density-functional approximation as compared to
the unknown exact functional[15, 52, 53]. Whereas the exact functional will have an exactly
linear change of the eigenvalue, LDA and GGA-type functionals do show a convex behavior and
those including exact exchange typically a concave behavior[15, 17]. A close to perfect linear
behavior will greatly increase numerical integral equations w.r.t. the occupation number of an
electronic structure, which will be needed in a later chapter. Figure 3.2 schematically shows the

qi

E
[q

i]

✁1

✁

Fig. 3.2: Typical deviations from a linear behavior of the eigenvalues of the system (ϵi) as a function of

fractional occupation qi. The dashed line marks the value which the exact functional would give.

Functionals without explicit self-interaction correction show a negative deviation and delocalization

which manifests itself in the figure as a convex deviation (LDA/GGA, green area). On the contrary,

Hartree-Fock or inclusion of exact exchange leads to an overestimation of the eigenvalues and a

concave deviation from the optimal function (HF, blue area).

deviations from this optimal behavior for common density functional approximations such as the
LDA and GGA or the Hartree-Fock (HF) theory. It is also a quite straightforward assumption, that
a (weighted) sum of both approaches should cancel the erroneous convex and concave deviations
to a great extent. This approach is known as a hybrid functional and is addressed further in section
4.1, which discusses possible remedies to the shortcomings in common density functionals.
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3.2 Spectroscopy with approximate core-level constraining

approaches

The first major subject of the work presented in this thesis is the simulation of core-level excitations
using different approximative methodologies within the framework of DFT. All the following
approaches are based on time-dependent perturbation theory, which leads to the following
expression for the transition probability of an electron into another state:

Pi→f (ω) =
2π

~
µ2if δ (Ef − Ei − ~ω) . (3.1)

The transition dipole moments µ2if , together with the transition energy (Ef -Ei = ~ω) are all
ingredients needed to assemble a simulated absorption spectrum within the framework of time-
dependent perturbation theory, which, when applied to spectroscopy, is commonly referred to
as Fermi’s golden rule. As such, a simulation can only access a line-spectrum of sharp delta-
peak like structures. In the experiment, these delta-peaks are broadened for a multitude of
reasons, among which thermal broadening and electronic decay processes are probably the most
important. Nevertheless, a simulated line spectrum in most cases already corresponds nicely to
the experimental signature. It has, however, become common practice[54, 55] to introduce an
empirical broadening by replacing the delta peaks with gaussians and adding them up numerically.
The broadening parameters are element-specific and usually increase linearly starting from an
initial value. In the following we will discuss briefly how to calculate both the transition energy
and the transition intensity. The more difficult quantity to evaluate is the transition energy.
Subsumed in Figure 3.3 are approximate methodologies in the simulation of core-hole spectra
which are all based on different approximations to the electronic transition energy given by the
so-called ∆SCF (sometimes, when used in the context of DFT, also referred to as ∆KS) energy. In
a ∆SCF calculation, the total energy of a system including a core-hole-state is subtracted from the
total energy of the ground state calculation[56]. In a one-electron picture this approach recovers
the true excitation energy to a great extent. This methodology is used widely and successfully in
the simulation of the ionization energy of a system where the final state energy Ef is the total
energy of the N-1 ion (with N being the number of electrons in the neutral system). The ionization
energy is then given by

EXPS = Ef − Ei = E(qc = 0) − E(qc = 1) . (3.2)

Here, qc is the occupation number of the core state probed. However, the ∆SCF approach is less
satisfactory for X-ray absorption simulation where the unoccupied state is probed because it in
principle incurs the simulation of all possible excitons on every symmetry-inequivalent atom
of the underlying geometry. In other words, rather than simulating a core-hole state with the
electron removed from the system, the electron is placed once in every unoccupied state. Remedies
to this limitation were proposed by an integral approximation to this total energy difference,
reformulated as an eigenvalue difference of an auxiliary electronic structure[57–59]. While more
details on the mathematical derivation of these core-hole constraining approaches are given in
the publication on the subject[57], I shall give here a short qualitative description. The ∆SCF
approach is a difference of two ground state total energies of the system.

∆E∆SCF = Ef − Ei = E(qc = 0,qu = 1) − E(qc = 1,qu = 0) . (3.3)
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GS

• ∆E = ϵf − ϵi
• N = 1

• no core-hole relaxation

XTP57

• ∆E = ϵf − ϵi
• N = nsia
• neutral excitation form of TP

∆SCF56

• ∆E = Ef - Ei
• N = nsia · nu
• final-state description

GTP57

• ∆E = ϵf − ϵi
• N = nsia + 1

• static potential version of GTS

TS58

• ∆E = ϵf − ϵi
• N = nsia · nu
• 2nd -order expansion of ∆SCF

XGTP57

• ∆E = ϵf − ϵi
• N = nsia + 1

• neutral excitation form of GTP

GTS59

• ∆E = ϵf − ϵi
• N = nsia · nu + 1

• 4th-order expansion of ∆SCF

FCH60–62

• ∆E = ϵf − ϵi
• N = nsia
• static potential version of ∆SCF

TP63

• ∆E = ϵf − ϵi
• N = nsia
• static potential version of TS

XCH64–67

• ∆E = ϵf − ϵi
• N = nsia
• neutral excitation form of FCH

Fig. 3.3: Overview of the core-hole constraining approaches being used in the simulation of X-ray spectroscopic

experiments. N is the total number of calculations required to simulate a NEXAFS spectrum. nsia is

the number of symmetry-inequivalent atoms of the same species, nu is the number of unoccupied

states considered.

Here, qc is the occupation of the core-state KS orbital and qu is the occupation of the (formerly)
unoccupied KS state above the Fermi level. Ef and Ei are the total energies of the final (core-ionized)
and initial (ground) state electronic structure. The energy given by ∆SCF as the starting point,
can be rewritten as an integral over the varying occupations during the electronic transition.

∆E∆SCF =

=

∫ 0

x=1

dE(qc = x ,qu = 1 − x)

dx
dx

=

∫ 0

x=1

{

∂E(qc = x ,qu = 1 − x)

∂qc
−
∂E(qc = x ,qu = 1 − x)

∂qu

}

dx (3.4)
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Furthermore, in employing the Slater-Janak theorem[68] ∂E
∂qi
= ϵi it is possible to arrive at eq. (3.3)

in terms of KS eigenvalues ϵi:

∆E∆SCF =

∫ 0

x=1

{

ϵc(qc = x ,qu = 1 − x) − ϵu(qc = x ,qu = 1 − x)
}

dx . (3.5)

To arrive at an eigenvalue difference the integral first had to be split in two parts (due to the

core- and valence-state contribution) and then substituted for ∂qc
∂x
= 1 and ∂qu

∂x
= −1. This,

however, still leaves us with an integral equation of sorts which we avoid to evaluate exactly by
numerically approximating it. A popular choice (and a perfectly valid one, when thinking of the
linear relationship between the total energy of a system and the electronic occupation, cf. chapter

3.1) would be the midpoint integration rule
∫ b

a
f (x)dx ≃ (b − a)f ((a + b)/2). This results in

∆ETS = ϵu(qc = 0.5,qu = 0.5) − ϵc(qc = 0.5,qu = 0.5) . (3.6)

This is also termed Slater’s Transition State (TS) approach [58]. Slater showed this initially by
subtracting a series expansion of a state with 0.5 electrons occupation from the difference of two
series expansions of the ground state and a state with an electron transferred to a previously
unoccupied state[58]. It became widely known and employed as such but was only at a later point
reformulated via the more accessible integral approximation[59]. Based on numerical integral
evaluations, the ∆SCF energy from equation 3.3 can in principle be approximated to arbitrary
accuracy, while it was shown that the midpoint rule recovers already the better part of it[58].
Furthermore, if using more than one point to approximate the integral numerically, one DFT
calculation for each auxiliary structure of fractional occupation needs to be performed. Since
in every simulation first a ground state calculation needs to be performed, a weighted sum of
the ground state and one partially occupied state thus represents the most economic solution
with increased accuracy and was termed the generalized transition state concept[59]. Most of the
methods listed in Figure 3.3 are derived via mathematical approximations to the ∆SCF energy,
with the excited variants (those methods with an acronym starting with the letter X) constituting
non-mathematically motivated approaches, which were sought for ease of computation because of
the problems inherent to the simulation of charged periodic surfaces, in particular the divergence
of the electrostatic energy[69, 70]. It is important to note here, that the mathematical accuracy
is higher in the generalized formulisms (GTS, GTP) as compared to their regular counterparts
(TS, TP), because less integrals are neglected. The ten approaches shown in Figure 3.3 can be
classified in two major categories: First, those which require the explicit modeling of each possible
transition from an initial (core) state to an unoccupied (empty valence) state. These methods are
∆SCF, TS, and GTS. The only actual advantage in doing the TS and GTS methods in place of the
∆SCF approach is the ease of evaluation of the dipole transition moments µ2if which are given
by exactly the same KS-eigenstates, which give also rise to the eigenvalue difference and have a
direct correspondence to the transition intensity in experiment.

µif = 〈ψi |x̂ |ψf〉 . (3.7)

ψi andψf are here the KS eigenvectors of states i and f, respectively. The second category contains
all remaining methods (GS, TP, GTP, XTP, XGTP, XCH, FCH), which either neglect the (part of an)
excited electron entirely in the calculation or only include it in an average way. This means, that
they are either a truncated mathematical approximation or a non-deterministic approximation
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to the transition energy. It should be noted here, that the names "transition state", "transition
potential" and "(part of an) excited electron" are misleading and prompt the association with a
chemical reaction pathway. However, the "transition state" as Slater designated his approach, is
merely a mathematically clever chosen auxiliary electron structure with the peculiar property,
that the eigenvalue differences are an approximation to the ∆SCF method. This also without a
doubt guarantees, that the best approximative method in Figure 3.3 can, in the ideal case, only
deliver the accuracy of ∆SCF, assuming the ∆SCF approach could technically be realized without
problems. How this is not the case and how some explicit methods actually outperform ∆SCF
for technical reasons is the subject of a publication[57], where all these methods are critically
reviewed.
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3.3 The core-hole localization

In the procedures lined out in the previous chapter the occupations of certain orbitals belonging
to atoms inside a chemically bound structure, such as a molecule or a solid state material, need
to be modified in order to approximate the excitation energy of the X-ray experiment. The
computational ansatz used in the Kohn-Sham variant of DFT employs the linear combination of
atomic orbitals (LCAO) in order to form a molecular orbital. These molecular orbitals are the
states/orbitals previously mentioned, of which the occupation needs to be modified to meet the
respective requirements of partial occupation, given by the derivations in the previous chapter. By
the nature of forming a linear combination of atomic orbitals of the entire system and the tendency
of common approximations to the exchange and correlation potentials to delocalize the electrons
initially belonging to one atom onto others, the molecular states often become delocalized among
many, if not even all atoms in the system[15–19]. This problem in delocalization is accentuated
stronger if the systems under study contains many instances of the same atom and even more
in the case of a symmetric arrangement of these. However, if the spectroscopic excitation of
an electron is modeled with the methods mentioned before, we require a hole of the character
of a certain angular momentum channel to be introduced locally on a specific atom, therefore
giving rise to two possible channels on how to construct this: First, when using a localized basis
set, a projection of the hole state on the Kohn-Sham basis. Second, the Kohn-Sham states of
the ground state density can aswell serve to this extent, if they are maximally localized via a
unitary transformation[71, 72], keeping the ground state density invariant but changing the
spatial localization of each Kohn-Sham state. In the course of this thesis I followed the latter
approach, using the Foster-Boys localization procedure[71] to achieve named transformation of
Kohn-Sham states. Depicted in Figure 3.4 are the KS-spin states of the pyrazine molecule prior
and after successful localization following the Boys-algorithm. The Boys algorithm requires either
a maximization of

ξBoys =
∑

i

∑

x

〈ψi |x̂ |ψi〉 , (3.8)

or a minimization of

ξ =
∑

i

∑

x

(〈ψi |x̂
2 |ψi〉 − 〈ψi |x̂ |ψi〉

2) . (3.9)

Here, the index i extends over all KS-states considered in the transformation (only the occupied
realm to keep the total density invariant with the transformation) and the index x extends over all
spatial coordinates. The avid reader will quickly make out the large resemblance of the equations
given above with the transition dipole moment operator in equation 3.7. Thus, in order to perform
a Boys localization procedure according to equations 3.8 and 3.9, the dipole transition matrix has
to be formed and properly preconditioned. This means that all elements belonging to unoccupied
states are set to zero in order to avoid linear combinations of occupied and unoccupied states.
Optionally, in order to avoid an nonphysical linear combination of states of different angular
momentum channels, the Boys-procedure could be applied to only a subset of the states. As
already pointed out for very early investigations of optical spectra for small molecules[76–78],
the localization of the core-hole is a crucial ingredient in the construction of the proper potential
of the Hartree-Fock Hamiltonian, which can be straightforwardly transferred to the Kohn-Sham
formulism, where the (missing) density of a localized electron (hole) leads to a different shape
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Fig. 3.4: Kohn-Sham states of 1s character for both spin channels of the carbon and nitrogen atoms in the

pyrazine molecule before (deloc.) and after (loc.) the Boys-localization procedure applied to them.

Easily discernible, the molecular orbital states have non-vanishing contributions from all atoms of

the same species (N atoms for KS-states #1 and #2, and C atoms from #3 to #6). Simulation with

FHI-aims[24, 73] and the PBE0[74] functional using the def2-QZVP[75] basis set.

of the potential as a delocalized description. In essence, an initially delocalized hole state will in
most cases remain delocalized throughout the entire calculation, whereas an initially localized
core hole will remain localized to the atom it belongs to. This can be seen in Figure 3.5, where the
final KS-states for DFT calculations based on a delocalized and localized core-state are shown. To
showcase the effect of the (de-)localization of a core hole on the ionization energy for the example
given above, the ionization potential is calculated by a ∆SCF approach, where the total energy of
the system with a core-hole (the pyrazinium ion) is subtracted from the total energy of the ground
state pyrazine molecule. The resulting energies are then compared to experimental results for the
ionization potential[79] and reproduced in Table 3.1. Although no perfect agreement with the
experimental data is achieved, the results based on a localized core hole description are in much
better agreement than those based on a delocalized hole, validating the approach taken in this
work.
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Fig. 3.5: The eigenstates of the N1s core-hole calculation with a hole state based on a regular ground state

DFT calculation and a Boys-localized core state. The state carrying the hole is highlighted with a box.

By comparison with Figure 3.4 the carbon 1s states (#3 to #6) tend to again delocalize in both spin

channels, while the N1s states stay localized as it is required. Computational details are the same as

in Figure 3.4

Tab. 3.1: Experimental and simulated ionization potentials of the pyrazine molecule based on delocalized and

localized core states. Computational details are the same as in Figure 3.4

IPexp.79 IPdeloc. IPloc.
N1s 405.6 400.8 404.7
C1s 291.7 285.1 291.2

3.4 L2,3-edge spectra in the approximate formalism

All previous investigations related only to the K-edge spectroscopic signatures of materials, which
requires to ionize an electron from a 1s core-state into previously unoccupied states. Although
these edges are still probed and measured on a daily basis, much more information can be gained
in approaching the higher edges, such as the L2,3 and M4,5-edges. The spectroscopic notation

here relates to transitions from an initial spin-orbit split ground state, in other terms the 2p
1
2
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Fig. 3.6: Geometry and NEXAFS L2,3-edge spectrum for the MnSi11 compound using the HSE06 functional, the

TP approximation, and non self-consistent SOC.

and 2p
3
2 states for the L2,3-edge and the 3d

3
2 and 3d

5
2 states at the M4,5-edge, respectively. The

reason for the splitting of the non-relativistically degenerate eigenstates is the interaction of an
electrons intrinsic magnetic moment with the magnetic field induced by its own motion around
the nucleus. To recapitulate the entire theory of relativistic density-functional theory and the
approximations leading to the second variational approach applied in the spin-orbit coupling
(SOC), as employed in the preliminary study described here, would be beyond the scope of this
thesis. However, the interested reader is referred to the publication on the implementation in
the FHI-aims code[80]. The author simply wishes to showcase in this short section that the
approximate computational formalisms as introduced in the previous chapter also readily apply
to a spin-orbit-split ground state and the agreement of a simulation of the Mn-L2,3-edge NEXAFS
spectrum of a molecular compound is staggering when compared to the experiment. Shown in
Figure 3.6 is a silicon-caged manganese compound, which is part of a larger family of similar
compounds for which experimental spectroscopic data is available[81]. Clearly visible from the
comparison of the experimental and theoretical curves as shown in Figure 3.6, the energetic
splitting between the L2 and L3 edge is well-reproduced at this level of theory, same as the
transition energy and relative intensities. In the simulation, account of the strongly correlated d

electrons was taken by employing the hybrid functional HSE06[50] and the relativistic spin-orbit
coupling was modeled using a non-self consistent approach. The simulation of strongly correlated
materials will be discussed in greater detail in section 4.1 of the following chapter.
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4 Simulation of magnetic materials and

localized magnetic properties

Lanthanides, their name being derived from the greek λανϑάνω, literally translated as to escape
notice, constitute the first class of elements with a (partially) filled subshell of the high angular
momentum number l=3. Including the elements Scandium (Sc) and Yttrium (Y), these elements are
called rare earth elements. As the etymology and naming scheme already suggests, these elements
are found only in small quantities on earth, their abundance in the earths crust being mostly only
a few ppm, with the notable exception of Promethium (Pm), which does not seem to be naturally
occurring on earth at all [82]. Owing to their late discovery, scarce availability, and high price,
they were long not studied in chemistry and physics. It was only by the end of the 20th century
that noteworthy applications surged the interest in these materials, which, living up to their initial
naming, escaped notice for so long. Chemically speaking, lanthanides offer a partially occupied 4f

shell, deeply penetrating in the Xe-shell, shielded below the 5s, 5p, and 6s states and thus effectively
appearing as if the electronic anisotropy of the atoms was quenched, as shown experimentally[83,
84] and explained by theory[85, 86]. Due to this unique attribute, the magnetic and spectroscopic
properties of atoms bound chemically do not change much due to the ligating surroundings but
remain rather atomic in nature. Furthermore, owing to the so-called lanthanide contraction, the
atomic radii of the elements decrease with increasing atomic number slowly, making the elements
interchangeable in any kind of matrix (either organometallic compounds or solid state material),
yet changing the magnetic properties. In organometallic complexation, the bonds formed are
mainly characterized by a strong ionic character, with strong Lewis Base ligands being preferred
counterparts to Ln-ions, such as carboxylates[87, 88]. The overall preferred oxidation state of
lanthanides is +III and due to their huge surface area coordination numbers between 3 and 12
were observed[88, 89], with 8-9 being the most common[90–94]. Their initial organometallic
chemistry was dominated by typical small coordination complexes including solvents (water,
ammonia) as ligands, but soon moved to porphine and porphyrine ligands[95], which sometimes
even coordinate the metal atom in a double-decker fashion[96]. Their high coordination numbers
and similar coordination chemistry made them especially interesting in the application in metal
organic frameworks (MOFs)[97–101]. More recently, their catalytic behavior has been studied
aswell[102, 103]. These materials are of special interest due to their intrinsic magnetic properties,
determined through the partially unoccupied, yet protected, 4f subshell[88]. Early accounts of
single molecule magnets[104, 105] were quickly accompanied by surface-assemblies of single
atoms with intriguing magnetic properties[88, 106–108]. These basically constitute the smallest
magnets we currently have at our disposal and it has been demonstrated that single atoms can be
modified with the help of an STM tip to switch their magnetization, showing long-time stability
at low temperatures[106–108]. These measurements were done at very low temperatures of a
few tens of Kelvin, since otherwise the thermal motion would grant too much kinetic energy to
the atoms and no regular spaced arrays were available. In order to be able to study single atom
magnets at higher temperatures, these need to be immobilized by some kind of support. Thin films
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of 2-dimensional MOFs would alleviate that shortcoming and, as previously mentioned, are not
expected to change the magnetic properties of the enclosed atoms due to the outer-lying 6s states.
Part of my research focused on understanding of the atomic adsorption sites of single atommagnets
with and without a stabilizing support such as linker molecules. However, common Density-
Functional Theory approaches fail at the description of exactly those properties of lanthanide
atoms, which make them special: their strongly localized 4f subspace. To this extent, we first
need to understand the problem of common density-functional approximations with respect to
electron interaction and (de)localization. The chapter 4.1 addresses this issue, followed by a report
on our findings for Dysprosium atoms adsorbed on graphene, grown on Ir(111) in chapter 4.2,
which laid the foundation to a project where I, in collaboration with experimental colleagues,
worked with Holmium atoms as the coordinated species in different 2d-metal organic networks
on Ag(100), culminating in my publication on the subject as shortly introduced in chapter 5.1.
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4.1 The self-interaction error and possible remedies

One unfortunate shortcoming of common DFAs is the incorrect description of localized states,
such as the d and f states found in transition metals and lanthanides[109–112]. Probably the
dominant part of this erroneous description is rooted in what became known as the self-interaction
error in DFT, which is a direct consequence of the Coulomb operator in KS-DFT (JDFT) being
a functional of the density and not of single orbital contributions, as in wave-function theories
such as Hartree-Fock (JHF)[113–115]. The latter brings along the advantage, that the exchange-
integrals (KHF) exactly cancel the self-interaction contributions. The exchange term arises from
the two-electron operator O2 = r

−1
12 acting on a determinental wave-function in Hartree-Fock as a

second term next to the classical Coulomb term. As such it is the mathematical consequence of
introducing the antisymmetry property for the wave-function via a Slater-determinental[116]
ansatz for the wave-function, required by the fermionic nature of electrons. The cancellation of
self-interaction is given in the equations below for the case of i=j as: JHFii =KHF

ii . KS-DFT does work
with the density formed from a non-interacting system of auxiliary particles and not separately
optimized orbitals. Therefore, in DFT, it is not possible to exactly cancel the self-interaction same
as in HF. In principle though, DFT is an exact theory and the exact DFT functional does achieve
this, thus the shortcoming is rooted in the density functional approximations used, where it is
not possible to correct for the interaction of the density at point r1 with the density at point r2 as
given in the equation for JDFT[ρ] below.

JDFT[ρ] =

∫∫

ρ(r1)ρ(r2)

|r1 − r2 |
dr1dr2 (4.1)

JHFi j (r1) =

∫∫

ψ ∗
i (r1)ψ

∗
j (r2)

1

|r1 − r2 |
ψi (r1)ψj (r2)dr1dr2 = 〈ij |O2 |ij〉 (4.2)

KHF
i j (r1) =

∫∫

ψ ∗
i (r1)ψ

∗
j (r2)

1

|r1 − r2 |
ψi (r2)ψj (r1)dr1dr2 = 〈ij |O2 |ji〉 (4.3)

The spatial coordinates of interacting charges (electrons in case of HF and the local density (ρ) in
case of DFT) are summarized in r1 and r2,ψi andψj denominate single-particle wave-functions.
Remedies were already proposed early on by Perdew and Zunger [117], in the form of corrective
orbital-dependent potentials based on transformed Kohn-Sham states. The approach became
widely known as the Perdew-Zunger Self-Interaction-Correction (PZ-SIC).

EPZ−SICxc = Exc[ρ] −

N
∑

i

ESI[ρi ] with: ESI[ρi ] = Exc[ρi ] + J [ρi ] (4.4)

Here, the energy correction to the exchange-correlation energy Exc consists of a sum of single-
particle self-interaction correction terms ESI[ρi ], formed from the single-particle densities of
the non-interacting Kohn-Sham system ρi = ϕ2i with ϕi designating the single-particle wave-
functions. N is the total number of single particles. Since in the exact functional for a single
particle, the correction should vanish, the Exc should equal the Coulomb energy and cancel exactly.
The correlation energy for a single electron is Ec = 0. However, the PZ-SIC was blessed but
with limited success, as the corrections to atomic and molecular properties are non-systematic,
functional-dependent (although the formulism itself should be independent of the underlying
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functional) and could not always actually improve the result[118–120].
Another systematic improvement along the same line of thought of introducing the missing
exchange interaction in the DFT formulism was introduced by the application of Hybrid-DFT
functional approximations. There, a weighted amount (typically between 10 and 50%) of the
Hartree-Fock exchange (KHF in equation 4.3) is introduced in the DFT functional. A general hybrid
functional thus treats the exchange-correlation energy as follows:

E
hyb
xc = E

DFT
xc + α(E

HF
x − EDFTxc ) (4.5)

Where EHFx is the energy contribution resulting from the matrix elements KHF
i j (r1) in equation 4.3

and the parameter α governs the amount of exact exchange included. The largest difference to
the PZ-SIC is that the exact exchange is calculated for all orbitals, rather than only accounting
for the terms where i=j and variable amounts of exchange (α ) are included. Different kinds
of functionals, created by following this line of thought became very established in molecular
systems and following their success, were also applied in solid-state simulations. However, the
computational cost is much higher than a treatment with a semi-local functional[121, 122] and the
applicability is not as universal since the ad-hoc added exchange-contribution introduces problems
in the simulation of metallic materials, where the unbalanced sum of exchange and correlation
terms leads to errors in the description of the band structure at the Fermi level[122–126]. These
are mainly attributed to the long-ranged decay of the Hartree-Fock exchange which leads to
an overestimation of the band gap, a crucial ingredient to keep metals behave as metals in the
simulation.
Another route to model the strong local correlation correctly and at the same time alleviate the
problems introduced via the self-interaction is the introduction of an orbital-dependent tuned local
potential. The potential can be tuned such that the wrong description of a subspace is cured, while
treating the remaining system by the underlying DFT functional. Although such a semi-empirical
model introduces a new parameter and thus takes a step away from a true ab-initio description,
it permits an economic and straightforward approach in the simulation of a specific class of
materials - transition and rare earth metal systems. Probably the most popular methodology
to introduce such an orbital dependent potential is termed DFT+U[127] and based upon ideas
from the ubiquitous Hubbard-model[128–133], which was very successful in describing general
trends in the study of aforementioned materials. The classical Hubbard model assumes a lattice of
electrons with one state on each site. The Hamiltonian is written as a sum of the on-site energy ϵ0,
the on-site repulsive interaction U , and a hopping term tij, as also known from the tight binding
model, permitting electrons to move from one site to the adjacent (nearest neighbor):

ĤHub =

∑

aσ

[

ϵ0n̂aσ +
U

2
n̂aσ n̂a−σ − tabc

†
aσcbσ

]

. (4.6)

Here, the sum runs over all sites a of the lattice. n̂a = c
†
aσcaσ is the number operator of the state a

and spin channel σ . c†aσ and caσ are the ubiquitous annihilation and creation operators in second
quantization. The DFT+U method relies on the on-site potentialU from the Hubbard model acting
on a chosen subset of states in the DFT description. The idea is that one can use the Hubbard
model (which is self-interaction free by design) to describe the strongly correlated electrons in
the d and f shells and treat the rest with a regular DFT functional. In the most general form the
DFT+U energy can be written as follows (suppressing spin degree of freedom for clarity):

EDFT+U[ρ,nIm] = E
DFT[ρ] + EU[nIm] − E

dc[nIm] (4.7)
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Here, the energy contribution of the subspace treated by the Hubbard on-site potential (EU) is
added to the energy of the regular DFT-functional (EDFT) in an ad-hoc fashion. However, since
EDFT also covers this portion of the electronic structure a double-counting correction (Edc) has
to be applied. The avid reader will immediately recognize, that the total energy of the DFT+U
functional is now a functional of two quantities, namely the density ρ and the on-site occupation
nIm of orbital m at atomic site I. It remains the problem of defining such occupation numbers
for the Hubbard correction. Usually these occupation numbers enter the description via a so
called DFT+U occupation matrix which is obtained via a local projection on a projector function
representing the correlated subspace in question (typically d- or f -shells of a transition of rare
earth metal). There are currently four different projectors in use in common implementations of
DFT+U. They all agree on the following common form to form the occupation matrix:

nImm′σ =

∑

γ

fγ 〈Ψγ σ |PImm′ |Ψγ σ 〉 (4.8)

Here, the sum runs over the KS-states Ψγ each occupied by fγ electrons. PImm′ is a local projection
operator, which defines how to assemble the occupation matrix nImm′σ of the correlated subspace.
A common choice to define the subspace occupation matrix is a projection on the basis functions,
but in the case of a non-orthogonal basis (as most implementations are using nowadays), the
definition is thus not entirely unambiguous. The aim is to have a local basis on which the Hubbard
Hamiltonian can be applied to act locally. The most straightforward projector would thus be the
so-called full projector P fullImm′σ

, projecting on chosen basis functions directly. The big disadvantage,
when using a non-orthogonal basis, consists of non-vanishing overlap to other (arbitrary) basis
functions. To account for this, the on-site[134, 135] projection P siteImm′σ

is based on the dual basis
functions φ̃Im′σ :

φ̃Im′σ =

∑

Imσ

|φImσ 〉 S
−1
mm′σ (4.9)

fulfilling the biorthogonal relations 〈φ̃Imσ |φIm′σ 〉 = δmm′ . Due to exactly these biorthogonal
relations, the projector formed by dual functions by definition does not overlap with any other
basis function except for m = m′, also note that in case of an orthogonal basis set, the on-site
projector would be exactly the same as the full projector. However, both of these projectors still
do not fulfill the sum rule Tr(nImm′σ ) = N [136], which was first addressed by introducing the
dual[135] PdualImm′σ

projector. The dual projector takes an intermediate form between the full and
on-site, mathematically equal to the well-known Mulliken population analysis[137]. Finally, when
a dual basis is used to generate the occupation matrix, care needs to be taken that all observables
obtained by operations on it, such as occupancies, local moments or energy, are defined in a way
so as to be tensorially invariant with the basis transformation. This property is not ensured in
the case of the previously discussed projectors, since they produce non-traceable matrices or in
other words involve sums of products of different character. The tensorial[138] P tensImm′σ

projection
ensures that property by forming a local inverse overlap matrix O−1

Imm′σ for each site of projection
independently by inversion of a subset of the overlap matrix of the entire Hilbert space spanned
by the non-orthogonal basis functions. These operators are then used to construct the dual basis
similar as shown in equation 4.9, but by replacing the inverse overlap matrix S−1mm′σ by the local
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overlap matrix O−1
Imm′σ . The four projectors are termed on-site, full, dual, and tensorial:

P fullImm′σ = |φmσ 〉 〈φm′σ | nfullImm′σ =

∑

α β

SαmDα βσSβm′ (4.10)

P siteImm′σ = |φ̃mσ 〉 〈φ̃m′σ | nsiteImm′σ = Dmm′σ (4.11)

PdualImm′σ =
1

2

[

|φ̃mσ 〉 〈φm′σ | + |φmσ 〉 〈φ̃m′σ |
]

ndualImm′σ =
1

2

∑

α

[

DαmσSαm′ + SαmDαm′σ

]

(4.12)

P tensImm′σ = |φmσ 〉O
−1
Imm′σ 〈φm′σ | ntensImm′σ =

∑

α β

SαmDα βσSβm′O−1
mm′ (4.13)

In the above equations the projector functions as well as the resulting occupation matrices are
given as a function of either the density kernel Dα βσ (the density matrix in terms of the dual basis)
or the density matrix Dmm′σ and, if the overlap due to a non-orthogonal basis set is accounted for,
the overlap matrices Sαm. In the case of the dual projector the density matrices carry indices of
both the dual (αβ) and primal (mm′) space by construction. Most popularly a projection on the
basis functions is performed, but more recently an approach to project on KS-states, in essence a
linear combination of basis functions as a new basis for the occupation matrix, was chosen. These
could be either the canonical Kohn-Sham states or maximally-localized variants such as maximally
localized Wannier functions (MLWFs)[138, 139], or Boys-localized Kohn-Sham states[140]. The
former approaches favor a rather atomic description of the strongly correlated subspace and
thus prevail in systems of a pronounced ionic bonding character, whereas the latter approach is
suitable for systems characterized by a stronger hybridization of the correlated subspace with the
surrounding atoms due to chemical bonding. Independent of the choice of projector, the DFT+U
Hamiltonian takes the form of a HF-like interactive potential which is restricted on a subspace of
states. In shorthand notation, the DFT+U functional for a single site I can be written as follows:

EUI [nmσ ] =
1

2

∑

mσ

〈mm′′ |V̂ee |m
′m′′′〉 nmm′σnm′′m′′′−σ

+(〈mm′′ |V̂ee |m
′m′′′〉 − 〈mm′′ |V̂ee |m

′′′m′〉)nmm′σnm′′m′′′σ (4.14)

Here, the set of {m} values represents the basis of the local subspace on which the DFT+U
Hamiltonian acts. On each center of the system such a potential is applied, thus EU from equation
4.7 comprises a triple sum

∑

Imσ . V̂ee represents the screened Coulomb operator in the given
subspace, σ the spin. The functional form is reminiscent of the already previously mentioned
Coulomb and exchange integrals in equation 4.2 and 4.3 and thus recovers an exact self-interaction
correction for the given subspace (second term in equation 4.14, cf. equation 4.2f) in addition
to the tuned orbital-dependent potential. However, the explicit calculation of the Fock-integrals
is avoided in the DFT+U functional and instead parameterized. The value of the parameter U
is chosen to represent a screened Coulomb and exchange interaction, rather than including the
exact exchange integrals, which would decompose into a sum of Fock-integrals (as it is done in
hybrid functionals). This applies to both the full version of DFT+U by Liechtenstein [141] and
the simplified version by Dudarev[142], which neglects higher-order Fock-integrals altogether.
Finally, the strongly correlated electrons are now treated twice in the DFT description, since the
underlying DFT functional treats the subsystem aswell. Therefore, the double-counting term as
introduced in equation 4.7 needs to be addressed. Again, different choices on how to recover the
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specific part of the mean-field treatment need to be devised since the original DFT functional is not
cast in terms of localized states but rather the total density. The initial idea consisted in expressing
the corrective potential in fluctuations around the mean field occupation, which became termed
the around mean-field (AMF) approach[127, 143]:

EAMF
dc =

1

2

∑

mσ,m′−σ

U (nmσ − n̄σ )(nm′−σ − n̄−σ ) (4.15)

Here, n̄ is the average occupation of a state expressed by the number of available electrons in the
respective subspace (and thus element-specific), divided by the maximum size of the subspace
(for example 10 in the case of d-electrons). Another idea was to assume all occupied states as
degenerate in energy within the subspace, thus each of the states contributing exactly the same
energy to the total energy term[143, 144]. By following the combinatorics of two interacting
states at a time (cf. equation 4.14), a sum over two states out of the total number of states in
the correlated subspace (for example 10 in the case of d-orbitals) is formed. Each of these states
contributes exactly an energy equal to the U-value. It can therefore be approximated in the fully
localized limit (FLL) (FLL) as:

EFLLdc =
1

2
UN (N − 1) (4.16)

Here, the number of correlated, fully occupied states is N = Tr (nIσ ) (incorporating, of course,
all issues which arise due to non-conserving sum rules of the occupation matrix as mentioned
above). Concluding, the N (N − 1)/2 =

∑N−1
x=0 x factor equals to the number of possible choices of

two out of the number of correlated states. As usual, the truth lies somewhere in between the
two extreme cases depicted by the AMF and FLL formalism. In an attempt to find the correct
"break-even" point between a very localized and very delocalized description, a self-consistent
intermediate description was introduced by Ylvisaker[143].

Concluding, there are four possible choices of occupation matrices, three choices of double-
counting corrections and a free parameter (the value of U), which itself is not only element-
specific, but also depends on the functional in use, the choice of occupation matrix/projector,
double-counting correction, the size of the basis set, etc. Although this methodology might seem
volatile due to the abundance of different approximations, it has nevertheless been applied very
successfully towards the simulation of strongly correlated materials and became an essential
addition to the already established DFT functionals. Depending on the specific use case, one of
the introduced models performs better or worse. It has to be stressed here, that this method relies
more than many other simulation techniques on a close collaboration with experiment, but as
soon as a suitable description via a DFT+U Hamiltonian has been formulated, that electronic
structure can be used to study further details of the system out of experimental reach at negligible
computational overhead compared to a regular LDA or GGA calculation.
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4.2 Case study: Dy on graphene/Ir(111)

As previously shown by Baltic et al. [106], Dysprosium atoms do show a long-range regular
surface adsorption pattern on graphene / Ir(111) when heated from low temperature (10K) to
a little higher temperatures (40K). The long-range order exhibited by the rare earth metal is
surprising, as one would expect a rather statistical atomic adsorption pattern, as seen at 10K, to
persist, or the formation of randomly sized clusters to arise. In order to understand the nature of
the adsorption site, the very same system was studied and the results are presented in this chapter.

Computational Details Spin-collinear density-functional theory (DFT) calculations were per-
formed for periodic supercells with the Quantum ESPRESSO [145] and FHI-aims [24] computing
packages. Geometry optimizations for a (10× 10) surface unit-cell graphene sheet on a three layer
Ir(111) slab with a (9× 9) surface unit-cell were performed with FHI-aims at "tight" computational
settings, Γ-point sampling and using a 60Å vacuum region. In these calculations electronic
exchange and correlation (xc) was treated on the generalized-gradient approximation level with
the PBE [27] functional, augmented by dispersive interactions through the Tkatchenko-Scheffler
TSsurf method [146]. The graphene sheet and the topmost two layers of Ir were fully relaxed until
residual forces were below 10−3 eV/Å. The resulting corrugated graphene sheet was frozen and
employed in subsequent Dy adsorption calculations. These adsorption calculations were done
with the Quantum ESPRESSO package for a free-standing flat graphene sheet with one Dy atom
adsorbing in a (4× 4) surface unit-cell and for the corrugated graphene sheet as determined before
with one Dy atom adsorbing in the (9 × 9) surface unit-cell. In both cases adsorption energy
curves as a function of the vertical adsorption height of the Dy atom were computed at different
high-symmetry sites of the graphene lattice. The adsorption energy obtained at 10Å height is used
as zero reference, and negative adsorption energies indicate exothermicity. In order to improve
the description of the 4f electrons of the Dy adsorbate, the PBE+TSsurf treatment was extended by
the DFT+U formalism. We employed a value of U=5.0 to reproduce the 4f -eigenvalue alignment
for the interacting system as obtained by hybrid-level HSE06 [50] calculations with FHI-aims for
the smaller flat graphene system. A plane wave cutoff of 30 Ry, projector augmented wave (PAW)
(PAW) pseudopotentials for Dy [147] and C [148], Γ-point sampling, and a Gaussian smearing of
the orbital occupations by 0.2 Ry were employed.

Results The first thing to be understood before any more assumptions can be made about
adsorption positions is the nature of the immobilized support. In order to superimpose graphene
(lattice constant of 2.45Å) on top of an iridium metal slab (lattice constant of 3.87Å), a common
repetition unit is needed. The present system is special in that sense, because the superimposed
unit cells are large and graphene on Ir(111) forms a so-called Moiré pattern which can be mimicked
in the simulation by a (10 × 10) graphene surface-unit cell on top of a (9 × 9) Iridium bulk metal,
as shown on the left of Figure 4.1. In our simulation (computational settings mentioned above) we
obtained a corrugated graphene sheet on top of the Ir(111) facet, highlighting three high-symmetry
sites, which we further considered as possible adsorption sites in our study and are henceforth
referred to as hcp, fcc and ontop positions. Two of these sites are situated in a concave pocket
of the corrugated sheet, one at a convex protrusion. There is an additional highly symmetric
adsorption site available compared to a flat sheet of graphene (as shown on the right side of Figure
4.2), which only offers two possible adsorption sites, namely a sixfold hollow site and a ontop
site. The obtained corrugated geometry of the graphene sheet above Ir(111) is in good agreement
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Fig. 4.1: Commensurate structure of corrugated (10×10) graphene on (9×9) Ir(111), highlighting the three high-
symmetry sites considered in our study (left). Side-view of the commensurate structure, highlighting

the corrugation and adsorption height (right).

Tab. 4.1: Comparison of adsorption height (h) and corrugation (d) of graphene on the Ir(111) facet. Theoret-

ical [149], experimental[150, 151] and combined theoretical and experimental studies[152] on the

graphene/Ir(111) Moiré pattern.

this study [149] [152] [150] [151]
PBE+TSsurf M06-L optB88-vdW XSW VASP PBE+D3 SXRD, EXXR LEED, AFM

3.30 3.52 3.53 3.38 3.41 3.38±0.04 3.39±0.03 h [Å]

0.45 0.22 0.34 <1 0.35 0.38±0.04 0.47±0.05 d [Å]

with previous studies as compiled in Table 4.1. The sheet is at an average height of 3.3 Å above
the Ir surface and exhibits a corrugation of 0.45Å. The surprisingly high corrugation already
permits some speculation about the reason for site-specific adsorption on the surface. If some
of the previously conjugated π -bonds in graphene are broken due to the corrugation, the result
would be a locally varying chemical reactivity on the moiré patterned surface. To follow up further
on this assumption, binding energy curves for a single atom of Dysprosium were recorded for
pristine graphene and graphene on Ir(111). As mentioned above in section 4.1, the description of
the 4f subspace using a GGA functional such as the employed PBE-functional, is not sufficient
to correctly account for the strongly localized 4f electrons. Therefore, we employed the DFT+U
approach, as introduced in chapter 4.1, to alleviate this shortcoming. The U value of 5.0 was
chosen such as to match the eigenstate alignment of a HSE06 calculation of the free atom above
graphene. This goes alongside with the main assumption, that with respect to the 4f states, there
is little change between the adsorbed atom and the free atom and that they furthermore do not
participate in the bonds formed to the substrate and thus apply the same corrective potential
valid for the free atom case to the adsorbed atom. One of the effects of this corrective DFT+U
potential is, that the 4f eigenstates are not located at the Fermi-level (where instead only the 6s
states are found). The results for the adsorption of a Dysprosium atom on a flat sheet of graphene
shown in Figure 4.2 suggest, that on both adsorption positions, only physisorption occurs, and
that there is no significant preference of one adsorption site over another. In the top diagram
the adsorption energy curves are shown as a total energy difference between the fixed geometry
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Fig. 4.2: Adsorption energy and spin magnetic moment vs. adsorption height for dysprosium on flat graphene

((4 × 4) surface unit cell, left). (4 × 4) surface unit cell of flat ideal graphene, highlighting the two
high-symmetry sites considered in our study (right).

and the respective components, in the center diagram, the same adsorption curves are shown but
with the dispersive (van-der-Waals) contribution subtracted. Additionally, we see at the lower
diagram, that as soon as the Dysprosium-atom is pushed deep into the surface, the spin magnetic
moment increases gradually, but at the equilibrium adsorption distance, the atomic magnetic
moment of 4 µB is recovered. Therefore, we would expect no site-specificity if the system under
study were flat as a layer of free-standing graphene. However, in the case of Dysprosium adsorbed
on corrugated graphene, the picture changes. In our simulation, for ease of computation, we
relied on the adsorption on top of the previously obtained corrugated graphene rather than the
entire slab-system, because the interaction between Ir(111) at 3.3 Å from the surface is assumed
to be negligible and the main chemical interaction to be recovered from the different chemical
environment due to the corrugation. We find this assumption to be true by recording adsorption
energy curves as shown at the left in Figure 4.3. By subtracting the van-der-Waals contribution to
the adsorption energy, we can exclude the hcp site, since there is no chemical interaction. Between
the two remaining adsorption sites, the fcc and ontop position are mostly degenerate in energy,
yet the ontop adsorption energy curve has a steeper slope and a slight energetic preference as
compared to the fcc site. We can thus rationalize, that there is not a chemical interaction with the
surface possible due to the corrugation of the surface and that the ontop position is energetically
slightly more favorable. The spin magnetic moment as shown in the lowermost diagram of Figure
4.3 shows the same behavior as already encountered for the adsorption on pristine, flat graphene,
where the number of unpaired electrons increases upon pushing the Dysprosium atom into the
surface, yet at the equilibrium distance a predominantly atomic occupation is observed. At the
right side in Figure 4.3 the different (up- and down-) density of states (DOS) of the system with
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Fig. 4.3: Adsorption energy and spin magnetic moment vs. adsorption height for dysprosium on corrugated

graphene ((10 × 10) surface unit cell, left). Projected density of states of the adsorbed (solid line) and

separated (dashed line) system (right).

Dysprosium adsorbed on corrugated graphene is shown. Highlighted in color are the total DOS
(blue line), the projection onto Dy states (purple lines) and the projection on C states (red line).
For the Dy projection, results are shown for Dy at the optimized height in the fcc hollow site (solid
line) and at 10Å height as representation for the free Dy atom (dashed line). Note the shift of the
spin down 6s state above the Fermi level in case of the adsorbed Dy atom (solid vs. dashed purple
line). This explains, that the chemical interaction of the Dysprosium atom with the graphene
substrate happens via the 6s states of Dysprosium and 2p states of the graphene sheet. The 4f
subspace is not affected by the bonding to the surface and the Dysprosium atoms retain their
atomic magnetic properties, as also evidenced from experimental measurements [106] and our
simulation of the spin magnetic moment, which increases only by pushing the atom even further
into the surface, and thus away from the equilibrium distance.

Although this system is of large academic interest, the equilibrium distance adsorption energies
from Figure 4.3 are on the order of about 1 eV. Therefore, by increasing the temperature of the
system even further, we expect that the corrugation does not offer enough support to stabilize the
Dysprosium atoms to specific positions. Room-temperature applications would therefore require
to immobilize Lanthanide atoms by some kind of more rigid support. A combined experimen-
tal/computational study of a system along this lines is the topic of publication further detailed in
chapter 5.1.
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5 Publications

This chapter presents a short summary of the main publications which resulted from my research
during my PhD studies. A short motivation and summary of each publication is given, followed
by a paragraph on my individual contribution to the work.
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5.1 Assembly of Robust Holmium-Directed 2D Metal-Organic

Coordination Complexes and Networks on the Ag (100) Surface

M. Uphoff1, G.S. Michelitsch1, R. Hellwig, K. Reuter, H. Brune, F. Klappenberger, and J.V. Barth
ACS Nano 12, 11552-11560, (2018)
DOI: 10.1021/acsnano.8b06704

Content This publication was a direct follow-up of my work outlined in chapter 4.2, where I
established protocols towards the simulation of lanthanide materials adsorbed on large surface
materials. The project combined together the skillsets of the three participating working groups
along the common idea of immobilizing magnetic materials on a surface. Our collaborators
around H. Brune from the EPFL in Switzerland had previously gained much experience with single
atom magnets at surfaces, the colleagues around J.V. Barth from the TUM’s Physics department
contributed their knowledge on the formation and self-assembly of 2d-metal organic networks
on a surface, which should provide the additional rigidity not present in the system previously
discussed (cf. chapter 4.2). I contributed with our experience in large-scale DFT simulations
with the added complexity of locally strongly correlated electrons embedded in a non-magnetic,
metal support. The main focus of the simulation was to explain and reproduce the experimental
STM signatures, elucidate the underlying structural parameters, investigate the influence of the
lanthanide presence on aforementioned observables, and, finally, explain the unbalanced formation
of two different networks, with a clear preference of one over the other. The subject of study
was the element Holmium in conjunction with organic linker molecules featuring carboxylate
functional groups (terephthalic acid) to form a metal-organic assembly. Holmium is the next
element in line right after Dysprosium, which had been extensively studied in the group in
Switzerland before, thus chosen for this study. The main message of the publication is that
Holmium does form organometallic frameworks on the metal surface, where the Holmium atoms
retain most of their intrinsic magnetic moment. Furthermore, an interconnected thin film of this
network is hampered in formation due to a lattice mismatch between the substrate and adsorbate,
which can not be compensated by a rotation.

Individual contributions I developed and simulated adsorption models for both observed
surface-assemblies based on the information given from the experiment (STM signatures and cell
dimensions). The initial models relied on free-standing layers of surface assemblies, which were
unable to explain the instability of the checkerboard structure as compared with the cloverleaf
structure. By including the substrate, the effect of the Ag(100) surface unit cell and the induced
strain became apparent. To that extent, I also had to develop new protocols in how to run
DFT+U calculations on a large scale, which reliably give a converged ground state solution of the
system. I had to make heavy use of a technique termed matrix control[13, 153–155], which allows
to fix the occupational constraints of the correlated subspace and keeping them static during
the entire calculation and only after having converged the system under that given boundary
condition I allowed for a self-consistent solution. Since the DFT+U potential is a rather harsh
correction imposed on top of the underlying electronic structure, a direct simulation is hardly
reliably accessible, especially when doing a geometry optimization. A typical calculation involves

1These authors contributed equally to the work.
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the simulation of all possible ways of how to place 11 electrons in 14 orbitals and keeping the
occupation matrix fixed, then perform a self-consistent DFT+U calculation with that boundary
condition and use the lowest-energy solution wave-function coefficients to restart a fully self-
consistent run using a linear mixer, very low values of gaussian smearing for the occupations
and a very small mixing value. Only then can a self-consistent DFT+U calculation using a Pulay-
mixing scheme with a small mixing value be converged. Based on the geometries and electronic
structure obtained for the models, I simulated Tersoff-Hamann STM signatures and analyzed
charge rearrangement and relative stability of the two surface-assemblies to substantiate and
further explain experimental findings. I wrote all parts of the manuscript with respect to the
simulation, providing some of the key messages of the publications. I helped Martin in rewriting
the entire manuscript so as to reflect best the findings of our combined experimental/theoretical
study.
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5.2 Remote functionalization in surface-assisted dehalogenation

by conformational mechanics: organometallic self-assembly

of 3,3’,5,5’-tetrabromo-2,2’,4,4’,6,6’-hexafluorobiphenyl on

Ag(111)

M. Lischka, G. S. Michelitsch, N. Martsinovich, J. Eichhorn, A. Rastgoo-Lahrood, T. Strunskus,
R. Breuer, K. Reuter, M. Schmittel, and M. Lackinger
Nanoscale 10, 12035-12044 (2018)
DOI: 10.1039/C8NR01987H

Content This work was initiated by the colleagues around M. Lackinger at the TUM to study the
influence of fluorination of reaction educts in surface-supported Ullmann couplings on the outcome
of the reaction. Due to the mixture of reaction products observed, experimental techniques such
as core-level spectroscopies (XPS, NEXAFS) as well as surface-sensitive electron microscopies
(STM) were recorded alongside theoretical modeling of the material. Owing to our expertise with
core-level calculations and structural studies of surface-adsorbates, we could assist with DFT
simulations of the surface adsorbate geometries and the resulting STM images. As a result of the
variety of different reaction outcomes it was only by the theory support that all different reaction
products could be quantified and some structural motives resolved in the first place. The main
findings reported in our article were that fluorination leads to some unprecedented new chemistry
characterized by sterically controlled debromination of the educt species leading to formation of
different kinds of 1d chains rather than 2d materials.

Individual contributions My contribution to this work consisted in assigning structural mo-
tives to the STM images provided by our colleagues, thus identifying similar, yet distinctively
different adsorption patterns (some only differing in molecule-molecule distances but sharing the
same backbone). I also performed XPS simulations of partially debrominated compounds to help
assign the core-level shifts from experiment and thus allow a rough quantification of the relative
abundance of different surface assemblies. I furthermore wrote the parts in the article relating
to the simulation, critically compared the experimental and theoretical results to confirm and/or
rectify initial models and took part in writing and proofreading of the entire manuscript.
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5.3 Efficient Simulation of Near-Edge X-ray Absorption Fine

Structure (NEXAFS) in Density-Functional Theory: Comparison

of Core-Level Constraining Approaches

G. S. Michelitsch and K. Reuter
J. Chem. Phys., accepted (2019)

Content This work started when I realized that there are many different approximate method-
ologies currently in use to simulate core-level absorption spectra, but few available publications
employed more than one of these and even fewer motivated the choice of an approximation. It
seemed to me that more recently there was a preference for the TP method for surface adsorbate
simulations of light elements, while for water and ice spectra XCH and FCH are used (cf. chapter
3.2 for more details on these). To my knowledge, nobody ever collected all these auxiliary elec-
tronic structures and compared them for one class of materials in order to see whether systematic
trends arise. Furthermore, we were very much interested in how well our numerical atomic
orbital basis functions perform for spectroscopic properties since similar studies usually require a
purpose-tailored basis set. Owing to close ties with experimental colleagues in surface science
interested in organic surface adsorbates, I chose a small library of nitrogen and carbon containing
heterocyclic molecules as a test set. Since the different auxiliary electronic structures inherent to
the approximations derive from each other in a systematic way, we realized quickly, that certain
methods (such as the GTP, XTP, and XGTP) were so far missing in the literature and very little use
is made of explicit approaches (which model every possible transition) in absorption spectroscopy.
To this extent, the given article compares ten different auxiliary electronic structures, based on two
DFT functionals (PBE and PBE0), as well as the dependency on our two different numerical atomic
orbital basis sets and benchmarks them against experimental data for the NEXAFS absorption
spectra of five different molecules. We find that already at an average basis set size and the
GGA level of approximation most methods reach the limit of their accuracy and that while the
transition energies seem to follow an initial state rule, the transition intensities follow a final
state rule. We furthermore give a mathematical derivation and formulation of all approaches and
recommendations on the usage of these approximate methodologies used in conjunction with
DFT.

Individual contributions I had the idea to collect, derive and benchmark all approaches in one
publication and decided on the compound library and general scope. In order to localize KS-states
for spectroscopic simulation, I implemented the Boys-localization based on an existing routine
(which calculated the Boys centers) and developed and implemented a subspace-restricted version
of it. Together we worked out the details of the work, especially with respect to the different
basis sets, different functionals and, finally, the new approaches. I performed the calculations and
drafted the manuscript, which we then revised together.
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6 Summary, Conclusions and Outlook

The topics addressed throughout this work were very diverse yet all involve a proper under-
standing and description of the electronic structure of molecules and metal-organic compounds.
In the early chapters, the influence of a core-hole on the energy eigenvalue of a Kohn-Sham
state was studied as a function of not only the fractional occupation, but also the system size
and thus the number of screening electrons. The findings are in line with what was previously
known, that there is a close to linear behavior of the eigenvalue w.r.t. the occupation. Following
these preliminary studies is a mathematical derivation of numerical approximations to the ∆SCF
scheme to the calculation of excitation energies, where all currently employed and a few additional
approaches are discussed. A thorough investigation of their performance for the light elements
carbon and nitrogen is given in the publication on the subject, highlighting that already when
using semi-local functionals and an average-sized basis set accurate predictions can be made when
using a one-point integral approximation, such as TP or XTP. It is furthermore shown, that the
transition dipole moments are a robust approximation to the intensity of a particular transition.
This all holds under the important boundary condition of a proper hole-state localization, which
is stressed in section 3.3, where the methodology implemented over the course of this thesis,
the Boys localization procedure, is briefly introduced. In conclusion, given a proper localization
of the core-hole state and a proper approximative scheme towards the simulation of XPS or
NEXAFS spectra, a reliable assignment of peak positions is possible. This is of great interest to a
large class of materials, known as strongly correlated materials, which feature partially occupied
d- and f-shells, which are characterized by a strong local coulomb interaction. As this is not
correctly described in the typical mean-field, non-interacting particle picture of DFT at the local
or semi-local level, in the second chapter an economic approach, the DFT+U method is introduced.
DFT+U is a model Hamiltonian approach which, unlike regular DFT functionals, is not sharply
defined but offers a large variety of customization not only by parameters but also in the way it is
implemented. A brief recourse of the most prominent approaches taken to date is given in section
4.1, followed by a case study of adsorption of Dysprosium atoms on graphene on Ir(111), which
was only possible in using the DFT+U approach. The knowledge from this study was carried over
to another project involving the simulation of metal-organic frameworks incorporating Holmium,
highlighting peculiar intricacies in the electronic structure of the 4f electrons as outlined in the
accompanying publication.
To sum up, in the course of this thesis robust protocols towards the simulation of X-ray spec-
troscopy and strongly correlated materials were developed, both relying on the same foundation
in terms of computational efficiency, density functional choice, and basis set. What remains to be
done is to evaluate how well these methods perform in the periodic limit and apply them to the
simulation of core-level spectroscopies of magnetic materials on a surface support at experimental
length scales.
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ABSTRACT: We describe the formation of lanthanide−organic coordination
networks and complexes under ultra-high-vacuum conditions on a clean Ag(100)
surface. The structures comprise single Ho atoms as coordination centers and 1,4-
benzenedicarboxylate (from terephtalic acid, TPA) as molecular linkers. Using low-
temperature scanning tunneling microscopy, we find two different chiral phases of
surface-supported metal−organic structures incorporating Ho atoms. Density
functional theory calculations can explain the structure of both binding motifs and
give possible reasons for their varying formation under the respective Ho/TPA ratios,
as well as deposition and annealing temperatures. Metal−ligand interactions drive the
formation of cloverleaf-shaped mononuclear Ho−TPA4 complexes establishing
supramolecular arrays stabilized through hydrogen bonding. A 2D lanthanide−organic reticulation is observed when
changing the stoichiometry between the two building blocks. The combined insights from scanning tunneling microscopy
and density functional theory reveal the relative stability, charge transfer, and bonding environment of both motifs.

KEYWORDS: metal−organic coordination, self-assembly, lanthanides, holmium, carboxylates, terephthalic acid,
scanning tunneling microscopy, density functional theory

I n recent years the use of lanthanides in molecular
architectures has been a burgeoning field of research,
exploiting the high coordination numbers lanthanides offer

in comparison to other metals. Inspired by the potential
revealed in three-dimensional compounds and networks,1−7

recent studies focus on the development and control of
interfacial nanosystems8−11 and architectures.12−16 Addition-
ally, their magnetic properties are of high interest to the
scientific community, and major steps were done in the
fabrication of lanthanide-based magnetic devices including
single-molecule magnetic complexes.17−23 Recent experiments
reveal prospects toward single-atom memory for single Ho
atoms on a surface.24,25 They offer the ultimate smallest
memory unit of magnetic storage devices, but are so far
unstable in their confinement on the surface and exhibit loss of
their magnetic hysteresis above 50 K.26

In order to stabilize single Ho atoms against diffusion on the
surface, we utilize on-surface metal−organic self-assembly. As
previously shown, the formation of coordination superlattices
and networks permits creating and preserving stable magnetic
quantum states, whereby the embedding of metal atoms in
specific coordination configurations with organic ligands can

greatly influence the electronic structure of the metal centers
and hence their spin states.20,21,23,27 Moreover, through
changing the environment by such measures, the lifetime of
the spin states can be greatly increased.28

In this work, we explore the potential of organic linker
molecules combined with Ho atoms at a well-defined metal
surface toward the formation of robust metal−organic
nanostructures. We employ a simple, prototypical linker
species, namely, 1,4-benzenedicarboxylic acid (terephtalic
acid - TPA). It is a versatile building block for the creation
of supramolecular architectures on noble metal surfaces and
semiconductors29−31 and has also been employed for
lanthanide-based metal−organic coordination.32 On reactive
surfaces, thermal excitation can transform the functional
groups into carboxylate species whereby the deprotonation
can drive phase transformations33 and enable the formation of
metal−organic coordination motifs.28 Utilizing scanning
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tunneling microscopy (STM), we investigate the self-assembly
behavior on Ag(100), i.e., a weakly reactive surface with square
symmetry. Although there is a relatively high activation barrier
for deprotonation on this substrate, it was chosen because it
provides the possibility to afford magnesium oxide layers, thus
creating interfaces with exceptional properties regarding
lanthanide-based nanomagnetism.24,34

Through first characterizing purely organic adlayers we show
that heating-induced deprotonation generates a carboxylate
precursor phase before significant loss of molecules through
desorption sets in. This enables the subsequent creation of Ho-
directed nanostructures. Via controlling the preparation
conditions (i.e., Ho-molecule ratio, deposition, and annealing
temperatures), we can steer the formation of two distinct Ho−
TPA phases consisting of metal−organic complexes and
coordination networks, respectively. By means of density
functional theory (DFT) calculations we develop structural
models for the supramolecular assemblies explaining the
experimental findings in great detail. Furthermore, through
the DFT analysis we gain insight into the Ho coordination
chemistry including the charge redistribution of the coordina-
tion nodes and the influence of the surface. We give an
explanation for the chirality of the structures and a detailed
analysis of strain effects, which are of general relevance in the
field of surface-confined metallosupramolecular engineering.
Our work highlights the potential of Ho for the construction of
surface-supported large-scale nanoarchitectures that bear
prospects for nanomagnetism. Simultaneously, we lay a
foundation to further exploit the exceptional magnetic
properties of Ho on surfaces that arise from the occurrence
as single confined entities.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Before we investigated Ho-directed structure formation we
characterized samples with purely organic adlayers aiming at
the preparation of a reactive precursor layer featuring
functional groups in the carboxylate state, thus ready to
coordinate to lanthanide atoms. In a first attempt, TPA
molecules were deposited onto a freshly cleaned Ag(100)
surface held at room temperature via organic molecular beam
epitaxy (OMBE, TOMBE = 160 °C).
The preparation resulted in long-range ordered domains

where all molecules exhibited the same apparent height (Figure
1a, inset, note that all presented STM images were recorded at
4.5 K). The intermolecular distance along the molecular
chains, d0 = 9.7 Å, is consistent with previous reports on
hydrogen-bonded assemblies of intact TPA, as suggested by
the superimposed molecular models. Subsequent annealing of
the sample resulted in strong desorption losses, disqualifying
this approach as a starting point for Ho-carboxylate
architectures. The comparison to previous results on
Cu(100)28,35−37 and Ag(111)38 indicates that the adhesion
of TPA to the Ag(100) surface is quite limited and more
similar to the close-packed Ag(111) than to the Cu(100).
Then, we developed a so-called hot deposition approach,

where TPA is deposited onto a hot substrate; that is, the
sample is held at 450 K during the 10 min deposition time.
STM data obtained on that sample reveal that this preparation
protocol results in a purely organic phase with a coverage near
to one monolayer (ML). The molecules form a regular
adsorption pattern (Figure 1a), in which they appear as oval
protrusions exhibiting either one of two relative brightness
levels. A brighter species is surrounded by six darker ones,

while each darker species is surrounded by three brighter and
three darker ones. Thus, the unit cell outlined in the figure now
contains six molecules. The prominent differences regarding
relative brightness, unit cell size, and orientation of the
molecules in comparison to the previous phase of intact TPA
(Figure 1a, inset) indicate that the adsorbates should now
exhibit a different substrate registry and chemical nature.
The small overlay in the top right corner of Figure 1a depicts

the orientation of the molecules, and a tentative adsorption
model is presented in Figure 1b. Following previous NEXAFS
studies of TPA on Cu(100),33 we assume a flat adsorption
geometry of the phenyl ring on the surface. The model
describes the adlayer as a p(10 × 4) superstructure with a
density of 0.15 molecule per Ag atom and consists of doubly
deprotonated TPA, i.e., where both functional groups are in the
carboxylate state and the phenyl ring still contains its four H
atoms. It rationalizes the relative brightness pattern through
associating the dimmer and brighter species with molecules
adsorbed with their phenyl ring centered on hollow and bridge
sites of the Ag lattice, respectively. Additionally, the model
shows a slight rotation of the hollow site molecules around the
normal vector of the phenyl ring plane. This results in a
distorted T-shaped binding motif, where the carboxylates do
not face the hydrogen atoms of the phenyl rings in an exactly
perpendicular fashion, but rather at an angle of ε = 73°, as
depicted in Figure 1b. We suggest that the center positions of
the molecules are determined by molecule−substrate inter-
action, whereas weak, noncovalent lateral interactions between
the molecules, presumably dominated by proton acceptor ring
interaction,39 induce the rotation of the molecules. The
occurring intermolecular distances of nearby atoms are situated
between a minimum of a1 = 2.1 Å and a maximum of a2 = 3.5
Å (blue circle in Figure 1b), thus exhibiting typical values for
noncovalent interaction.40

By a detailed analysis of the distances between molecules, we
obtain indirect evidence on their chemical state. The two
nearest neighbor distances of the precursor phase are labeled as
d1 and d2 in Figure 1b. Considering the substrate registry, the
distances between bridge and hollow site molecules (d1) are

Figure 1. Precursor phase (a) STM image of an organic layer
consisting of TPA molecules with deprotonated end groups on the
Ag(100) surface obtained upon adsorption at 450 K. A regular
pattern of molecules appearing to be higher in topography is
visible, Inset: TPA deposited at RT on Ag(100). Tunneling current
IT = 1.1 nA, bias voltage VB = 3 mV. (b) Tentative model of the
organic precursor layer. The heterogeneous topography distribu-
tion of the molecules is due to higher lying TPA molecules on the
bridge sites of the silver substrate. The unit cell of the organic
network is marked as a black rectangle, identifying it as a p(10 ×

4) structure with respect to the underlying lattice.
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7.2 Å and between two hollow site molecules (d2) 8.2 Å,
respectively. The layer is denser than the previous assembly of
intact TPA (cf. Figure 1a inset), where the corresponding
distances amount to 7.2 and 9.7 Å (d0). Previous studies
revealed consistent values. Assemblies of doubly deprotonated
TPA on Cu(100) exhibited d1 = d2 = 7.65 Å.36 Similar
distances (d1 = d2 = 7.4 Å) were also found on Pd(111).41 By
contrast, packing schemes of intact TPA on Au(111)42 showed
d1 = 8.5 Å and d2 = 9.9 Å, consistent with our values for the
intact phase and with the case of intact TPA on Cu(100),
where d1 = 8.1 Å and d2 = 12.8 Å.33 This comparison strongly
indicates that the precursor phase on Ag(100) contains
predominantly doubly deprotonated TPA.
We thus conclude that the described hot deposition method

enables us to obtain a full ML of ditopic carboxylate linkers
with very few impurities and defects. This is a favorable
outcome, since later annealing steps for the preparation of
metal−organic coordination networks (MOCNs) always result
in a slight loss of molecules due to thermal desorption.
For coverages below a full ML (again obtained by hot

deposition) two organic phases are present. Besides the
precursor phase discussed above, small islands of a less dense
phase form between the big islands of the precursor phase.
Details on this “transition phase” are given in the Supporting
Information (cf. S1(a)).
Ho-Directed Assembly. For investigating the potential of

surface-supported Ho as coordination centers we prepared a
series of samples systematically varying the preparation
parameters. We obtained the best results for dosing Ho at
room temperature onto a full monolayer of the precursor phase
followed by annealing the sample at 450 K for 10 min.
Depending on the Ho dosage, two different types of metal−
organic structures were observed. Ho dosages refer to fractions
of monolayers of the close-packed Ho(0001) surface (hcp
crystal lattice, see Supporting Information).
Cloverleaf Phase. An STM image of a TPA/Ag(100)-p(10

× 4) precursor sample exposed to a low dosage of Ho (∼0.015
ML) is depicted in Figure 2a.
The essential binding motif is composed of four bright

features pointing toward a medium bright center interpreted as
a cloverleaf shape (red outline). Similar cloverleaf phases have
been reported on Cu(100), involving iron or gadolinium15 as
coordination centers and multitopic carboxylate linkers43,44

including TPA.36 Analogously, we suggest that here four linker
species coordinate to one Ho atom, as depicted by the model
overlay, making it an 8-fold coordination to the surrounding
oxygens. According to STM data, the unit cell vectors of this
metal−organic superstructure enclose an angle of 22.2 ± 1.8°
with respect to the primitive lattice vectors of the Ag(100)
surface (shown in the bottom left corner of Figure 2a). This
corresponds to a quadratic unit cell of 15.6 ± 0.08 Å.
With our DFT-based geometry optimization we obtained

the adsorption model shown in Figure 2b, where the unit cell is
highlighted by a black rectangle. It confirms that four carboxyl
groups are coordinated to one Ho atom. More specifically, the
involved carboxylates are concertedly rotated by an angle of
53° around the C−C axis connecting them to the phenyl rings,
thus rendering a chiral coordination scheme. This behavior of
the linker groups was weakly implied in a previous study15 and
can now be confirmed by our calculations. The chirality is
better visualized in Figure 4a and b, depicting the two
enantiomers side-by-side. It has been shown that the
adsorption of achiral molecules can entail surface-induced

chirality along with chiral recognition on the formation of
extended islands, greatly influencing the electronic structure.45

This could be utilized to steer the systems nanomagnetic
properties. The arrangement of the metal−organic complexes
is forming a fully commensurate pattern. The top-left part of
Figure 2a depicts an overlay of a simulated STM image
calculated from the model and demonstrates the excellent
agreement with the observed features in the STM data.
In our DFT calculations Ho atoms preferentially reside at

the energetically favorable46 hollow positions of the silver
lattice and the lower O atoms of the carboxylates assume
positions close to the Ag top sites. With respect to the
primitive crystal directions the unit cell constitutes a square
p R( 29 29 ) 21.8×

◦ superstructure with a size of 15.56 Å ×

15.56 Å, agreeing nicely with the experimental value of 15.6 Å
for the side length. The molecule density is 0.14 molecule per
silver atom. Moreover, the cloverleaf phase exhibits organiza-
tional chirality, and both enantiomorphic arrangements have
been observed on the same sample (see Supporting
Information Figure S2).
The TPA molecules appear as bright oval protrusions in the

STM image, whereas the Ho atoms appear transparent. The
fact that the metal centers are not producing visible features in
STM data is commonly observed for metal−organic
coordination motifs.15,47,48 Through translating the theoretical
model with respect to the STM data, it can be inferred that the

Figure 2. (a) High-resolution constant-current STM image of the

Ho(TPA)4/Ag(100)-p R( 29 29 ) 21.8×
◦ cloverleaf phase,

superimposed by a simulated STM image rendered from the
DFT model. Molecules and Ho atoms are superimposed to mark
their positions (IT = 500 pA,VB = −2 mV). (b) DFT model for the
cloverleaf phase. The unit cell is marked by the dashed square. (c)
200 nm × 200 nm STM image showing the extent of islands on the
silver surface. There are some clusters and molecules in the
organic transition phase present, partly decorated by Ho adatoms
(example area indicated by white ellipsoid). (d) 100 nm × 100 nm
excerpt from (c) showing the quality of the islands.
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linkers reside with their phenyl rings on the hollow site of the
Ag(100) surface and their long axis parallel to the ⟨011⟩
directions. This positioning is equivalent to that of TPA
coordinated by Fe on Cu(100).28 Assuming the hollow site for
the phenyl ring is in accordance with previous findings of
aromatic molecules on metal surfaces.49−52 We substantiate
this with our DFT calculations, as shown in Figure 2b.
The Ho atoms in the cloverleaf phase are 8-fold coordinated

to the carboxylate ligands. This is a key difference with respect
to the cloverleaf phase of TPA-Fe on Cu(100), where the iron
is 4-fold coordinated. We assign this behavior to the rather
ionic character of lanthanide−organic compounds featuring
higher coordination numbers53 and the increased surface area

available for coordination in the case of Ho with significantly
larger atomic diameter as compared to iron. A similar 8-fold
coordination motif was reported for Gd atoms and TPA on
Cu(111).15 The rare earth atoms do not differ significantly in
their chemical properties since the 4f-shell is located below the
6s2 orbitals. The TPA molecules face the Ho atoms with one of
their carboxylate groups, which must rotate out of the substrate
plane for steric reasons. Studies of Dy-TPA architectures not
involving DFT calculations were presented in terms of a
coplanar orientation of the carboxylates.32 However, our DFT
calculations clearly reveal a concerted rotation of the functional
groups in those structures, in agreement with Urgel et al.15

DFT simulations of the proposed bonding model (more details
for DFT calculations given below) yield a Ho−O distance of
2.3−2.4 Å and a Ho−C distance of 2.7 Å. These distances are
in accordance with previous findings for gadolinium−

carboxylate molecular assemblies, where the Gd−O distance
was found to be 2.6 and 2.4−2.7 Å, as deduced from the
experimental analysis and DFT calculations, respectively.15

As mentioned above, we propose an adsorption of the
molecules at the hollow positions of the silver lattice and along
the ⟨011⟩ directions. This results in a distance of 3.0−3.2 Å
between the oxygen atoms of the uncoordinated carboxylate
group and the hydrogen atoms of the molecule facing each
other in a T-shape fashion. This distance suggests comparably
weak lateral bonding. Thus, molecule−substrate interaction
should dominate the forces on the uncoordinated functional
group. Consistently, our DFT calculations demonstrate that
the uncoordinated carboxylate groups act as anchors to the
surface, as evident from the charge transfer analysis below.
More interesting are the possibilities for binding between

neighboring molecules arranged next to each other in the same
orientation and slightly shifted along their axis. Here, two
hydrogen atoms are very close to each other (2.1 Å) and cause
a repulsive force between the molecules. On the other hand,
one of the free carboxylate oxygen atoms is close to one of the
ortho-hydrogen atoms, and their distance of 3.0 Å would result
in an attractive force caused by hydrogen bonding. These
effects seem to balance each other out, leading to a
configuration of the molecules as described above. Nonethe-
less, a slight shift and turn of the molecules would be
compatible with our STM observations and would increase the
H−H distance. In fact, the DFT calculations show a slight shift
of the phenyl ring away from the hollow position, and thereby
the H−H distance is increased to 2.2 Å.
When examining islands on a larger scale, we observed that

the cloverleaf phase forms extended regular domains up to 200
nm in diameter. The limitation is presumably imposed by the
size of the substrate terraces. Figure 2c depicts an overview
image of a typical sample with an island of the cloverleaf phase
highlighted by the yellow ellipsoid. We were able to get up to
∼70% of the silver surface covered with the cloverleaf phase.
This filling factor refers to the area fraction of the substrate
covered with the cloverleaf phase, determined by STM
topography images and averaged over several frames. Although
the molecule density is lower than in the precursor phase, it
was not possible to obtain a saturated monolayer. We associate
this behavior with the desorption of molecules during the
annealing step. The islands show a high regularity and nearly
no defects. This indicates an effective self-correcting
mechanism during the assembly of the metal−organic
structure. Also after annealing the sample again to 450 K the
islands persist and no significant desorption took place.

Figure 3. (a) High-resolution constant-current STM image of the

Ho(TPA)2/Ag(100)-p R( 17 17 ) 14.04×
◦ checkerboard phase.

Molecules and Ho atoms are superimposed to mark their
positions. (b) DFT model for the checkerboard phase. (c) 200
nm × 200 nm STM image showing the extent of islands on the
silver surface. The islands are rather small and decorated on the
edges by excess Ho atoms. The yellow lines indicate the two
domain orientations. (d) Simulated STM signature of the
checkerboard structure.

Figure 4. (a, b) Bonding environment in the mononuclear
cloverleaf structure with the carboxylate linkers tilted by
approximately 53° with respect to the molecular plane. As can
be seen, the complex is chiral due to the concerted rotation of the
carboxyl groups.
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However, since all measurements were done at low temper-
atures, it is not possible to determine whether the islands are
stable up to that temperature or whether they dissolve and re-
form upon cooldown. The rest of the surface is bare silver or
covered by a small amount of molecules (∼2.5% of the entire
surface), partly decorated by Ho clusters. In Figure 2c, the
white ellipsoid indicates an area of the surface where these
molecules can be seen. The molecules not participating in the
cloverleaf phase are arranged in the purely organic transition
phase described in the Supporting Information (darker
protrusions in the white ellipsoid in Figure 2c). Some of
these molecules have a Ho adatom adsorbed on their center
(bright protrusions), presumably on the phenyl ring. Upon
higher Ho dosage all additional molecules can be incoporated
in Ho−adatom complexes, mostly consisting of four TPA
molecules in a quadratic arrangement with four Ho atoms on
top.
Checkerboard Phase. Increasing the Ho dosage applied

to a precursor sample by a factor of 10 (∼0.15 ML) leads to
the formation of a different metal−organic phase. An
exemplary STM image is shown in Figure 3a. The TPA
molecules now interlink Ho centers, making the phase a
MOCN, which we henceforth call checkerboard phase.
Opposing molecules adsorb collinearly and exhibit uniform
contrast, so an 8-fold coordination is present, with all oxygen
atoms orientated toward the Ho atoms. This results in a
stoichiometry of 1:2 of Ho:TPA. The close-up STM
topography in Figure 3a clearly resolves the orientation of
the molecules, as indicated by the overlaid TPA models. The
phenyl ring appears as a round protrusion in the middle of two
oval protrusions marking the positions of the carboxylate
groups. Again, the Ho atoms do not produce visible features in
STM, for the same reasons as discussed above for the
cloverleaf phase. However, the positioning of the molecules
can only be reconciled by the presence of Ho coordination
centers.
A model of the checkerboard phase is reproduced in Figure

3b. Similar to the cloverleaf phase, the vectors of the unit cell
are rotated with respect to those of the substrate. An analysis of
the model reveals a p R( 17 17 ) 14.04×

◦ superstructure
with a local molecule density of 0.12 molecule per silver atom.
Its domains can be rotated both clockwise and counter-
clockwise with respect to the silver substrate. The end groups
of the carboxylates are concertedly rotated in both network
directions, similar to the cloverleaf phase, as evident from the
DFT calculations. The latter also reveal that for Ho at hollow
positions appreciable strain exists, which is understood as the
reason that the Ho atoms are now moved to bridge sites. Also,
the phenyl rings of the TPA molecules reside on the bridge
positions of the Ag(100) surface. Figure 3c shows the expected
two enantiomorphic structures in the bottom part of the image,
where the two domain orientations are indicated by yellow
lines.
It can also be seen in the figure that the island size is very

small (strips of ∼5 nm width) compared to the cloverleaf
phase. A possible explanation is that due to the larger unit cell
the silver substrate enforces upon the MOCN, the bond
formation capability with the interconnecting nodes is
impaired. This hypothesis is strongly corroborated by the
DFT simulation as discussed later. We were not able to obtain
coverages beyond approximately 15% of the surface with this
phase, although we started off with a full monolayer of the
precursor phase. The small islands always come with additional

Ho atoms adsorbed on some of the molecules and show an
anisotropic, ribbon-like growth. Again, the networks remain
after reheating the sample to 450 K and subsequent cooldown.
A simulated STM image is shown in Figure 3d. The

anisotropic differences in contrast could not be resolved via
STM, probably due to unknown tip effects at such low bias
voltages.
It has to be noted here that although the Ho dosage on the

surface is 10 times higher than with the cloverleaf phase, the
amount of anticipated Ho on the surface inferred from STM
data (cf. Figure 3c) does not match the preparation
stoichiometry. We propose a higher desorption of Ho−
carboxylate complexes and clusters with Ho acting as an
enhancing agent in the mechanism, although this is just a
hypothesis and we cannot support this by other experiments or
calculations. Decoration of step edges could also interfere.

DFT Analysis of Ho−TPA Networks. Dispersion-
corrected DFT calculations were performed for periodic
supercells of both structures. A free-standing overlayer of the
checkerboard phase was allowed to freely adsorb on the metal
slab to find the equilibrium adsorption geometry. This
approach is similar to previous calculations on metal−
carboxylate architectures on metal surfaces.47,54 The calcu-
lations reveal a severe strain of the checkerboard structure,
when stacked commensurably onto the Ag(100) surface. The
silver lattice then imposes a Ho−Ho distance of 11.9 Å on the
entire structure, while a free-standing layer of the structure
would have a lattice periodicity of 11.4 Å. If the initial C4-
symmetric geometry with the Ho atom centered on the
Ag(100)-hollow site is optimized toward an equilibrium
structure, the geometry relaxation will always break the
linker−Ho bond on one end of the TPA molecule (cf. Figures
4 and S4 in the Supporting Information). Figure 5 shows an

intermediate 8-fold-coordinated MOCN structure with the Ho
atom adsorbed on the hollow site and the directions of the
forces acting on the respective atoms. The structure does not
represent a global minimum of the potential energy surface,
and the forces acting on the molecule would require to break
open one or both carboxyl−Ho bonds to relieve the strain.
A fully reticulated two-dimensional metal−organic frame-

work could only be stabilized by allowing this symmetry
breaking from the initially assumed C4 to a C2 symmetry axis
centered on the Ho atom. The reduction in symmetry is

Figure 5. Forces (green vectors) acting on the linker molecules in
the unrelaxed checkerboard structure where the Ho is still
positioned in the hollow place (cf. Figure S4, H2). Magnitude of
vectors not to scale.
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accompanied by the Ho atom leaving the Ag(100) hollow
sites. This removes part of the strain in the structure, since the
TPA molecule does not need to bend from one hollow site
toward the next one. We assign this observed strain as the
primary reason that the checkerboard pattern could only be
observed in small band-shaped islands of less than 10
observable subunits in the shorter dimension, as opposed to
MOCNs with commensurable registry.12,36,48 A symmetry
reduction is also discernible in the STM data, in the shape of
the framework hollow sites, where either cushion-shaped C4-,
C2-, or C1-symmetric squares with concave arched edges are
observed. This symmetry breaking due to substrate-induced
stress is also reflected in the simulation. A Mulliken population
analysis (as listed in Table 1 for Ho, Ag, and O) suggests
charge transfer from the Ho atom toward the carboxylate
linker atoms. Further electron density is depleted from the
surface in the vicinity of the bonding node (cf. Figure 6).

The C4-symmetric arrangement of the cloverleaf deduced
from the experimental data is fully consistent with our
calculations. The optimized geometries obtained for both the
high-symmetry cloverleaf and the broken-symmetry checker-
board phase are stable minima of the potential energy surface
with relaxed bond distances fully consistent with those derived
from the STM measurements, thereby strongly supporting the
structural models derived from the experimental data. The
simulated STM images in Figures 2a and 3d indicate that the
Ho site is transparent at the employed tunneling conditions,
since the 4f eigenstates in both bonding environments lie at far
too high and low energies with respect to EF. Indeed, there is a
local minimum seen at the interconnecting Ho nodes in the

experimental data. Similar observations for different lanthanide
atoms have already been reported elsewhere.15 The smaller, yet
bright protrusions around the central depression (Ho center)
are clearly unoccupied states of the neighboring carboxylic
oxygens, in our simulations presumably overdelocalized by the
employed semilocal DFT functional.55 To a much smaller
extent the same signatures are also visible in some of the
experimentally recorded images as shown in Figures 2a and 3a.
The Mulliken population analysis shown in Table 1 for Ho, Ag,
and two species of nonequivalent oxygen atoms suggests very
similar values for the charge transfer from both the Ho and the
substrate toward the carboxylate linkers. The charge transfer
from the substrate occurs primarily at two points: the anchor
points of the dangling carboxylate linkers and at the Ho node
(cf. Figure 6). In contrast to the cloverleaf structure, all
carboxylate groups in the checkerboard pattern are rotated out
of plane to accommodate the bonding environment and
effectively reduce the charge transfer. The charges do not add
up to zero, because only atoms with charge transfer to the
surface are listed here.

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, two different types of thermally robust
molecular architectures of TPA and Ho on the Ag(100)
surface were fabricated by finely tuning the deposition
parameters. We were able to build up enantiomorphic islands
of mononuclear lanthanide−carboxylate compounds with
Ho(TPA)4/Ag(100)-p R( 29 29 ) 21.8×

◦ structure, high
lateral extent, surface coverage, and low defect density.
Reticulated MOCNs have a Ho(TPA)2/Ag(100)-
p R( 17 17 ) 14.04×

◦ structure and feature reduced island
sizes due to interfacial strain effects. The two observed metal−
organic architectures are both chiral, due to a rotation of the
superstructure with respect to the silver lattice and a concerted
rotation of the carboxylates. In the case of the cloverleaf phase
conformational chirality is also present. These structural
models receive further support by DFT calculations, which
identified high strain as a potential reason for the limited extent
to which the checkerboard phase could be grown exper-
imentally. The chiral signature of the Ho coordination sphere
could afford intriguing new magnetic features. Additionally,
our DFT calculations give insight into the charge redistribution
within the molecular architectures. Stabilization of single Ho
atoms with 8-fold coordination in the cloverleaf structure is a
particularly promising approach to exploit the recently found
magnetic properties of Ho atoms on surfaces without being
hampered by the onset of Ho diffusion at low temperatures.
This work shows that Ho can be stably deployed as single
atoms on surfaces, which opens up the possibility to investigate
the nanomagnetic properties of Ho in a well-defined molecular
environment, e.g., by means of X-ray magnetic circular
dichroism. The possibility to grow insulating decoupling layers
such as NaCl or MgO on Ag(100) provides prospects to tune
their magnetic properties via supramolecular on-surface
engineering, and a comparison of Ho−carboxylates on both
MgO and Ag will give further insight into this intriguing field
of research.

METHODS

Experimental Details. Measurements were performed under
ultra-high-vacuum conditions (base pressure below 2.0 × 10−11 mbar)
with a commercial Joule-Thomson-STM from SPECS. For this work

Table 1. Mulliken Charges of the Cloverleaf and
Checkerboard Structures per Atom and per Unit Cella

cloverleaf checkerboard

charge Osurf OHo Ho Ag O Ho Ag

e/atom −0.32 −0.37 +1.17 +0.05 −0.36 +1.12 +0.01

e/cell −2.54 −2.95 +1.17 +1.47 −2.90 +1.12 +0.46
aIn the cloverleaf structure, two distinct species of oxygen atoms are
present, the Ho-bonded OHo and the surface-anchored Osurf.

Figure 6. Hotspots of the charge transfer between the substrate
and the adsorbate. Highlighted in blue are the areas of high
electron depletion compared to white (no electron charge
depletion) in fractions of e. Adsorbate shown without color
coding for reference purposes.
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experiments were carried out at 4.5 K. All shown images were taken in
constant current mode using electrochemically etched tungsten tips
that were cleaned by Ar-ion sputtering and field emission on a clean
silver surface. The bias voltage was applied to the sample.
Samples were prepared by repeated cycles of Ar-ion (U = 0.9 kV)

sputtering and annealing at 500 °C. We used a Ag(100) crystal from
Surface Preparation Laboratory. The TPA molecules were purchased
from Fluka (purity ≥99%) and evaporated from a home-built quartz
crucible Knudsen cell at a temperature of 160 °C. Prior to preparation
the molecules were degassed for purification extensively. The Ho
atoms were evaporated via a home-built foil evaporator (see
Supporting Information). The sample temperatures were measured
via a thermocouple directly on the crystal.
Computational Details. Dispersion-corrected DFT calculations

were performed for periodic supercells with the FHI-aims56

computing package. Geometry optimizations for the smallest possible
surface unit cell comprising two (four for cloverleaf) TPA molecules
and one atom of Ho were performed with FHI-aims at “tight”
computational settings (“light” for Ag), 3 × 3 × 1 k-point sampling,
and using a 30 Å vacuum region. In these calculations electronic
exchange and correlation was treated on the generalized-gradient
approximation level with the PBE55 functional, augmented by
dispersive interactions through the Tkatchenko−Scheffler TSsurf

method.57 In order to improve the description of the strong local
coulomb interaction of the 4f electrons, a Hubbard-type correction
(DFT+U) was employed. The value of U = 5.8 eV for the Ho 4f states
was chosen to reproduce the energetic splitting of occupied and
unoccupied states of a model Ho[OAc]3 complex treated on the
HSE0658 level (details given in the Supporting Information). The
metal−organic compound was fully relaxed until residual forces were
below 2.5 × 10−3 eV/Å. The cell size was chosen to match integer
multiples of the optimal lattice constant for bulk silver as obtained by
a fit to the Birch−Murnaghan equation of state. The experimental
results suggest a R17 17 14.0×

◦ conformation for the checker-
board pattern and a R29 29 21.8×

◦ conformation for the
cloverleaf pattern. The Ho−Ho distance thus determines the
repetition unit, and the required metal surface unit cell was adapted
to form a closed surface (4 × 4 for checkerboard and 5 × 5 for
cloverleaf, respectively). In the geometry optimizations of the
checkerboard structure the first metal slab layer was allowed to
relax. For the larger cloverleaf pattern only one fixed layer of Ag was
used to mimic a metal support. For the optimized geometries, the
Tersoff−Hamann approach59 was employed to simulate STM images,
providing a means of directly comparing the electronic structure of
the obtained geometry to the experimental signature. Integration over
all electronic density of states within 20 meV around the metallic
Fermi level produced the final image. The obtained images were
smoothened using the rolling ball algorithm60 with a ball radius of 0.5
Å.
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Organic transition phase

Figure S1(a). shows the organic transition phase, that is formed by deprotonated TPA for

low coverages. The phase exhibits a nearly quadratic unit cell of 8.4(1)Å×8.2(2)Å, measured

along the slow and fast scanning axis, respectively. The error is calculated from the standard

deviation. The islands have no fixed angle in orientation with respect to the lattice and the
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distances measured do not show any obvious connection to the lattice vectors. Whilst the

difference in the two directions could be drift, it it also likely that the unit cell is indeed

not perfectly quadratic. One reason for this is the orientation of the carboxylates, whereby

depressions on the edges indicate the deprotonated carboxyl groups (Figure S1(b)). Hence,

the molecules are all aligned in the same direction as integral TPA does on metal surfacesS1.

Since the deprotonated molecule is shorter compared to pristine TPA, it is more difficult

to determine if the unit cell is quadratic or rhombohedral. Secondly, the distances between

the molecules differ from case to case (even when measured in the same frame). Thirdly,

the phase is growing in chains with a width of two to three molecules rather than extended

islands. They also can have slight bends. A strictly defined unit cell would not allow this

behavior. The fact, that the phase only occurs in these small islands and smoothly connects

to the precursor phase (c.f. Figure 1 in the manuscript) indicates it as being a transition

phase between single molecules on the surface and extended islands of the precursor phase.

Compared to inter-molecular interactions, the molecule-substrate interaction plays a more

significant role for the formation of the full monolayer precursor phase, where in every other

row the molecules turn by roughly 90° forming the T-facing structure of the precursor phase.

Hence, the term transition phase is used.
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(a) (b)

Figure S1: (a) STM image (IT = 100 pA, VB = 1 V) of the transition phase (left) next to
(10 × 4) precursor phase (right). The yellow square shows the area enlarged in (b). (b)
Enlargement of (a). The depressions on the molecules indicate the position of the carboyxyl
groups, revealing a parallel orientation of the molecules.
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Chirality of Ho-TPA4 complexes

(a) (b)

Figure S2: Constant current STM images showing islands of the cloverleaf phase. There are
two directions of growth, indicated by the rectangle arrow pairs in blue or red.

Ho-evaporator

The Ho used in the experiments was evaporated via a foil evaporator. A thin Ho foil (purity=

99.9 %, Merck) is heated up by applying a high current, high frequency RF voltage. Due to

water cooling of the evaporator, only the foil heats up and emits Ho atoms and clusters of

high purity.

Holmium coverage definition

Since Ho is significantly bigger than silver, a full ML of Ho will contain less atoms than

a full ML of silver. Additionally, the Ag(100) surface has a quadratic unit cell whilst Ho

crystallizes in the hexagonal closed packed structure. This gives a density of 0.652 Ho atoms

per silver atom, assuming a full ML. All Ho coverages in this work refer to a full ML of
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Ho in the (0001) surface covering the same silver area with a (100) surface. The deposition

parameters were calibrated via deposition of Ho on a Ag(111) surface fully covered with

Hexakis((trimethylsilyl)ethynyl)benzene (HEB), where Ho adsorbs as single atoms on the

phenyl rings of the molecule and are easily countable.

Drift correction

Since STM data has a slow and a fast scan direction, piezo drift will cause a distortion

of the images with different magnitudes to each direction. It is essential to overcome this

obstacle especially when measuring unit cell sizes of superstructures without having atomic

resolution at the same time. A precise calibration of the piezos is obviously essential for

corrected length scales of STM data, but the drift effect will nevertheless remain present at

all times. A simple and reliable method is to rotate the scan directions by 90° and compare

the distorsions. While the calculation of the correction parameters is quite complicated

manually, we used the MATLAB script from C. Ophus et al. to calculate the corrected

imagesS2.

Determination of the U-value

The U-value was determined by optimizing the geometry of Ho[OAc]3 and determining the

energetic difference between the occupied and unoccupied 4f states. Then, the same system

was simulated using DFT+U for different values of U and the optimal value determined via

a linear fit as shown on the right in Figure S3.

Structural relaxation details

As mentioned in the main manuscript, the checkerboard structure exhibits a large strain as

the metal support enforces a cell geometry upon the adsorbate. This is supported by the
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Figure S3: DFT+U screening for a suitable value to reproduce the energetic splitting between
the occupied and unoccupied 4f orbitals in the system. (fltr.: normalized to Fermi-level,
absolute values, and the linear fit)

experimental observation of only small islands and stripes of this particular bonding envi-

ronment. The theoretical modeling of the geometry focused on two different arrangements,

where the Ho-atom is located at the hollow (H1,H2) and bridge (B) site, respectively. Re-

laxation of the first layer of Ag-atoms was permitted. The main features of the experimental

STM signature are reproduced by structural models H2 and B. However, the structural

model H2 does not describe a strain-free structure as the largest forces observed exceed 60

meV/Å. Furthermore, although only very small differences are present, the formation energy

of structural model B is higher than the other two, hinting towards increased thermody-

namic stability. The difficulty in assigning a structural model to the checkerboard structure

supports the experimental observation of the preferred formation of the cloverleaf structure

instead.

Node bonding environment

The bonding of the carboxylate linkers to the Ho node follows the same motive as already

reported for similar Gd-complexes.S3 Our DFT simulations predict in both observed surface-

networks an eight-fold coordination with the carboxylate linker tilted by 52.4 - 53.9° (clover-
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STM-simulation & overlay structure comments

H1

• Ho on hollow-site

• fmax < 0.025 eV/Å

• ∆E = 147.7 meV

• one TPA is only linked
via one O atom to the
Ho-atom, which leads
to a non-checkerboard
pattern observed in the
corresponding Tersoff-
Haman signatures

H2

• Ho on hollow-site

• fmax < 0.060 eV/Å

• ∆E = 144.3 meV

• In an unstable struc-
ture, both TPA molecules
would link in a C4 sym-
metric fashion to the Ho
linker atom. The system
shown experiences forces
of 60 meV/Å.

B

• Ho on bridge-site

• fmax < 0.025 eV/Å

• ∆E = 147.8 meV

• both TPA molecules are
linked in a C2 symmetric
fashion to the Ho linker
atom. The system expe-
riences remaining forces
up to 25 meV/Å and
the STM signatures cor-
respond to the experi-
mental observation.

Figure S4: The different models for the checkerboard structure considered in the DFT sim-
ulations.
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leaf) and 40.8 - 105° (checkerboard) out-of-plane with respect to the linker backbone. The

average bond distance of Ho and O is 2.4Å (cloverleaf) and 2.6Å (checkerboard). A side-view

of the bonding environment is given in Figure 5. Also shown in Figure 5 are the forces acting

on the individual atoms in the non-equilibrium checkerboard-structure H2 from Figure S4.

The arrows point away from the Ho node, suggesting that an equilibrium would only be

reached by detachment from the metal center.
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Even though the surface-assisted dehalogenative coupling constitutes the most abundant protocol in on-

surface synthesis, its full potential will only become visible if selectivity issues with polybrominated pre-

cursors are comprehensively understood, opening new venues for both organometallic self-assembly

and on-surface polymerization. Using the 3,3’,5,5’-tetrabromo-2,2’,4,4’,6,6’-hexafluorobiphenyl (Br4F6BP)

at Ag(111), we demonstrate a remote site-selective functionalization at room temperature and a marked

temperature difference in double- vs. quadruple activation, both phenomena caused by conformational

mechanical effects of the precursor-surface ensemble. The submolecularly resolved structural character-

ization was achieved by Scanning Tunneling Microscopy, the chemical state was quantitatively assessed

by X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy, and the analysis of the experimental signatures was supported

through first-principles Density-Functional Theory calculations. The non-planarity of the various struc-

tures at the surface was specifically probed by additional Near Edge X-ray Absorption Fine Structure

experiments. Upon progressive heating, Br4F6BP on Ag(111) shows the following unprecedented phenom-

ena: (1) formation of regular organometallic 1D chains via remote site-selective 3,5’-didebromination; (2)

a marked temperature difference in double- vs. quadruple activation; (3) an organometallic self-assembly

based on reversibility of C–Ag–C linkages with a thus far unknown polymorphism affording both hexa-

gonal and rectangular 2D networks; (4) extraordinary thermal stability of the organometallic networks.

Controlled covalent coupling at the previously Br-functionalized sites was not achieved for the Br4F6BP

precursor, in contrast to the comparatively studied non-fluorinated analogue.

Introduction

Over the last decade, the bottom-up fabrication of metal–
organic and covalent nanostructures on solid surfaces has
gained significant interest and momentum.1–4 The main idea
and benefit of such on-surface synthesis are to combine the
stability gained by strong interlinks with the versatility of
molecular systems. This approach afforded an intriguing
variety of atom-precise structures, comprising covalent 1D
wires, chains, and ribbons, as well as 2D networks including
first steps towards electronic conjugation.5,6 For metal–organic
networks the chemical structure of the ligands and choice of
coordination centers both facilitate tuning and tailoring of
network topologies and properties. In this respect, the intro-
duction of iron or cobalt as the coordination center promises

†Electronic supplementary information (ESI) available: Additional STM & XPS
data; additional DFT simulations; synthesis details. See DOI: 10.1039/
c8nr01987h

aDepartment of Physics, Technische Universität München, James-Frank-Str. 1,

85748 Garching, Germany. E-mail: markus@lackinger.org
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80799 München, Germany
cChair for Theoretical Chemistry and Catalysis Research Center,

Technische Universität München, Lichtenbergstraße 4, 85747 Garching, Germany
dDepartment of Chemistry, University of Sheffield, Sheffield S3 7HF, UK
eInstitute of Materials Science – Multicomponent Materials,

Christian-Albrecht-Universität zu Kiel, Kaiserstr. 2, 24143 Kiel, Germany
fCenter of Micro- and Nanochemistry and Engineering, Organische Chemie I,

Universität Siegen, Adolf-Reichwein-Str. 2, 57068 Siegen, Germany
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unsurpassed catalytic or magnetic properties.7,8 Moreover,
recently unique 5-fold coordination motifs were realized in a
2D environment using rare-earth metals, even resulting in net-
works with quasicrystalline characteristics.9 An intriguing
variant are the organometallic structures based on carbon–
metal–carbon linkages that are routinely observed as meta-
stable intermediates on silver and copper surfaces upon dis-
sociation of halogen substituents that act as leaving groups.
Both metal-coordination and organometallic linkages can
become reversible, as important premise for self-assembly of
highly ordered networks.10 Moreover, structural equilibration
in organometallic networks represents a viable route to
improve the structural quality of the corresponding covalent
networks that are obtained through a thermally activated iso-
structural conversion.11–14 Yet, inducing reversibility in
organometallic bonds typically requires higher temperatures
as compared to their metal–organic counterparts. In general,
the surface-templated bottom-up synthesis of 2D materials
with unprecedented chemical, structural, and electronic pro-
perties is highly inspiring for nanotechnological applications
in a broad variety of fields such as electronics, sensors, separ-
ation, and catalysis.15,16

In principle, on-surface synthesis facilitates reticular design
of novel 2D materials, predetermining arbitrary ordered struc-
tures through the judicious choice of the assembling mole-
cular units. However, limited regioselectivity, side reactions,
surface influence, and the absence of error correction due to
the irreversibility of newly established covalent links render
this conceptually straightforward approach challenging in
practice. In this respect, well-behaved and controllable coup-
ling reactions for fusing the molecular units are of crucial
importance. To date, surface-assisted Ullmann coupling is the
most reliable and predictable workhorse to achieve linking via

C–C bonds,17 which furthermore benefits from the abundant
availability of the employed halogenated precursors. Ullmann
coupling is based on aryl halides that can easily be dissociated
on metal surfaces, in most cases Cu, Ag, or Au. The generated
surface-stabilized radicals may subsequently recombine to
form new C–C linkages, either directly or via metastable
organometallic intermediates.14,18 Consequently, research on
organometallic self-assembly was initially fueled by the large
interest in on-surface synthesis of covalent nanostructures, but
has now become a topic of its own.

Despite this relevance and significant research efforts into
the dehalogenation as the preceding step for both organo-
metallic self-assembly and Ullmann coupling, many central
issues of reactivity, chemo- and regioselectivity are still poorly
understood. For instance, 1,3-bis(p-bromophenyl)-5-(p-iodo-
phenyl)benzene showed full deiodination and ∼38% debromi-
nation after room temperature deposition onto Ag(111), but
debromination was only completed at ∼260 °C.14 In stark
contrast, 1,3,5-tris(p-bromophenyl)benzene was not debromi-
nated at all after room temperature deposition onto Ag(111),
but already fully debrominated upon annealing to ∼120 °C.19

Such examples of differential reactivity highlight the current
lack of understanding, which prevents a higher level of control

in on-surface synthesis that is an absolute necessity for
improving the notoriously low structural qualities, currently
the most crucial hindrance for applications.

Here we address the reactivity as well as chemo- and regio-
selectivity of surface-assisted debromination in 3,3′,5,5′-tetra-
bromo-2,2′,4,4′,6,6′-hexafluorobiphenyl (Br4F6BP, cf. Fig. 1(a)
for its structure) as a prototypical representative of a perfluori-
nated oligobromoarene. Fluorine substitution constitutes an
important strategy to chemically alter relevant properties of
neighbouring groups and is additionally expected to influence
formation, reversibility, and stability of organometallic net-
works. In general, fluorination enhances the electron acceptor
properties, and attractive electronic properties were predicted
for edge-fluorinated graphene nanoribbons.20,21

We explore the thermally activated surface chemistry of
Br4F6BP by a multi-technique approach, comprising a deep
structural, chemical, and first-principles computational

Fig. 1 Overview over the thermally induced structural and chemical

changes of Br4F6BP and Br4BP on Ag(111).
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characterization. The bond dissociation energy of F–C in the
gas phase of 5.4 eV even exceeds the value of 5.1 eV for C–C
bonds, suggesting that activation of the fluorinated sites is
rather unlikely, even if the proximity of a surface can promote
defluorination.22,23 Given the high volatility of Br4F6BP, the
more reactive Ag(111) surface was chosen, as thermally acti-
vated surface chemistry is not feasible on more noble Au(111)
surfaces due to preferential desorption of the precursors upon
heating (cf. ESI†). The key findings for Br4F6BP and its com-
paratively studied non-fluorinated analogue 3,3′,5,5′-tetra-
bromobiphenyl (Br4BP) on Ag(111) are summarized in Fig. 1.

A priori, various effects of the perfluorination are conceiva-
ble: (1) the C–Br bond strength ought to be modified by induc-
tive effects, resulting in altered debromination barriers/tem-
peratures and reaction kinetics, respectively. By the same token,
the strength of the C–Ag–C linkages in the organometallic
intermediate could be altered. (2) The gas phase structure of
Br4F6BP is highly non-planar with a large dihedral angle and
rotational barrier at the biphenyl unit due to the ortho-fluorine
substituents, which could have consequences for the surface
chemistry and the regioselectivity of the second debromination
step. (3) The ortho-fluorine atoms next to the reactive C–Br
gives rise to an additional barrier for the covalent aryl–aryl
coupling. (4) The high electronegativity of fluorine influences
non-covalent intermolecular bonds that steer the organization
of precursors as well as reaction intermediates and products.
Direct effects are expected due to the negative partial charge,
but fluorine substituents can also enhance the halogen bond
strength of neighbouring bromine or iodine substituents,24 or
even directly form halogen bonds.25

Results

After room-temperature deposition (RT) of Br4F6BP onto
Ag(111) two different structures were observed by Scanning
Tunneling Microscopy (STM), representative images are
depicted in Fig. 2(a) and (b) (cf. ESI† for overview images).
Evidently, the structure shown in Fig. 2(a) consists of interdigi-
tated 1D chains. A perfect geometrical match is achieved with
organometallic chains based on C–Ag–C linkages that result
from exclusive didebromination of the precursors across the
diagonal, i.e. at the 3- and 5′-positions. The bright protrusions
on alternating sides of the chains are attributed to remaining
bromine substituents at the 5- and 3′-positions. The experi-
mentally determined repeat distance of (1.06 ± 0.10) nm is
consistent with the DFT-derived value of 1.02 nm found for a
periodic planar chain, excluding direct covalent bond for-
mation that would result in a ∼0.25 nm smaller value.14

Chain interdigitation is likely driven by weak halogen
bonding between the remaining Br- and the F-substituents.
The more regular and densely packed structure in Fig. 2(b)
features an oblique unit cell with a = (1.06 ± 0.06) nm, b =
(0.78 ± 0.08) nm, γ = 85°. Also this structure matches perfectly
with organometallic chains, yet with a higher packing density.
This assignment is corroborated by the equal repeat distance

in chain direction (corresponding to lattice parameter a) and
the pronounced STM contrast at the positions of the remain-
ing bromine substituents. The average chain length in the less
densely packed structure corresponds to (12.7 ± 11) nm and
increases only slightly to (14.7 ± 13.6) nm for the more densely
packed structure. These lengths were evaluated for domains
with packed chains, ignoring the relatively short chain seg-
ments in more defective areas (cf. ESI†).

The observed formation of organometallic structures agrees
with previous studies of various brominated precursors on Ag,
consistently reporting organometallic intermediates upon
partial debromination at room temperature.14,18,26,27 Yet, an
intriguing aspect here is the remote site-selective didebromina-
tion exclusively at the 3- and 5′-positions, as required for chain
formation. To unveil structural details of the chains and also

Fig. 2 STM images acquired (a)/(b) after RT deposition of Br4F6BP on

Ag(111), and subsequent annealing to (c)–(e) 200 °C and (f ) 300 °C.

After RT deposition (a) more loosely and (b) densely packed ordered

arrangements of organometallic chains were observed. Annealing to

200 °C resulted in coexisting organometallic flower ((c) overview, (d)

close-up) and (e) checkerboard structures; (f ) the flower structure per-

sisted even after annealing to 300 °C. Unit cells are indicated by white

lines ((a), (c)). Tunneling parameters: (a) 44 pA, −0.69 V; (b) 22 pA,

1.26 V; (c) 45 pA, 0.58 V; (d) 45 pA, 0.58 V; (e) 42 pA, 0.60 V; (f ) 92 pA,

0.53 V. Voltage polarities refer to the tip.
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to explain the STM contrast, isolated chains were simulated
either with enforced planar geometry or alternatively by con-
straining all Ag atoms to similar height. The latter conditions
result in significant tilting of the phenyl rings in the biphenyl
unit with a dihedral angle of ∼49° and a slightly reduced
repeat distance of 0.986 nm. Based on a comparison of the
experimental STM images with the relatively pronounced contrast
at the remaining bromine substituents and respective STM image
simulations, better agreement with the STM images in Fig. 2(a)
and (b) is achieved for tilted than for planar chains (cf. ESI†). Yet,
the structure of adsorbed chains might become decisively modi-
fied through interactions with the surface. Therefore, additional
DFT simulations were carried out including the Ag(111) surface
(cf. ESI†). Among the stable structures two perfectly matching can-
didates were identified. Both structures feature a repeat distance
of 1.05 nm along the chain, and interchain spacings of 0.77 nm
and 1.05 nm, in accord with the experimental values of (0.78 ±
0.08) nm and (1.03 ± 0.10) nm for the more loosely and densely
packed structures, respectively. Even in the presence of the
surface, the biphenyl units remain significantly tilted, with large
dihedral angles of ∼58° and ∼43° for the more densely and
loosely packed structures. Consequently, the remaining bromine
substituents also appear with a pronounced contrast in the
corresponding STM image simulations (cf. ESI†).

The proposed 3,5′-didebromination after room temperature
deposition is also corroborated by the corresponding Br 3d
X-ray Photoelectron (XP) spectrum in Fig. 3(b) showing two
chemically shifted Br species, each appearing as a spin–orbit
doublet. The species with a higher Br 3d5/2 binding energy
(BE) of 70.2 eV corresponds to carbon-bound Br on the mole-
cule,26 whereas the species at a lower BE of 68.1 eV indicates
surface-bound, i.e. dissociated bromine.14,18 Fitting the spectra
results in a peak area ratio of ∼65% molecule-bound and ∼35%
dissociated bromine. For perfect infinite chains, a debromina-
tion ratio of 50% is expected. Hence, the lower experimental
value may indicate relatively short chains or other type of defects.

The strong evidence for organometallic linkages from STM
is further corroborated by the C 1s XP spectrum in Fig. 3(a). As
a guideline for the fitting of this rather complex C 1s spectrum
with contributions from carbon atoms in various different
chemical environments, core-level shifts were calculated for
isolated species by DFT. The simulations were carried out on
each symmetry-inequivalent carbon atom one at a time. All
structures considered are depicted in Fig. 4, and the calculated
core-level shifts are summarized in Table 1, where intact pre-
cursors are also included for comparison. Irrespective of the
exact configuration, the following common features of the
core-level shifts are identified: as anticipated, the fluorine-sub-
stituted carbons (C–F) exhibit the highest C 1s BEs in accord
with literature.28,29 Additional small relative shifts can occur at
the non-equivalent positions. In contrast, the organometallic
carbon atoms directly bound to Ag (C–Ag) always appear at the
lowest BE. Interestingly, the relative order of C 1s BEs of the
1/1′ carbons (C–C) at the linkage of the two phenyl units and
bromine-substituted (C–Br) carbons depends on the degree of
debromination and the geometric structure.

Fig. 3 XP spectra of C 1s (left column) and Br 3d (right column)

acquired after RT deposition of Br4F6BP (upper row) and subsequent

annealing at 200 °C (middle row) and 300 °C (lower row). Raw data are

represented by dots; solid lines show fits with Gaussian line shape and

linear background. C 1s fits are assigned to following colour scheme:

C–F(4,4’), dark cyan; C–F(2,6’;2’,6), light blue; C–Br, blue; C–C, green;

C–Ag in half brominated and half organometallic phenyl rings, magenta;

C–Ag in fully organometallic phenyl rings, light pink; Br 3d fits are pre-

sented for Br–C in blue and chemisorbed Br in green; red lines corres-

pond to the sum of all components.

Fig. 4 Chemically distinct structures considered in the C 1s core-level

shift simulations (the dihedral angles are indicated below): (a) fully bro-

minated, planar; (b) fully brominated, non-planar with a dihedral angle

of 62.5°; (c) 50% debrominated, 50% organometallic, cis, planar; (d) 50%

debrominated, 50% organometallic, trans, planar; (e) 50% debrominated,

50% organometallic, trans, non-planar with a dihedral angle of 62.5°;

(f ) fully debrominated and organometallic, planar.
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For a fully brominated and planar Br4F6BP monomer the
C–Br BE is slightly higher than that of C–C as intuitively
expected, whereas for a non-planar geometry the order is
reversed with a significantly enhanced BE for C–C. In the half
brominated and half organometallic compound, the BEs of
C–C and C–Br are essentially similar for both planar structures,
whereas for the non-planar structure C–C features a lower BE.

These simulation results in combination with additional
information from Br 3d aided in fitting the C 1s peak: 35%
debromination implies on average 2.4 remaining bromine sub-
stituents per molecule. Accordingly, the C–Br (with 2.4 such
carbons per molecule) intensity is higher than that for the C–C
species (with two such carbons per molecule). For the compu-
tationally somewhat undecided BE order of the not separately
resolved C–C and C–Br species, Near-Edge X-ray Absorption
Fine Structure (NEXAFS) provided additional information: the
chemically distinct carbon species are also reflected as fine
structure in the π*-resonance, normally even with higher sensi-
tivity for the chemical environment of an atom than in XP
Spectroscopy (XPS).30 The strongest resonance at the highest
photon energy is related to C–F with the highest C 1s BE,
whereas the adjacent resonance at lower photon energies has
the second strongest intensity. Hence, the C–Br BE is higher
than that of C–C in agreement with the DFT results, in particu-
lar for the non-planar structure in Fig. 4(e). For fitting the XP
spectra, two C–F species with slightly different BEs were con-
sidered as also suggested by the simulations. This additional
information results in a good fit for C 1s as shown in Fig. 3(a)
with relative amounts of 43% (50%) C–F, 25% (21.5%) C–Br,
20% (16.7%) C–C, 12.5% (12.5%) C–Ag. The values in parenth-
esis correspond to the percentages expected for 65% bromi-
nated sites and full conversion of 35% into organometallic
sites after debromination.

To acquire quantitative information on the phenyl tilt
angles, carbon K-edge NEXAFS experiments were performed.
The spectra acquired after room temperature deposition of
Br4F6BP onto Ag(111) for five different incidence angles are
depicted in Fig. 5(a). All spectra show strong C 1s → π*-reso-
nances for photon energies below 290 eV as expected for
aromatic compounds.31–34 The fine structure consists of four
resolved peaks, nicely reflecting the chemical shifts of carbon.
The strongest peak at the highest photon energy of 287.7 eV

corresponds to C–F with the highest C 1s BE. These results are
in accord with NEXAFS spectra of a perfluorinated oligo(p-phe-
nylene).35 The π*-resonances exhibit a pronounced dichroism,
indicating a highly uniform orientation of all molecules on the
surface. A detailed analysis of the dependence of the intensity
of the resonance corresponding to the phenyl–phenyl carbons
on the incidence angle results in an average orientation of the
transition dipole moment of (45° ± 5°) with respect to the
surface (cf. Fig. 5(b)). Direct interpretation as phenyl tilt angle
is not indicated, as this value appears unrealistically high. DFT
simulations of the organometallic chains adsorbed on Ag(111)
suggest notably smaller tilt angles, i.e. half of the dihedral
angle in the biphenyl unit for a symmetric adsorption geo-
metry, of 29° (densely packed) and 22° (loosely packed) with
respect to the surface. This discrepancy could be related to
more subtle effects that result in apparent tilt angles, for
instance hybridization of molecular with surface electronic
states or upward bending of the fluorine substituents.36

Additionally, complications for the direct interpretation of
NEXAFS data can arise from core-hole localization and π* de-
localization effects in the biphenyl.37 Perspectively, it is impor-
tant to explore whether higher level NEXAFS simulations with
explicit evaluation of transition dipole moments and consider-
ation of the underlying surface result in quantitative
agreement.

After sample annealing to 200 °C subsequent STM imaging
revealed the coexistence of two different regular 2D networks:

Table 1 Calculated relative core-level shifts of C 1s in eV for the struc-

tures shown in Fig. 4. The carbon atom with the highest binding energy

was used as reference. Core-level shifts are only given for one phenyl

ring, the core-level shifts in the other phenyl ring are symmetry related

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

C–F (4,4′) −0.07 0.00 −0.29 −0.30 −0.08 −0.26
C–F (2,2′) 0.00a −0.14a −0.23 −0.24 −0.25 0.00a

C–F (6,6′) 0.00a −0.14a 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00a

C–Br −1.25 −1.22 −1.31 −1.31 −1.15 —

C–C −1.18 −1.91 −1.29 −1.30 −1.90 −1.15
C–Ag — — −2.77 −2.79 −2.59 −2.54

a Symmetrically equivalent

Fig. 5 Carbon K-edge NEXAFS spectra of Br4F6BP on Ag(111) acquired

for five different incidence angles after (a) RT deposition and subsequent

annealing to (c) 200 °C and (d) 300 °C. All spectra were energy- and

flux-corrected, background-subtracted, and normalized. Incidence

angles θ refer to the surface, i.e. 90° corresponds to normal incidence.

(b) Shows intensity vs. incidence angle θ plots for the resonance corres-

ponding to a photon energy at 285.9 eV; the coloured solid lines are

theoretical curves for the stated tilt of the transition dipole moment

with respect to the surface normal, evaluated for the known X-ray polar-

ization of P = 0.92.
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a flower (Fig. 2(d)) and a checkerboard structure (Fig. 2(e))
with hexagonal (a = b = (1.84 ± 0.18) nm) and centered rec-
tangular unit cell (a = (1.57 ± 0.08) nm, b = (1.30 ± 0.10) nm),
respectively. In particular the flower structure exhibits a high
defect density and more disordered areas or vacancies were
also discerned, mainly at phase boundaries. Both ordered
structures are identified as organometallic networks with
C–Ag–C interlinks between fully debrominated molecules.
Accordingly, the checkerboard structure features two mole-
cules per unit cell, whereas in the flower structure each unit
cell accommodates three 120° rotated molecules resulting in a
structure with p6mm symmetry. Scaled overlays with DFT-opti-
mized geometries perfectly match with the STM data.
Accordingly, the experimental lattice parameters are consistent
with optimized unit cell parameters from periodic DFT simu-
lations with enforced planar geometry, yielding a = b =
1.86 nm for the flower, and a = 1.61 nm, b = 1.22 nm for the
checkerboard structure, respectively. Moreover, the pro-
nounced STM contrast of the Ag atoms in the organometallic
linkages as similarly observed in comparable networks on
Ag(111),14,18 is well reproduced in STM image simulations
based on the corresponding structures (cf. ESI†).
Complementary experiments with 4-fold decreased heating
and cooling rates (1.5 °C min−1 instead of 5.8 °C min−1)
yielded similar results (cf. ESI†). Interestingly, comparable
long-range ordered organometallic structures were not
observed for the topologically similar 3,5,3″,5″-tetrabromo-
para-terphenyl precursor on Cu(111).38 A conceivable reason
could be a diminished bond reversibility of the C–Cu–C
linkages due to the higher organometallic bond strength.

Formation of fully cross-linked organometallic networks is
triggered by progressive debromination, as also corroborated
by Br 3d XP spectra indicating 86% debromination after
annealing to 200 °C. Although the chemical state of the
adsorbed molecules did not change markedly, the corres-
ponding C 1s XP spectrum in Fig. 3(c) shows drastic altera-
tions. It consists of two clearly separated main peaks, where
the lowest BE peak features an additional low BE shoulder.
Based on the STM results, the following assignment is pro-
posed: the highest BE peak still corresponds to C–F. The small
shoulder at the lowest BE could still be assigned to C–Ag,
however, this leaves the question about the origin of the
second main peak at a BE of 284.8 eV (Fig. 3(c)). STM un-
ambiguously shows the formation of organometallic networks,
which should also be reflected in XPS as increasing C–Ag
intensity. To resolve this discrepancy, we propose that the
second main component in C 1s can be assigned to C–Ag in
fully debrominated phenyl rings within the organometallic
networks (Fig. 3(c), ∼284.8 eV, light pink). This implies that
the chemical shift of C–Ag in the networks is ∼1.24 eV smaller
than that in the organometallic chains observed after room
temperature deposition. This hypothesis is corroborated in the
core-level shift simulations: in the half-brominated half-
organometallic phenyl rings that mimic the chains, C–Ag is
shifted by −2.79 eV with respect to the highest BE C–F,
whereas the C–Ag shift decreases to −2.54 eV in the fully

organometallic phenyl rings as in the 2D networks.
Accordingly, we propose that the C–Ag shift depends on the
number of organometallic bonds in the phenyl rings, with a
significantly smaller BE for phenyl rings with two organo-
metallic bonds (chains) than with four organometallic bonds
(flower and checkerboard). Even though absolute values
cannot be accurately reproduced by the model calculations,
the trend is fully confirmed. Nevertheless, the strongest justifi-
cation of our interpretation originates from the STM data,
unambiguously showing organometallic networks. This
interpretation is further supported by Br 3d XPS: 14% Br
remained molecule-bound even after annealing to 200 °C.
Assuming that all remaining Br are situated at the slightly
tilted phenyl rings in the chains with one organometallic
bond, this should result in 3% of the corresponding C 1s
intensity, in reasonable agreement with a value of 7% from the
fit. We note that this interpretation of the XPS data would not
have been possible without STM data and C 1s core level shift
simulations: the chemical shift of the C–Ag species observed
after annealing to 200 °C in the fully organometallically linked
phenyl rings towards typical values for carbon-bound carbon
could easily have been misinterpreted as formation of fully
covalent networks.

Further annealing to 300 °C resulted in disappearance of
the checkerboard and prevalence of the flower structure as
shown by the STM image in Fig. 2(f ). This suggests that the
flower structure is thermodynamically more stable, whereas
the polymorphism observed for lower annealing temperatures
of 200 °C can be attributed to kinetic effects. Even though the
domain sizes increased considerably, the flower structure still
exhibits a relatively high defect density. In addition, STM
showed the emergence of more disordered not further resolved
structures, mostly at the boundary of the remaining flower
structure (Fig. 2(f ) examples marked by red arrow). In XPS C 1s
(Fig. 3(e)) appeared largely similar to the spectrum seen after
annealing to 200 °C, only with a slight change of the intensity
ratio at the expense of the C–F component. Moreover, the
degree of debromination increases slightly to 91%, i.e. a safely
detectable proportion of Br still remained molecule-bound
(Fig. 3(f )), whereas the total amount of Br on the surface did
not change.

Further NEXAFS experiments were also carried out after
annealing to 200 °C and 300 °C, respectively. The spectra
depicted in Fig. 5(c) and (d) appear largely similar for both
annealing temperatures. In contrast to the room temperature
spectra, the shape of the π*-resonances changed from one
main peak with fine structure to two peaks with comparable
intensity, mirroring the changes also observed in C 1s XPS.
Again an unrealistically large apparent phenyl tilt angle of
(50° ± 5°) is deduced from the intensity dependence. This is at
odds with the STM results, since in the 2D networks, the
biphenyl units are constrained to a planar geometry by the
four intermolecular organometallic bonds. As already dis-
cussed above, a straightforward interpretation of NEXAFS data
assuming the transition dipole moment perpendicular to the
phenyl ring is not indicated here.
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Ordered organometallic networks could not be observed
anymore after annealing at 400 °C. STM showed only dis-
ordered structures, where molecular units could not be dis-
cerned anymore (cf. ESI†). In XPS the C 1s intensity remained
constant, whereas F 1s decreased to about 75%, indicating the
onset of defluorination (cf. ESI†). A possible X-ray radiation
damage of the fluorine functional groups appears unlikely, as
an additional experiment with a 60% reduced dose showed
similar results. Moreover, the total intensity of Br 3d on the
surface decreased to 34% of the initial amount due to thermal
desorption. The constant amount of carbon on the surface
excludes sizable desorption of monomers. For such a relatively
small molecule, stabilization on the surface at these high
temperatures can only be achieved by forming larger aggre-
gates, suggesting formation of covalent intermolecular bonds.
However, the lack of molecular resolution in STM may indicate
more disordered structures without defined interlinks.

Discussion

Partial debromination followed by the formation of organo-
metallic bonds is commonly observed for comparable bromi-
nated precursors on Ag(111) around room temperature.14,18 In
this respect, the perfluorination as in Br4F6BP does not lead to
significant changes. This is fully consistent with the expec-
tations from our DFT-derived homolytic bond dissociation
energies of C–Br bonds in the gas phase, resulting in a similar
value of 4.4 eV for both Br4F6BP and its non-fluorinated ana-
logue. A spectacular observation is the formation of regular 1D
chains through remote site-selective didebromination at the
3- and 5′-positions. Yet, this unprecedented phenomenon can
be rationalized by the interplay of bond formation between
radicals and adatoms and electrostatically mediated intra-
molecular conformational mechanics: the first debromination
occurs at a random site (referred to as 3), directly followed by
formation of an organometallic bond with an Ag adatom. The
relatively large difference of adsorption heights between
Ag adatoms (0.236 nm in three-fold hollow sites according to
the (111) lattice plane spacing or 0.244 nm according to our
DFT simulations of organometallic chains) and aromatic back-
bones (0.316 nm for perfluoropentacene on Ag(111)39 or
0.323 nm according to our DFT simulations of organometallic
chains) tilts the first phenyl ring toward this organometallic
bond. Accordingly, the adsorption height and consequently
the debromination barrier of the Br at the 5-position increase,
resulting in kinetic stabilization. The remote site-selective de-
bromination at the second phenyl ring in 5′-position is
mediated by the steric repulsion through the ortho-fluorine
atoms, leading to a large dihedral angle between the two
phenyl rings. This conformational tilt of the second phenyl
ring in the opposite direction gives rise to a low adsorption
height and debromination barrier at the 5′-position and
kinetic stabilization of the Br at the 3′-position. In essence, the
steric repulsion conveys the remote site-selective debromina-
tion across two phenyl rings. However, substantial differences

in efficiency of this process were observed between different
experimental runs: for the results shown in Fig. 2(b) overview
images indicate a very high yield with almost no defects; this
high regularity also enables the more dense packing of the
chains; in contrast, for the results shown in Fig. 2(a) a mark-
edly reduced selectivity of ∼60% was deduced from statistical
analysis of STM data (cf. ESI†). Accordingly, a more subtle
influence from additional preparation parameters such as depo-
sition rate and surface temperature during deposition appears
likely. To shed more light on the conformational mechanics,
comparative STM experiments were carried out with the non-
fluorinated analogue Br4BP. In analogy to Br4F6BP, room tem-
perature deposition of Br4BP onto Ag(111) likewise results in the
formation of 1D organometallic chains (cf. ESI†). These results
unambiguously demonstrate that even the weaker steric repul-
sion of the ortho-hydrogens is sufficient to mediate a site-selec-
tive 3,5′-didebromination through conformational mechanics.
Interestingly, deposition of Br4BP onto Ag(111) held at 50 °C
induces high defect densities, also related to progressive dis-
sociation of the remaining bromine substituents (cf. ESI†).
These additional experiments demonstrate that for Br4BP the
conformational mechanics is not very robust against higher
thermal energy, hence only works in a relatively small tempera-
ture window.

The formation of organometallic networks from multiply
brominated precursors on Ag(111) driven by the thermally acti-
vated progression of debromination is well documented.14,18,40

In this sense, Br4F6BP-derived networks are a further example
for “organometallic self-assembly”, confirming the mandatory
bond reversibility of C–Ag–C linkages. Yet, the observed poly-
morphism is quite uncommon for organometallic self-assem-
bly. For Br4F6BP as precursor, the two experimentally observed
regular structures correspond to the two least complex struc-
tures conceivable for these two-fold symmetric tectons and
straight C–Ag–C linkages. Interestingly, all Ag atoms in the
organometallic networks exhibit comparable apparent heights
in STM, prohibiting any tilt within the biphenyl backbone.
Given the large steric repulsion due to the ortho-fluorine
atoms, co-planar adsorption appears surprising. On the other
hand, DFT indicates a relatively modest energy cost of 1.32 eV
for planarization of the Br4F6BP in the gas phase in accord
with literature values.41 The planarization is accompanied by a
lengthening of the phenyl–phenyl bond from 0.1481 nm to
0.1544 nm to alleviate the electrostatic repulsion.

Even though STM indicates a largely similar adsorption
height of all organometallic Ag atoms, closer inspection
reveals more subtle differences: some Ag atoms appear rather
noisy, whereas others could be stably imaged (examples are
marked by red and green arrows, respectively, in Fig. 2(c)/(d)),
ruling out tip instabilities. The distribution is not random:
stable Ag atoms appear predominantly at domain boundaries
and defects, whereas within the domains the majority of Ag
atoms appear noisy (cf. ESI†). This peculiar difference is attrib-
uted to a weakening of the surface contacts for noisy Ag atoms
as a consequence of constraining the intrinsically twisted
biphenyl molecules to planarity by their integration within the
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networks. Again, it is instructive to compare the 2D organo-
metallic self-assembly of Br4F6BP and Br4BP triggered by full
debromination. In contrast to the fluorinated precursor, the
non-fluorinated precursor exclusively forms the checkerboard
pattern without any indications of polymorphism or the flower
structure that was even the thermodynamically more stable
polymorph for Br4F6BP (cf. ESI†). Moreover, the corresponding
domain sizes remain comparatively small for Br4BP. Even
though apparently related to the perfluorination, the origin of
these differences is not yet clear. A possible explanation is
offered by differences in surface mobility, where the inherently
non-planar structure of the Br4F6BP precursor should give rise
to a higher diffusivity. In addition, for Br4BP large areas of the
surface were covered with densely packed domains of disso-
ciated Br (cf. ESI†), imposing serious constraints on the for-
mation of organic networks.42 Yet, it remains unclear as to
why this halogen poisoning is more pronounced for the non-
fluorinated precursor.

A further very remarkable feature of the organometallic net-
works derived from Br4F6BP is their exceptional and unpre-
cedented thermal stability up to 300 °C. In contrast, the Br4BP
derived organometallic intermediates are converted into
covalent networks upon annealing to ∼200 °C (cf. ESI†), in
accord with hexagonal polyphenylene networks.14 The extra-
ordinary thermal stability of the Br4F6BP derived organo-
metallic flower structure indicates high binding energies that
could in principle arise either from strong molecule–molecule
or strong molecule–surface interactions. However, a compara-
tive X-ray standing wave study finds a significant enlargement
of the adsorption height for perfluorinated pentacene on Ag
(111), indicating a weakening of the molecule–surface inter-
actions.43 This suggests that the high stability of the organo-
metallic networks here originates from strong molecule–mole-
cule interactions as indeed rationalized by gas phase DFT
simulations: planar organometallic dimers with one linear
C–Ag–C linkage and three remaining Br substituents per
biphenyl result in bond dissociation energies of 1.93 eV for the
perfluorinated vs. 1.34 eV for the hydrogen-terminated dimer.
Even though actual values may differ for the adsorbed system,
perfluorination accounts for the extraordinary stability of the
organometallic networks by increasing the C–Ag–C bond
strength. By the same token, the higher bond strength restricts
the reversibility, hence increases the temperatures required for
structural equilibration. This may also account for both the
relatively high defect densities in the organometallic networks
and the relatively high temperatures required for conversion
of the metastable checkerboard into the more stable flower
structure.

In contrast to other organometallic networks,14,18,44 and in
particular to the comparable 3,5,3″,5″-tetrabromo-para-terphe-
nyl precursor45 and the non-fluorinated Br4BP analogue, a
thermally activated conversion into defined covalent networks
was not observed here, not even for the highest annealing
temperature of 300 °C. This is tentatively attributed to the
combination of extraordinary stability of the organometallic
networks, an additional barrier for covalent coupling due to

the ortho-fluorine atoms, but also the onset of molecule degra-
dation by defluorination at higher annealing temperatures
(cf. ESI†).

Conclusions

In summary, Br4F6BP showed a rich combination of known
and unprecedented surface chemistry on Ag(111) as summar-
ized in Fig. 1: while formation and equilibration of organo-
metallic structures is meanwhile well established, the for-
mation of defined 1D organometallic chains for both the four-
fold brominated perfluorinated Br4F6BP and non-fluorinated
Br4BP precursor is unique. This chain formation involves the
regioselective activation of only two out of the precursor’s four
active sites. This is explained by a remote site-selective 3,5′-
didebromination, mediated across the biphenyl unit by its
conformational non-planarity due to the intramolecular repul-
sion of either the ortho-fluorine or ortho-hydrogen substitu-
ents. This constitutes an instructive and highly useful example
of conformational mechanics in on-surface synthesis: for-
mation of chemical bonds with the surface upon activation of
specific sites of a molecular entity is accompanied by an
increase of adsorption height, and hence deactivation at the
opposing sites. The proposed symmetry breaking mechanism
has broader implications for on-surface synthesis as it provides
a rationale for the observed stepwise or uncommonly gradual
and selective activation in apparently symmetric mono-
mers.14,18 In this respect, it is intriguing that already the sig-
nificantly weaker steric hindrance in the non-fluorinated
Br4BP precursor is sufficient to drive this conformational
mechanics.

In contrast, both the polymorphism and the exceptional
stability of organometallic networks are unique observations
for the Br4F6BP precursor. As indicated by our DFT simu-
lations, the perfluorination can be held responsible for the
high stability of the organometallic networks. Even though it
decreases the adsorption energy of aromatic molecules on
metals, by the same token the strength of intermolecular
C–Ag–C linkages is markedly enhanced. The exceptional strength
of the intermolecular organometallic bonds is even sufficient
to overcome the large electrostatic repulsion within the mole-
cules and incorporate them in into extended 2D networks. Yet,
the role of the perfluorination for the polymorphism remains
unclear. Tentatively, either the enhanced surface mobility of
Br4F6BP due to the non-planar structure or the large amounts
of adsorbed bromine for Br4BP could be held responsible and
would also be consistent with the larger domain sizes observed
for Br4F6BP as compared to Br4BP.

Interestingly, as already indicated by DFT-derived C–Br
bond dissociation energies, there is no pronounced effect of
the perfluorination on the debromination barrier, as debromi-
nation temperatures are within the typical range reported for
non-fluorinated precursors.14,18 Accordingly, in terms of acti-
vation, perfluorinated monomers are equally suitable for deb-
rominative coupling on surfaces. Yet, covalent coupling into
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defined structures as templated by the organometallic flower
structure remains elusive for Br4F6BP on Ag(111). This is an
important finding as it provides valuable guidelines for the
design of fluorinated monomers suitable for covalent aryl–aryl
coupling, for instance by combining ortho-fluorine with ortho-
hydrogen substitution. Alternatively, the substantially
increased intermolecular bond strength in the organometallic
networks derived from perfluorinated precursors provides a
perspective for directly using the highly stable organometallic
2D polymers for improved structural quality.

Materials and methods

All STM, NEXAFS, and XPS experiments were carried out under
ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) conditions with base pressures below
3 × 10−10 mbar (STM) and 8 × 10−10 mbar (XPS, NEXAFS).
Ag(111) single crystals surfaces were prepared by cycles of
0.5 keV-Ar+ sputtering and annealing at 500 °C. 3,3′,5,5′-tetra-
bromo-2,2′,4,4′,6,6′-hexafluorobiphenyl (Br4F6BP) was syn-
thesized according to literature procedures46,47 (cf. ESI†) and
deposited by sublimation from a home-built Knudsen-cell
with crucible temperatures between 55 °C and 80 °C at a
pressure of 3 × 10−9 mbar.48 The non-fluorinated analogue
3,3′,5,5′-tetrabromo-1,1′-biphenyl (Br4BP) was purchased from
Sigma Aldrich (≤100% purity). Its vapour pressure at room
temperature is high enough to facilitate deposition from a
Knudsen-cell without additionally heating the crucible. STM
data were recorded at room temperature with a home-built
microscope controlled by an SPM100 controller (RHK
Technology Inc.). NEXAFS and XPS measurements were carried
out in a Prevac endstation at the HE-SGM beamline at
Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin. NEXAFS carbon K-edge spectra
were acquired in the analysis chamber using a home-built
double channel plate detector in partial electron yield mode
(U = −150 V). XP spectra of C 1s, Br 3d, and F 1s were
measured with a Scienta R3000 electron analyzer at normal
electron emission with a pass energy of 50 eV. Photon energies
of 450 eV for C 1s and Br 3d and 750 eV for F 1s were used,
respectively. For energy calibration a Ag 3d5/2 binding energy
of 368.2 eV was used as internal standard.49

Dispersion-corrected DFT simulations were performed
either with periodic boundary conditions (organometallic
chains, flower and checkerboard structure) or for isolated
molecules (C 1s core-level shifts) with the FHI-aims computing
package.50 Geometry optimizations for the unit cells contain-
ing one (organometallic chains and checkerboard structure) or
three (flower structure) molecules with two (organometallic
chains) and four (checkerboard and flower structure) Br atoms
exchanged for Ag were performed with FHI-aims at “tight”
computational settings, 4 × 4 × 1 k-point sampling, and using
a 30 Å vacuum region. In these calculations electronic
exchange and correlation (xc) was treated on the generalized-
gradient approximation level with the PBE functional,51 aug-
mented by dispersive interactions through the Tkatchenko–
Scheffler TSsurf method.52 All structures were fully relaxed

until residual forces were below 10 meV Å−1. The adsorbed
organometallic chains were optimized on Ag(111) slabs with
11 and 15 atoms per layer. A lattice parameter of aAg = 4.152 Å
was used and the first of two layers was allowed to relax. The
influence of the weakly interacting Ag(111) surface was neg-
lected in the simulations of the 2D flower and checkerboard
structures, but the unit cell size was optimized together with
the geometry. STM image simulations were performed based
on the DFT-optimized structures according to the Tersoff–
Hamann approach.53 Therefore, all electronic states in an
energy window defined by the bias voltage and the Fermi
energy were summed to produce the final image. C 1s core-
level energies were calculated with a 1s core-hole on each sym-
metry-inequivalent carbon atom one at a time. The maximum
overlap method was used to prevent variational collapse to the
ground state.54,55
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1. Additional STM and XPS data: Br4F6BP on Ag(111)

Overview STM images after room-temperature deposition

Figure S1. Overview STM images acquired after RT deposition of Br4F6BP onto Ag(111), showing (a) more loosely 

(corresponding to Fig. 2(a) of the main text) and (b) more densely (corresponding to Fig. 2(b) of the main text) packed 

arrangements of 1D organometallic chains; Interestingly, the average chain lengths as derived from these images 

are relatively similar, corresponding to (a) (12.7 ± 11) nm and (b) (14.7 ± 13.6) nm (b). (tunneling parameters: (a) 

0.09 V, 115 pA; (b) 0.91 V, 91 pA)

S2



Overview STM images after annealing

Figure S2. Overview STM images acquired after RT deposition of Br4F6BP onto Ag(111) and subsequent annealing to 

(a) 200 °C, (b) 300 °C, and (c) / (d) 400°C; ordered molecular structures were not resolved anymore after annealing 

to 400 °C, even though the disordered aggregates appear with relatively uniform height; formation of covalent 

aggregates is highly plausible, but cannot unambiguously confirmed by these data. (tunneling parameters: all 

overview images (100 × 100) nm² (a) 0.93 V, 63 pA; (b) 0.88 V, 93 pA; (c) 0.88 V, 90 pA; (d) 0.88 V, 110 pA)

S3



Annealing to 200 °C with reduced heating and cooling rates

Figure S3. STM images acquired after RT deposition of Br4F6BP onto Ag(111) and subsequent annealing to 200 °C 

with a reduced heating and cooling rate of 1.5 °C min-1. Yet, no differences to heating treatments for the (a) flower 

and (b) checkerboard structure with the normally applied heating and cooling rate of 5.8 °C min-1 could be discerned. 

(tunneling parameters: (a) 0.71 V, 39 pA; (b) 0.93 V, 45 pA)
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Statistical analysis of the 3,5’ site-selectivity

Figure S4. Statistical analysis of a STM image with predmoninatley organometallic chains acquired after room-

temperature deposition of Br4F6BP onto Ag(111) (corresponding to Fig. 2(a) of the main text); (a) original image; (b) 

same image with color coding for the site-slectivity: green corresponds to the targeted site-selective 3,5’-

didebromaintion (255 counts), whereas red indicates defects with 3,3’-didebromaintion (180 counts); yellow circles 

show molecules with one remaing bromine substituent. (tunneling parameters: 1.26 V, 22 pA)
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Spatial distribution of noisy appearing vs. stably imaged Ag atoms

Figure S5. STM images of Br4F6BP on Ag(111) acquired after annealing to 200 °C; (a) overview, (b) flower, (c) 

checkerboard structure; two different types of STM contrast could be distinguished for Ag atoms in the 

organometallic linkages: (1) noisy appearing Ag atoms (red) and (2) stable appearing Ag atoms. The color code aids 

in illustratating the spatial distribution of both contrast types, black bars symbolize biphenyl units. Nosiy Ag atoms 

are the dominant species within well ordered organometallic domains, whereas stable Ag atoms (green) are mostly 

located at domain boundaries and around vacancies (marked by yellow circles). (tunneling parameters: (a) 0.58 V, 

45 pA; (b) 0.58 V, 45 pA; (c) 0.60 V, 47 pA)
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F 1s XP spectra of Br4F6BP on Ag(111)

Figure S6. F1s XP spectra acquired after RT deposition of Br4F6BP onto Ag(111) and successive annealing to the 

indicated temperatures up to 400 °C. Raw data are represented by dots; solid lines show fits with Gaussian line-shape 

and linear background. F 1s spectra were fitted with two components corresponding to the inequivalent fluorine 

substituents: F at 4- / 4’-position: green; F at 2- / 2’-position and 6- / 6’-position: blue; according to the molecular 

structure a fixed 1:2 ratio was applied; Annealing at 400 °C already results in a loss of fluorine due to degradation of 

the molecules by defluorination.
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XPS fitting parameters for Br4F6BP on Ag(111)

Carbon 1s @RT Fig. 2a Bromine 3d @RT Fig. 2b

Peak Peak 

type

FWHM EB 

(eV)

rel. 

Area 

(%)

Assigned

to

Peak 

type

FWHM EB 

(eV)

rel. 

Area 

(%)

Assigned

to

1 Gaussian 1.2 283.6 12 C-Ag 

(½ Br / ½ 

C-Ag

Gaussian 0.7 68.1 22 Chemisorbed

 Br (Br d5/2)

2 Gaussian 1.2 285.0 20 C-C Gaussian 0.8 69.1 17 Chemisorbed 

Br (Br d3/2)

3 Gaussian 1.1 285.5 24 C-Br Gaussian 0.9 70.2 35 Br-C (Br d5/2)

4 Gaussian 1.2 286.8 27 C-F (4,4’) Gaussian 1.0 71.3 26 Br-C Br d3/2)

5 Gaussian 1.2 286.9 17 C-F 

(2,6’;2’,6)

Carbon 1s @200°C Fig. 2c Bromine 3d @200°C Fig. 2d

Peak Peak 

type

FWHM EB 

(eV)

rel. 

Area 

(%)

Assigned

to

Peak 

type

FWHM EB 

(eV)

rel. 

Area 

(%)

Assigned

to

1 Gaussian 1.0 283.6 7 C-Ag 

(½ Br / ½ 

C-Ag

Gaussian 0.7 68.0 45 Chemisorbed 

Br (Br d5/2)

2 Gaussian 1.0 284.8 28 C-Ag Gaussian 0.8 69.1 42 Chemisorbed 

Br (Br d3/2)

3 Gaussian 1.0 284.8 3 C-Br Gaussian 1.2 70.3 9 Br-C (Br d5/2)

4 Gaussian 1.0 284.9 18 C-C Gaussian 0.9 71.4 4 Br-C Br d3/2)

5 Gaussian 1.0 286.5 15 C-F 

(2,6’;2’,6)

6 Gaussian 1.0 286.7 30 C-F (4,4’)

Carbon 1s @300°C

Fig. 2e

Bromine 3d @300°C

Fig. 2f

Peak Peak 

type

FWHM EB 

(eV)

rel. 

Area 

(%)

Assigned

to

Peak 

type

FWHM EB 

(eV)

rel. 

Area 

(%)

Assigned

to

1 Gaussian 1.0 283.6 5 C-Ag 

(½ Br / ½ 

C-Ag

Gaussian 0.7 68.1 51 Chemisorbed

 Br (Br d5/2)
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2 Gaussian 1.0 284.8 38 C-Ag Gaussian 0.8 69.1 39 Chemisorbed

 Br (Br d3/2)

3 Gaussian 1.0 284.8 2 C-Br Gaussian 1.3 70.2 7 Br-C (Br d5/2)

4 Gaussian 1.0 284.9 13 C-C Gaussian 0.9 71.5 2 Br-C Br d3/2)

5 Gaussian 1.0 286.5 15 C-F 

(2,6’;2’,6)

6 Gaussian 1.0 286.7 27 C-F (4,4’)

Fluorine 1s RT

Peak Peak 

type

FWHM EB 

(eV)

rel. 

Area 

(%)

Fluorine position

 assigned to

1 Gaussian 1.5 686.2 37 4- / 4’-

2 Gaussian 1.5 687.1 63 2- / 2’-;  6- / 6’-

Fluorine 1s 200°C

Peak Peak 

type

FWHM EB 

(eV)

rel. 

Area 

(%)

Fluorine position 

assigned to

1 Gaussian 1.5 686.1 34 4- / 4’-

2 Gaussian 1.5 687.0 66 2- / 2’-;  6- / 6’-

Fluorine 1s 300°C

Peak Peak 

type

FWHM EB 

(eV)

rel. 

Area 

(%)

Fluorine position 

assigned to

1 Gaussian 1.5 686.1 35 4- / 4’-

2 Gaussian 1.5 687.0 65 2- / 2’-;  6- / 6’-

Fluorine 1s 400°C

Peak Peak 

type

FWHM EB 

(eV)

rel. 

Area 

(%)

Fluorine position

 assigned to

1 Gaussian 1.5 686.5 37 4- / 4’-

2 Gaussian 1.5 687.4 63 2- / 2’-;  6- / 6’-
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2. Additional STM data: Br4BP on Ag(111)

Chain formation via site-selective 3,5’-didebromination and influence of surface temperature

Figure S7. STM images acquired after deposition of non-fluorinated Br4BP onto Ag(111) with (a) / (b) the surface 

held at RT and (c) / (d) the surface preheated to 50°C; (a) overview image showing the formation of linear structures, 

more clearly resolved as organometallic chains in the close-up in (b); the repeat distance of (1.06 ± 0.04) nm perfectly 

matches the Br4F6BP derived organometallic chains; Yet, the chain formation by site-selective 3,5’-didebromination 

is highly sensitive on the surface temperature as shown in (c) and (d): deposition onto Ag(111) preheated to 50 °C 

induces a higher density of defects and also leads to the first expression of 2D patterns by progressive 

debromination; only short segments of organometallic chains are still observed; (tunneling parameters: (a) 0.86 V, 

94 pA; (b) 0.48 V, 93 pA; (c) 1.49 V, 95 pA; (d) 1.49 V, 96 pA).
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STM images of Br4BP on Ag(111) after annealing

Figure S8. STM images of Br4BP on Ag(111) acquired after subsequent annealing to (a) / (b) 200 °C; (c) / (d) 300 °C; 

(e) / (f) 400 °C, with a heating and cooling rate of 3.33 °C min-1. After annealing at 200°C three different structures 

can be observed by STM: (1) 1D organometallic chains (green arrow), (2) small patches of the centered rectangular 
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organometallic checkerboard structure (red arrow in (a), white rectangle in (b)) with lattice parameters of a = (1.75 

± 0.10) nm, b = (1.20 ± 0.07) nm that are within the experimental error identical to the Br4F6BP derived checkerboard 

structure; (3) a porous hexagonal structure with a = b = (0.83 ± 0.06) nm (yellow arrow in (a), white diamond in (b)) 

whose lattice parameters could not be match with any of the Br4F6BP derived structures, but corresponds to a 

covalent checkerboard structure that is identical to the “porous graphene” previously reported by Fasel and 

coworkers;1 upon further annealing the 1D chains are progressively replaced by the organometallic checkerboard 

pattern, yet with relatively small domain sizes and a high amount of more disordered areas; subsequently, the 

organometallic structures are converted into covalent structures, as deduced from the change of lattice parameters; 

In contrast to Br4F6BP, for Br4BP large areas of the surface are covered by closed layers of dissociated Br (see striped 

structures in (b)); the origin of this interesting difference is not clear, but might account for the high disorder and 

small domain sizes in the organometallic self-assembly of Br4BP; (tunneling parameters: (a) 0.89 V, 85 pA; (b) 0.89 

V, 84 pA; (c) 1.10 V, 94 pA; (d) 1.52 V, 95 pA; (e) 1.27 V, 91 pA; (f) 1.27 V, 91 pA)

3. Additional DFT simulations

Figure S9. STM image simulations of free-standing organometallic chains, i.e. without Ag(111) substrate. (a) 

geometry constrained to planar; (b) only Ag atoms constrained to similar height, resulting in a tilting of the phenyl 

rings in the biphenyl unit with a dihedral angle of ~49°. In the adsorbed state for a symmetric geometry, the phenyl 

tilt angle with respect to the surface is given by half of the dihedral angle. The underlying DFT-optimized structures 

are shown as overlays.
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Figure S10. STM image simulations of adsorbed organometallic chains including the Ag(111) substrate; the 

underlying DFT-optimized structures are shown as overlays: (a) less densely packed structure with a repeat distance 

along the chain of 1.05 nm and a similar chain separation of 1.05 nm (b) more densely packed structure with a repeat 

distance along the chain of 1.05 nm and a chain separation of 0.78 nm; in both structures the phenyl rings remain 

tilted with respect to the surface; the simulated STM images match well with the experiment;

Figure S11. STM image simulations of both organometallic (a) flower and (b) checkerboard structure. The underlying 

DFT-optimized structures with enforced planar geometry are shown as overlays. In both cases, the Ag atoms in the 

C-Ag-C linkages appear with a pronounced contrast in accordance with the experiment. 
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4. Additional STM and XPS data of Br4F6BP on Au(111)

STM images of Br4F6BP on Au(111)

Figure S12. STM data acquired after deposition of Br4F6BP on Au(111) at (a) RT and (b) after annealing to 200 °C. At 

RT, the intact monomers are too mobile to be imaged with STM and the surface appears empty, even though the 

herringbone reconstruction is locally perturbed. Upon annealing, the majority of molecules was desorbed (cf. XPS in 

Fig. S13), yet not further resolved aggregates were found scattered across the surface. (tunneling parameters: (a) 

1.54 V, 48 pA; (b) 0.98 V, 82 pA).
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C 1s and Br 3d XP spectra of Br4F6BP on Au(111)

Figure S13. C 1s and Br 3d XP spectra acquired after deposition of Br4F6BP onto Au(111) at (a) RT and (b) after 

annealing to 200 °C. At RT almost no Br substituents were dissociated, hence mostly intact monomers are present 

on the surface. Obtaining a reasonable fit required an additional Br 3d doublet with a higher binding energy, 

accounting for 21% of the total intensity. This additional Br species is tentatively assigned to either molecules in 

special adsorption sites (e.g. step-edges) or second layer coverage, but the exact origin remains unclear at the 

moment. After annealing, most molecules and Br desorbed, with small remainders of a carbonaceous species and 

split off Br still present. Raw data are represented by dots; solid lines show fits (fitted with a Gaussian line shape and 

linear background), where red lines corresponds to the sum of all components.
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XPS fitting parameters for Br4F6BP on Au(111)

Carbon 1s @RT Bromine 3d @RT

Peak Peak type FWHM EB 

(eV)

rel. 

Area 

(%)

Assigned

to

Peak type FWHM EB 

(eV)

rel. 

Area 

(%)

Assigned

to

1 Gaussian 2 284 11 - Gaussian 1 67.8 1 Chemisorbed

 Br (Br d
5/2

)

2 Gaussian 0.8 285.3 18 C-C Gaussian 1 68.8 1 Chemisorbed 

Br (Br d
3/2

)

3 Gaussian 0.8 285.8 28 C-Br Gaussian 0.8 70.2 46 Br-C (Br d
5/2

)

4 Gaussian 0.8 287.1 43 C-F Gaussian 0.8 70.9 11 Br-C (Br d
5/2

) 

broadening

5 Gaussian 0.8 71.2 31 Br-C Br d
3/2

)

6 Gaussian 0.9 71.9 10 Br-C Br d
3/2

) 

broadening

Carbon 1s @200°C Bromine 3d @200°C

Peak Peak type FWHM EB 

(eV)

rel. 

Area 

(%)

Assigned

to

Peak type FWHM EB 

(eV)

rel. 

Area 

(%)

Assigned

to

1 Gaussian 1.3 283.7 23 - Gaussian 0.9 67.8 40 Chemisorbed

 Br (Br d
5/2

)

2 Gaussian 1.1 284.8 33 C-C Gaussian 0.8 68.9 29 Chemisorbed 

Br (Br d
3/2

)

3 Gaussian 1.4 286.5 43 C-F Gaussian 1.7 70.1 23 Br-C (Br d
5/2

)

4 Gaussian 1.9 71.1 14 Br-C (Br d
3/2

)
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5. Synthesis details

F

F

F F

F Br

Br

F

Br

Br

F

F

F

F

F

F F

F

F
1. sec-BuLi, THF, 80 °C

2. CuBr2

3. C6H5-NO2

Fe, Br2, reflux 4d

(1) Synthesis of Br4F6BP was accomplished after Leroux et al.:2 At –80 °C sec-butyllithium (38.6 mmol) in 

cyclohexane (30.0 mL) was added dropwise to a solution of 1,3,5-trifluorobenzene (5.10 g, 3.90 mL, 38.6 mmol) in 

tetrahydrofuran (90.0 mL). After completion of the addition, stirring was continued for 3 h under nitrogen 

atmosphere. Still at –80 °C copper-(II)-bromide (8.60 g, 38.6 mmol) was added in one portion under vigorous stirring 

and 45 minutes later nitrobenzene (4.75 g, 4.00 mL, 38.6 mmol) was added dropwise. The reaction mixture was 

brought to room temperature overnight and filtered through a column of basic alumina (100 g). The filter cake was 

eluted with n-hexane. After evaporation of all volatiles the residue was purified by column chromatography on flash-

silica with n-hexane. Further purification by vacuum-sublimation (80 °C .. 90 °C at 0.01 mbar) afforded a colorless 

powder. Yield: 7.10 g (70%). 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3):  6.80 (m, 4H).

(2) Synthesis of Br4F6BP was prepared after Sakamoto et al.:3 At 0 °C bromine (7.00 mL, 21.8 g, 136 mmol) was 

added to a mixture of 2,2',4,4',6,6'-hexafluorobiphenyl (2.00 g, 7.63 mmol) and iron powder (1.50 g, 26.9 mmol). 

After removal of the ice bath the reaction mixture was refluxed for 4 days. At room temperature the reaction mixture 

was poured into aqueous sodium thiosulfate solution and was extracted with dichloromethane. The organic phase 

was washed with brine and dried over sodium sulphate. After evaporation of the volatiles the residual solid was 

recrystallized from ethanol. Subsequent vacuum sublimation (90 °C .. 110 °C at 0.01 mbar) afforded a colorless 

powder. Yield: 2.42 g (55%). Mp: 162 °C. IR (KBr, cm−1): 1599 (s), 1427 (s), 1056 (s), 765 (s), 706 (s), 639 (w), 589 (s), 

568 (s). 19F NMR (564 MHz, CDCl3):  70.4 (m, 4F), 60.3 (m, 2F). 13C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3):  158.0 (d, 1J = 250 Hz), 

156.4 (d, 1J = 250 Hz), 102.8, 95.0. Anal. Calcd for C12Br4F6: C, 24.95. Found: C, 25.20
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13C-NMR: (100 MHz, CDCl3): Br4F6BP
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19F-NMR (564 MHz, CDCl3): Br4F6BP
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Efficient Simulation of Near-Edge X-ray Absorption Fine Structure1

(NEXAFS) in Density-Functional Theory: Comparison of Core-Level2

Constraining Approaches3

Georg S. Michelitsch1 and Karsten Reuter14

Chair for Theoretical Chemistry and Catalysis Research Center, Technische Universität München, Lichtenbergstr. 4,5

D-85748 Garching, Germanya)6

(Dated: 29 January 2019)7

Widely employed Near-Edge X-Ray Absorption Fine Structure (NEXAFS) spectroscopy probes a system by
excitation of core electrons to unoccupied states. A variety of different methodologies are available to simulate
corresponding spectra from first-principles. Core-level occupation constraints within ground-state Density-
Functional Theory (DFT) represent a numerically most efficient means to this end that provides access to
large systems, examples being surface adsorption, proteins, polymers, liquids, and buried, condensed phase
interfaces (e.q. solid-liquid and solid-solid). Here, we systematically investigate the performance of different
realizations of this approximate approach through the simulation of K-edge NEXAFS-spectra of a set of
carbon and nitrogen-containing organic molecules. Variational collapse to the ground state and oscillatory
convergence are the major complications of these approximate computational protocols. We present a modified
version of the maximum-overlap method to achieve a self-consistent inclusion of electrons in virtual states for
systems where convergence is hampered due to degeneracies. Our results demonstrate that reliable spectra
allowing for a semi-quantitative analysis of experimental data are already obtained at the semi-local level of
density functionals and with standard numeric atomic orbital basis sets.

Keywords: NEXAFS, core-hole constraining approaches, DFT, spectroscopy8

I. INTRODUCTION9

Core-level spectroscopies are among the most estab-10

lished characterization techniques in modern materials11

science, providing both chemical and structural informa-12

tion. In modern nanosciences, not only X-Ray Photo-13

electron Spectroscopy (XPS), but also advanced tech-14

niques such as Near-Edge X-Ray Absorption Fine Struc-15

ture (NEXAFS) are important tools to study molecules16

in the gas phase as well as molecules or thin layers of17

molecules immobilized on a support.1–8 Furthermore, dy-18

namical systems such as liquids9–15 and soft matter such19

as molecular crystals16, polymers17,18, and proteins19 are20

objects of intense study, followed by the dynamics of ma-21

terial growth as for example graphene on copper20 and22

oxidation processes of bulk condensed matter21. Always23

exciting a (core) electron in an energetically low-lying24

state through X-ray radiation, it is the energy and type of25

radiation that distinguishes different such spectroscopies.26

In XPS, the electron is entirely ejected, whereas in NEX-27

AFS and related techniques the electron is excited to an28

unoccupied state. More information about the system29

can be obtained by multiple measurements with different30

polarity of the light (revealing magnetic properties) or31

at varying incidence angles (revealing orientational dif-32

ferences).33

Notwithstanding this versatility, in surface-adsorption,34

supramolecular or dynamically changing systems, the35

multiplicity of chemical environments for the same36

a)georg.michelitsch@ch.tum.de

species renders a straightforward interpretation of exper-37

imental spectra increasingly complex. Many overlapping38

peaks in the same energetic region combine to a single39

unresolved and broadened peak, while orbital hybridiza-40

tion diminishes the usefulness of reference spectra ob-41

tained for gas-phase molecules. In this situation, sim-42

ulated spectra from independent first-principles calcula-43

tions become invaluable for a reliable assignment.18,22–3044

However, especially for large systems such as frequently45

encountered in supramolecular or surface-adsorption46

contexts exceeding computational costs largely restrict47

the types of methodology that can be employed.48

While in principle highly accurate techniques such as49

time-dependent density-functional theory (DFT)31–36,50

the Bethe-Salpeter approximation37,38, coupled-cluster51

approaches39–41, or multi-reference calculations42–44 are52

available for an often quantitative simulation of NEX-53

AFS spectra, in practice it is presently often only ef-54

fective core-level occupation constraining approaches in55

ground-state DFT that are numerically feasible. This is56

especially true in cases of dynamically changing systems,57

where the experimental signature is a combination of58

many different molecular arrangements (e.q. liquids9–15)59

or a large number of possible (yet chemically different)60

excitation centers (e.g. proteins19). In these aforemen-61

tioned effective constraining approaches, specific occupa-62

tions of single-particle Kohn-Sham (KS) levels are en-63

forced to mimic the core-excited state, and then the64

lowest-energy electronic configuration under this con-65

straint is self-consistently determined.45–50 On the pos-66

itive side, this captures a dominant contribution to the67

important core-hole relaxation energy at numerical costs68

that are at the level of a regular ground-state DFT calcu-69
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lation. On the negative side, different ways of changing70

the occupation of the targeted core and virtual states71

give rise to a range of differing computational protocols72

in this class of techniques. Most importantly, there are73

variants that explicitly consider the occupation of the74

formerly unoccupied KS state, requiring multiple calcula-75

tions for different final states to assemble the total NEX-76

AFS spectrum.51,52 Other so-called implicit variants such77

as the Transition Potential (TP)53 and eXcited electron78

and Core Hole (XCH)54 method either neglect the excited79

final-state electron or only include it in an averaged way,80

and would, therefore, allow to compute a full spectrum81

with only one single calculation. As such the computa-82

tional effort to simulate the spectroscopic signature can83

vary largely between different variants, while the advan-84

tage in terms of accuracy is often not clear. Although by85

explicitly considering the excited electron in the simula-86

tion better results are expected, the realization of such87

simulations is often impossible in practice due to prob-88

lems associated with variational collapse and convergence89

of the electronic structure. Here, we partially address this90

problem with the introduction of a variant of the maxi-91

mum overlap method55, optimized for the usage in highly92

symmetric systems plagued by degeneracies. As has also93

been noted earlier56, local basis set based approaches typ-94

ically have problems to converge resonances above the95

ionization threshold. We acknowledge this problem (and96

further details on the performance of the MOM approach97

in our case can be seen in the supporting information)98

and also recognize it as probably one of the major argu-99

ments why we are interested in implicit variants, which100

by construction, eliminate the need for the inclusion of an101

excited electron. As for the variety of these implicit vari-102

ants, we wish to elaborate on the different motivations as103

of why they were introduced and classify them according104

to similarities. This should help in the understanding as105

to which variant should be chosen based on the system106

under study and as of how the accuracy can be system-107

atically improved. While establishing this hierarchy, we108

noticed the presence of gaps in terms of implicit approx-109

imations. We filled this gaps with the introduction of110

the Generalized Transition Potential (GTP) and eXcited111

transition potential (XTP), as well as eXcited General-112

ized Transition Potential (XGTP) approaches. In the113

current manuscript, we do not include mixed approaches114

which either correct selected excitation energies of an im-115

plicit spectrum by the explicit calculation via a ∆SCF116

ansatz3 or via explicit modeling of the chemical shift of117

each atom via an additional explicit consideration of the118

lowest possible transition57.119

As particularly the class of explicit variants requires120

an adequate description of the (typically more diffuse)121

unoccupied KS states, a number of studies have as-122

sessed the numerical convergence of correspondingly sim-123

ulated spectra for more common localized (Gaussian)124

basis sets.47,55,58–63 In contrast, much less is known on125

the basis set requirements of the latter class of implicit126

variants (intuitively deemed less demanding) and gener-127

ally for numeric atomic orbital (NAO) type basis sets.64128

Aiming to establish a numerically most efficient, yet ro-129

bust protocol for large-scale NEXAFS simulations with130

NAO basis sets as for instance implemented in the full-131

potential DFT code FHI-aims64,65, we, therefore, present132

a systematic investigation using a test set of nitrogen-133

and carbon-containing compounds. With an eye to max-134

imally support the experimental assignment, we evaluate135

the influence of different basis sets and DFT function-136

als on both the correct peak positions and the peak in-137

tensities. We include variants explicitly treating the fi-138

nal state, like ∆ Self-Consistent-Field (∆SCF)51 or the139

Transition State (TS)52 model, and more approximate140

implicit variants like TP53 or XCH54,66–68. The major141

and encouraging result is that a semi-quantitative spec-142

tral assignment is already possible for numerically most143

efficient implicit variants, standard basis set sizes and144

semi-local DFT functionals.145

II. THEORY146

A. Core-hole constraining approaches147

explicit implicit neutral implicit
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∆
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C
H

X
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P

X
G
T
P

∆ǫ ∆E ∆ǫ ∆ǫ ∆ǫ ∆ǫ ∆ǫ ∆ǫ ∆ǫ ∆ǫ

qc 1 0 1⁄2 1⁄3 0 1⁄2 1⁄3 0 1⁄2 1⁄3

qv 0 1 1⁄2 2⁄3 0 0 0 1 1⁄2 2⁄3

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of the occupational constraints
used in various core-hole constraining approaches. The table
shows the corresponding fractional occupations of the core,
qc, and virtual, qv, Kohn-Sham eigenstate, whether the eval-
uation is based on total energy differences (∆E) or KS eigen-
value differences (∆ǫ), and whether the scheme explicitly con-
siders the final-state excited electron (‡) or not. Explicit con-
sideration requires that one separate calculation needs to be
performed for each excited state configuration on each atom
(many qv for a single qc), whereas the implicit neutral ap-
proaches typically explore only the lowest energy core-excited
state (a single qc constraint per atom).

Core-level occupation constraining approaches gener-148

ally rely on time-dependent perturbation theory to com-149

pute the NEXAFS spectrum using Fermi’s golden rule150

Pi→f(ω) =
2π

h̄
µ2
if∆(Ef − Ei − h̄ω) . (1)

An incident X-ray with frequency ω induces an electronic151

transition from an initial state i to a final state f with152

matching energy difference ∆E = Ef − Ei with a prob-153

ability proportional to the transition dipole moment µ2
if .154
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In order to determine this probability within ground-155

state DFT the excited-state energy Ef is then approx-156

imately computed by modifying the occupation of the157

single-particle KS states and achieving self-consistency158

under this occupational constraint. Various variants dif-159

fer in the way how these occupations are modified, and160

whether they explicitly optimize every transition i → f161

separately or do this only implicitly in an average way.162

They are graphically summarized in Figure 1 and will be163

shortly introduced in the following.164

In ∆SCF51 the excited-state energy is computed as a
total energy difference by explicitly removing one elec-
tron from the corresponding core level c and adding it to
the virtual level v, resulting in a transition energy

∆E∆SCF = Ef − Ei = E(qc = 0, qv = 1)−

E(qc = 1, qv = 0) . (2)

Here, qc is the occupation of the core-state KS orbital165

and qv is the occupation of the virtual KS state above166

the Fermi level. Throughout the work, we thereby stay167

within the realm of collinear spin-resolved DFT, where168

the maximum occupancy of a KS orbital is 1, and we fol-169

low the convention to denote total energies with negative170

numbers; the more negative, the more stable.171

Other core-hole constraining approaches use this ba-
sic equation of ∆SCF as the starting point, rewrite it as
an integral over the varying occupations during the elec-
tronic transition and employ the Slater-Janak theorem69

∂E
∂qi

= ǫi to arrive at eq. (2) in terms of KS eigenvalues
ǫi:

∆E∆SCF =

=

∫ 0

x=1

dE(qc = x, qv = 1− x)

dx
dx

=

∫ 0

x=1

{

∂E(qc = x, qv = 1− x)

∂qv

−
∂E(qc = x, qv = 1− x)

∂qv

}

dx

=

∫ 0

x=1

{ǫc(qc = x, qv = 1− x)

− ǫv(qc = x, qv = 1− x)} dx . (3)

Here, we performed a substitution and split the integral172

in two parts, because ∂qc
∂x

= 1 and ∂qv
∂x

= −1. In Slater’s173

Transition State (TS) approach52, the integral in eq. (3)174

is approximated via the midpoint rule
∫ b

a
f(x)dx ≃ (b −175

a)f((a+ b)/2). This results in176

∆ETS = ǫv(qc = 0.5, qv = 0.5)− (4)

ǫc(qc = 0.5, qv = 0.5) .

and bears the advantage that the transition energy can
be obtained from two KS levels of one constrained-
occupation DFT calculation. The Generalized Transition
State (GTS) variant instead approximates the integral of
eq. (3) by a two-point Gaussian quadrature including

the ground state (x = 0) as the first point and x = 1/3
as the second, thereby lowering the integration error to
fourth order70,71

∆EGTS =
[

1

4
ǫv(qc = 1, qv = 0) +

3

4
ǫv(qc = 1/3, qv = 2/3)

]

−

[

1

4
ǫc(qc = 1, qv = 0) +

3

4
ǫc(qc = 1/3, qv = 2/3)

]

. (5)

∆SCF, TS and GTS all consider explicitly into which
virtual state v the core electron is excited to. These
explicit core-hole constraining variants therefore require
a separate calculation for every transition i→f to assem-
ble the full NEXAFS spectrum. Implicit variants instead
deem the actual impact of the excited electron on the KS
level positions less important. Several of these variants
therefore modify the occupation of the core level c, but
leave the virtual level v indeed unoccupied also in the ap-
proximate calculation of the final-state energy Ef . These
variants include the Transition Potential (TP)53,72,73 and
the Generalized Transition Potential (GTP) variant, rep-
resenting the direct implicit analogs to TS and GTS:

∆ETP =ǫv(qc = 0.5, qv = 0)−

ǫc(qc = 0.5, qv = 0) . (6)

∆EGTP =
[

1

4
ǫv(qc = 1, qv = 0) +

3

4
ǫv(qc = 1/3, qv = 0)

]

−

[

1

4
ǫc(qc = 1, qv = 0) +

3

4
ǫc(qc = 1/3, qv = 0)

]

. (7)

The Full Core Hole (FCH)13,74,75 approach, in turn, ex-
cites a full core electron as in ∆SCF

∆EFCH =ǫv(qc = 0, qv = 0)−

ǫc(qc = 0, qv = 0) . (8)

The FCH approach was successfully applied to the simu-177

lation of X-ray absorption spectra of water and ice13, and178

fullerenes57,76, while the TP approximation was found to179

perform well for organic molecules53,77,78. Interestingly,180

the obvious GTP analog to the GTS variant has not been181

considered before, and we include it in this study for com-182

pleteness.183

The big numerical advantage of these implicit ap-
proaches is that a full NEXAFS spectrum can be ob-
tained from a single (core-level constrained) DFT cal-
culation, simply evaluating the transition energies to
the different virtual KS states. A certain disadvantage,
especially with respect to an envisioned application to
surface-adsorption systems typically calculated in peri-
odic boundary condition supercells, is that an effectively
charged system is created by removing (parts of) a core
electron without compensating for it through the occu-
pation of a virtual state. As such, the XCH approach54
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is finally of particular interest. This approach creates a
charge neutral final state by following the ∆SCF philos-
ophy to excite a full core electron to a virtual KS state.
Simultaneously, however, it maintains the advantages of
implicit variants by simply choosing the lowest unoccu-
pied molecular orbital (LUMO) as this virtual KS state
throughout. In other words, one occupation-constrained
calculation is performed with the excited electron in the
LUMO (designated by variable ql), and the entire spec-
trum is determined from it by reading off all virtual KS
level positions

∆EXCH =ǫv(qc = 0, ql = 1)−

ǫc(qc = 0, ql = 1) . (9)

Interestingly, the obvious transfer of this idea to the half
core-hole TP and GTP approaches has also not yet been
tried. To arrive at a systematic assessment, we therefore
also consider corresponding XTP and XGTP occupation
constraints in this study and will refer to this class of
variants (XTP, XGTP, XCH) as charge-neutral implicit
approaches, in contrast to the prior class of ionized im-
plicit variants (TP, GTP, FCH)

∆EXTP = ǫv(qc = 0.5, ql = 0.5)−

ǫc(qc = 0.5, ql = 0.5) . (10)

∆EXGTP =
[

1

4
ǫv(qc = 1, ql = 0) +

3

4
ǫv(qc = 1/3, ql = 2/3)

]

−

[

1

4
ǫc(qc = 1, ql = 0) +

3

4
ǫc(qc = 1/3, ql = 2/3)

]

. (11)

B. Preventing variational collapse184

The targeted non-ground-state KS occupation is the185

key conceptual aspect that distinguishes the various core-186

hole constraining variants. The major practical concern187

common to all variants is to achieve this occupation in188

the ensuing SCF cycle and prevent the variational col-189

lapse to the ground state. The objective is thus to iden-190

tify in every SCF step of the constrained-occupation cal-191

culation which core orbital has the largest overlap with192

the targeted core orbital of the ground-state calculation193

so as to be able to enforce its occupation according to194

the recipe of the particular variant, cf. Table I. For195

the explicit approaches, the same holds for the identi-196

fication of the virtual orbital that is to be filled, while for197

the charge-neutral implicit approaches, this holds for the198

identification of the LUMO. Recent approaches to this199

problem include local SCF (LSCF)79,80, linear expansion200

(le∆SCF)81,82, constricted variational (CV-∆SCF)83–87,201

orthogonality constrained (OC-∆SCF)88,89 and σ-SCF90.202

For the small molecular systems considered in this work,203

we instead maintain an originally specified occupational204

constraint during the SCF cycle by employing the max-205

imum overlap method (MOM)55,91. At every SCF step,206

this method evaluates which KS state has the largest207

overlap with the occupation-constraint KS state in the208

previous SCF step and then modifies its occupation ac-209

cordingly. To this end, it forms the orbital overlap matrix210

O211

O = (Cold)†SCnew , (12)

whereCold andC
new are the molecular-orbital coefficient212

matrices of the previous and current SCF iteration, re-213

spectively, and S is the overlap matrix. The projection214

of a state in the new KS eigenspace on the old eigenspace215

can then be written as216

ps =

n
∑

r

Ors =

N
∑

ν

[

N
∑

µ

(

n
∑

r

Cold
rµ

)

Sµν

]

Cnew
νs . (13)

Here, ps is the projection of state s in the subspace of the
new KS eigenvector projected on the KS eigenvector in
the previous iteration. n spans all occupied states of the
old KS eigenvector, and µ and ν are iterators over all ba-
sis functions of total number N . In our study of core-hole
excitations, we want to propagate a single state through
the SCF cycle. Therefore, we project the previously con-
strained KS state on to a subspace of the new eigenvector
to identify the new state with a modified occupation, es-
sentially inverting the typical MOM-procedure. To this
extent we calculate the projection p̃s of the constrained
state on a subspace spanning from ni to nf . The occupa-
tional constraint is then propagated on the KS state of
largest p̃s

p̃s =
N
∑

ν

[

N
∑

µ

(

nf
∑

r=ni

Cnew
rµ

)

Sµν

]

Cold
sν . (14)

In the original MOM approach the subspace to be217

projected on was split into all occupied and all virtual218

KS states of the ground state calculation, and then con-219

straints to enforce the hole and to enforce the occupa-220

tion of a virtual state were separately projected on each221

manifold. In this work, we found this most general pro-222

cedure to lead to massive convergence problems (SCF223

oscillations). We therefore developed a more restricted224

approach as follows: For K-edge NEXAFS, we are specif-225

ically interested in the lowest-energy 1s states of carbon226

(or nitrogen). We therefore restrict the occupied sub-227

space to the m degenerate lowest-energy KS states of228

the ground-state calculations for a molecule containing229

m C (or N) species. For those variants that addition-230

ally require an enforced occupation of an virtual state231

LUMO+k, we initially define the unoccupied MOM sub-232

space to only consist of the ground-state orbitals [LUMO,233

LUMO+k]. This considers that the occupation of a vir-234

tual orbital typically lowers its energy. We found that235

only in a few cases, state reordering shifts the targeted236

KS state above this range. In those cases, reflected by237

MOM overlaps (p̃s) below 10% we then gradually ex-238

panded the MOM subspace to [LUMO, LUMO+k + x],239
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Initialization with
localized core states
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choose core-
level occupation
from Table I

choose excited-
level occupation
from Table I
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occupations
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subspace

detected
oscilla-
tions?

evaluate ∆E or ∆ǫ

according to Table I

MOM
overlap
< 0.1?

End

yes

yes

no
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FIG. 2. Employed workflow to achieve robust NEXAFS simu-
lations using the maximum-overlap method (MOM). The part
highlighted in blue is executed at each SCF step until SCF
convergence is achieved.

x > 1 until higher overlaps where found. In those cases,240

where oscillations between degenerate orbitals still pre-241

vail in the restricted [LUMO, LUMO+k] subspace, we in-242

stead gradually shrank the subspace further to [LUMO,243

LUMO+k − x], x > 1. A schematic workflow of our ap-244

proach is shown in Fig. 2. We validated that this work-245

flow led to the correct occupations by comparing the ini-246

tial and final eigenvector belonging to the state with a247

modified occupation in terms of their major constituent248

basis functions. We find that the principal character of249

the KS state does not change if we apply our modified250

MOM-procedure. A comparison of our modified MOM251

procedure in comparison with the original approach in-252

cluding occupational smearing is provided in the support-253

ing information. While the modified MOM-procedure254

thus enabled the systematic benchmark performed in255

this work, we nevertheless emphasize that reaching con-256

vergence and correct occupations in case of the explicit257

variants is a strenuous endeavor that requires a lot of258

human interference and control, as is also highlighted in259

the supporting information where our modified method,260

although prevailing over the original approach, can not261

resolve the entirety of explicitly occupied virtual states.262

This is another aspect that strongly favors the implicit263

variants, for which achieving correct occupations of the264

modified core state was generally found to be straight-265

forward with our modified MOM-procedure. We note266

in this respect, that a popular alternative to the MOM267

method in plane-wave implementations of DFT is the268

usage of pseudopotentials, where either the atom carry-269

ing the core-hole is described by a pseudopotential cre-270

ated with a core-ionization18,22,54,92 or through the re-271

verse strategy of self-consistently determining the core-272

hole state (described in an all-electron form) and replac-273

ing all other atoms of the same species by an effective274

pseudo-potential (ECP)3,53,93. Either way, the require-275

ment for a mechanism to keep the core-hole localized is276

lifted.277

C. Computational Details278

The collinear spin-resolved DFT calculations were per-279

formed using the FHI-aims package64,65. Electronic280

exchange and correlation (xc) were treated on the281

generalized-gradient approximation (GGA) level with the282

PBE94 functional and at the hybrid functional level with283

the PBE095 functional. The ground-state geometry of284

all molecules was fully relaxed until residual forces were285

below 10−3eV/Å. The occupational-constraint excited286

state calculations were then conducted on these opti-287

mized ground-state geometries.288

FHI-aims uses numeric-atomic orbital (NAO) localized289

basis sets. The standard basis sets for semi-local func-290

tionals are categorized into tier levels of increasing basis291

set size and accuracy. Basis set convergence was evalu-292

ated by running tier1, tier2, and tier3 calculations. As293

further detailed in the original FHI-aims publication,64294

the tier1 set consists of the minimal basis (chosen as the295

solution of the free atom) and, additionally, ionic and296

hydrogenic basis functions, determined in an automated297

procedure and ordered by their magnitude of improve-298

ment of interatomic binding energies. The tiers naturally299

arise as groups of different angular momenta spd (tier1),300

spd(f,g) (tier2), etc. similar to the intuitive construction301

in Gaussian basis sets96–98 and are hierarchically orga-302

nized, with a higher tier always including all functions303

of the lower tier. The tier basis sets were constructed304

and optimized for total energy differences and the usage305

at the local-density (LDA) and generalized-gradient ap-306

proximation (GGA) functional level.64 They may be used307

for higher-rung functionals, too. However, a valence-308

correlation-consistent NAO-VCC basis set family99 has309

been specifically constructed for such calculations, fol-310

lowing the same principle as also used for Dunning-type311

Gaussian basis sets100 at the cc-pV2Z, cc-pV3Z, and cc-312

pV4Z level. In terms of available basis functions, these313

basis sets are comparable to the tier1, tier2, and tier3314

basis sets, respectively. For all basis sets, integration on315
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the numerical grids was carried out at the ”tight” level316

implemented in FHI-aims.64317

For the occupation-constraint calculations, the core-
state orbitals were first maximally localized at the end of
the ground-state calculation by following the procedure
outlined by Foster and Boys101,102. This was then used as
an initial guess with the modified occupations as shown
in Figure 1 and preventing variational collapse during the
ensuing SCF cycle following the MOM scheme described
in Fig. 2. To determine intensities belonging to each
transition energy, we evaluated the transition dipole mo-
ment between the core state i and each unoccupied state
f entering eq. (1) as

µif = 〈φi|x̂|φf〉 , (15)

where φi and φf are the KS eigenvectors of states i and318

f, respectively. For the explicit models, each transition319

dipole moment was determined from the corresponding320

calculation with a modified final state occupation of state321

f.322

III. RESULTS323

A. Benchmark approach324

FIG. 3. C and N containing molecules forming the considered
benchmark set (C = gray spheres, N = blue spheres, H =
white spheres).

For our benchmark study we consider the five325

molecules shown in Fig. 3: benzene (C6H6) and the326

four heterocyclic molecules pyrazine (C4N2H4), pyri-327

dazine (C4N2H4), pyrimidine (C4N2H4), and porphine328

(C20N4H14). The small size of the molecules and the329

C2 rotational axis present in their gas-phase structure330

would in principle readily allow for highly accurate com-331

putational spectroscopy approaches. However, when ad-332

sorbed at a transition metal surface, the likely break333

of symmetry103 and the necessity to explicitly treat the334

extended surface in a periodic boundary supercell22 ap-335

proach rapidly increases the computational cost to render336

effective core-hole constraining approaches an appealing337

option. We compare the calculated NEXAFS spectra to338

experimental data either from gas-phase measurements339

(benzene77, pyridazine104, pyrimidine104, pyrazine104) or340

from multilayer magic-angle measurements, where no341

angle-dependency is present and the molecule-surface in-342

teraction can be neglected (porphine105). In our com-343

parison we specifically focus on the near-edge region344

and therefore consider the three lowest-energy excita-345

tions/peaks. This corresponds to an interval of approxi-346

mately 3 eV above the carbon 1s edge and approximately347

6.5 eV above the nitrogen 1s edge. To quantify the devi-348

ation from the experimental signatures, we measure the349

error in the simulated peak position relative to the first350

edge peak351

erroreng[%] = 100−
(peak energy - edge peak energy)comp

(peak energy - edge peak energy)exp
.

(16)
This measure of the error in energy is taken relative to the352

correct (experimental) value and both over- and under-353

estimation of the excitation energy is captured in the354

following analysis, where a positive value corresponds to355

an underestimation and a negative value to an overesti-356

mation of the transition energy. An equivalent approach357

is pursued for the simulated intensities, here normalizing358

to the edge peak intensity359

errorint[%] =
(peak intensity/edge peak intensity)comp

(peak intensity/edge peak intensity)exp
.

(17)
For the considered molecules, the experimental near-edge360

spectrum corresponds primarily of well-separated high-361

intensity peaks. This allows for a facile identification and362

assignment of the peaks. Only in a few cases, particularly363

for the C-edge spectra of the larger compound porphine,364

some experimentally observed peaks are made up from365

two (or more) overlapping resonances. In this case, we366

used the higher intensity resonance for the benchmarking367

and are well aware of the possible (small) systematic error368

thus included in our analysis.369

B. Method comparison: Transition Energies370

Figure 4 compiles the box-plots of the error in the cal-371

culated transition energies for the different core-hole oc-372

cupation constraining approaches. Here we first focus on373

the PBE functional and tier2 basis sets, as this would374

currently correspond to the affordable state-of-the-art to375

describe metal-adsorption systems (or possibly including376

a +U correction for semiconductor-adsorption systems).377

We return to a discussion of the xc functional and the378

basis set size dependence below. The median error of all379

approaches is rather low and lies generally around and380

below 10%. A notable exception are the transition po-381

tential based approaches (TP, GTP and XGTP), which382

seem to have a particular problem with reproducing the383

carbon peak positions. Among the computationally most384

demanding explicit variants, the TS approach performs385

best (median error: -2.9%). However, the best perform-386

ing charge-neutral implicit approaches, XTP (median er-387

ror: +1.6%) and XCH (median error: +4.8%) are com-388

parably good. Within the considered near-edge region,389
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FIG. 4. Box plot of the error in the transition energies as
defined in eq. (16) for the considered range of core-hole occu-
pation constraining approaches (using DFT-PBE and a tier2
basis set). The upper and lower limits of the rectangles (in-
terquartile range, IQR) mark the 75% and 25% percentiles,
the internal horizontal line marks the median, and the ”error
bars” mark the 99% and 1% percentiles (defining the maxi-
mum absolute errors, MAEs).

peak position deviations around 10% correspond to abso-390

lute errors below a few tenths of eV, in line with 1s→ π∗
391

excitation energy accuracies of previous reports in the392

GTS approximation46,73,106. This would generally be393

sufficient for an assignment of experimental spectra as394

exemplified below. The superficial look at the median395

error would therefore suggest essentially all of the tested396

variants as viable.397

A more differentiated view is instead obtained from the398

more detailed analysis of the interquartile range (IQR)399

and maximum absolute errors (MAEs) also contained400

in the box plot in Fig. 4. Here, clear performance dif-401

ferences arise between the different variants, revealing402

partly exceedingly large errors. In particular, for the403

FCH variant, the low median error seems to arise from404

a favorable cancellation of partly unacceptably large er-405

rors. Reports, which prefer this FCH variant over other406

approximations do this on account of a better descrip-407

tion of the intensities13,57, which, as discussed in a mo-408

ment, is indeed the case. Other authors also report ex-409

ceedingly large energetic deviations of the FCH variant,410

with much better results obtained from a TP53, or even a411

GS calculation107. Interestingly, also with respect to the412

IQR, which contains 50% of the data and thus spans from413

the lower to the upper quartile, and the MAEs, there is a414

significant element-specific performance, with all variants415

better able to reproduce the nitrogen spectra.416

Henceforth considering the IQR as a good performance417

indicator, we also arrive at partly unexpected insights re-418

garding the approximation of the excited-state energy it-419

self. The consideration of the core-hole relaxation energy420

contribution through the explicit change of level occupa-421

tions in the ∆SCF method does intriguingly not lead to422

a dramatic performance improvement as compared to a423

straightforward ground-state calculation. In fact, in case424

of the nitrogen 1s peaks, it even worsens the IQR. Even425

more surprisingly, the TS and GTS approaches, which are426

in principle nothing but a reformulation of the ∆SCF ap-427

proach plus an integral approximation, lead to somewhat428

improved IQRs as compared to ∆SCF itself. This sug-429

gests a favorable cancellation of errors either within these430

effective approaches or in the interplay with the approx-431

imate DFT functional. Such cancellation effects would432

also help to understand why the complete neglect of the433

excited electron in the implicit TP and GTP variants434

apparently lowers the N 1s IQR compared to the phys-435

ically more accurate explicit approaches, whereas the C436

1s IQRs show the expected trend with explicit variants437

exhibiting the lowest IQR, implicit variants (FCH, TP,438

GTP) the highest IQR – and the implicit charge-neutral439

variants (XCH, XTP, XGTP) with their average consid-440

eration of the excited electron somewhat performing in-441

termediate between these two.442

GS ΔSCF‡ TS‡ GTS‡ FCH TP GTP XCH XTPXGTP
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FIG. 5. Same as Fig. 4, but now using the hybrid functional
PBE0 and a NAO-VCC-3Z basis set.

In order to assess the role of the DFT functional in443

such error cancellation we, therefore, repeated all calcu-444

lations with the hybrid functional PBE0. For the pure445

gas-phase molecules, this functional will definitely yield a446

significantly improved ground-state electronic structure.447

The results obtained with the FHI-aims NAO-VCC-3Z448

basis set are summarized in Fig. 5. While no experi-449

ence with this recommended basis set class for levels of450

theory including exact exchange exists for NEXAFS cal-451

culations, triple-zeta type Gaussian bases are frequently452

recommended for the calculation of core ionization or453

core excitation47,59,60,63. Intriguingly, we obtain a rather454

mixed result. For a few variants (GS, TP, GTP) we ob-455

tain the anticipated improvement with this higher-rung456

functional, in particular with respect to the C1s IQRs457

that were found to be particularly problematic at the458

DFT-GGA level. For all others, errors, in fact, increase459

at least by 10-20%. A closer look reveals that these are460

unanimously those variants that include the occupation461
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of virtual states, i.e., the explicit variants (∆SCF, TS,462

GTS) and the charge-neutral implicit variants (XCH,463

XTP, XGTP). The FCH approach remains in its IQR464

performance as abysmal as it was before.465

We should note that the performance of a hybrid func-466

tional for the virtual KS states of the electronic ground467

state was for instance already analyzed previously by468

van Meer et al. (there as basis for a time-dependent469

DFT-treatment)108. The conclusion was that the eigen-470

states were too diffuse, in some instances even unphysical.471

Other authors also reported large error bars in ∆SCF cal-472

culations of 0.5 eV for first-row elements and 1.5 eV for473

second-row elements when using a hybrid functional55.474

This could suggest that the partly good performance ob-475

tained for these variants at the PBE level results indeed476

(largely) from an effective error cancellation between ap-477

proximate semi-local DFT functional and effective treat-478

ment of the core-excitation. To this end, we also have479

to note the construction concept of the FHI-aims NAO480

basis sets though. While the correlation-consistent Dun-481

ning Gaussian basis sets were validated based on single482

and double excitations100, the basis functions in both483

classes of FHI-aims basis sets (tier and NAO-VCC-nZ484

bases) targeted the total ground-state energy. In NAO-485

VCC-nZ this relates to spherically symmetric atoms in486

the frozen-core random-phase approximation99, and for487

the tier basis sets, the total energy of atomic dimers in488

the LDA-approximation64. They were hitherto only val-489

idated to perform well for covalent bonds and isomeriza-490

tion energies. In particular, the lack of additional diffuse491

functions (present in the aug-type Dunning basis sets)492

and the optimization of valence-correlation consistency493

only in the NAO-VCC-nZ bases, could yield a particu-494

larly bad description of the energy differences between495

occupation-constrained core and valence states entering496

the NEXAFS transition energies. The really slow basis497

set convergence described below for the NAO-VCC-nZ498

bases could indeed hint at the inadequacy of these basis499

sets in describing these important KS energy differences.500

While a full identification of the reason behind the501

poor performance of explicit and implicit charge-neutral502

variants at hybrid level has to await the construction503

of new tailored basis sets (which is beyond the scope504

of the present study), we note that it is predominantly505

GGA functionals that are currently of interest/affordable506

for surface-adsorption calculations. In fact, already the507

PBE0/NAO-VCC-3Z calculations behind the gas-phase508

molecule benchmark of the explicit variants in Fig. 5 in-509

volved a computational cost that fully defeats the pur-510

pose of these effective NEXAFS simulation approaches.511

C. Method comparison: Transition Intensities512

For computational spectroscopic support, a reliable de-513

scription of the peak intensities is almost as important514

as the correct description of the peak energies. In Fig. 6515

we, therefore, compile the determined errors in the in-516
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FIG. 6. Same as Fig. 4 (using DFT-PBE and a tier2 basis
set), but now for the error in the transition intensities.

tensities as evaluated according to eq. (17), and again517

explicitly summarizing mean errors, IQRs, and MAEs in518

the shown box plot. Here, a simple ground-state cal-519

culation is clearly inadequate, with exceeding errors in520

all three performance indicators. All other variants per-521

form significantly better, in fact with not too much vari-522

ation between them. Their median is consistently be-523

low 100%, which means that the intensity of the edge524

peak is consistently overestimated with respect to the525

other higher transitions. We suspect additional contri-526

butions to the experimental intensity of the edge peak527

as a possible reason for this consistent overestimation.528

One contribution could come from forbidden transitions,529

which receive finite intensity in experiment through ther-530

mally induced motion/symmetry breaking and thus re-531

duce the actual intensity of the edge peak. There are532

currently two major ways as of how these broadening of533

the peaks and the associated decrease in main peak inten-534

sity can be included in the simulation, either by resolving535

the vibronic structure (coupling of vibrational and elec-536

tronic states via the linear coupling model3,7,109,110) or537

by following the Herzberg-Teller effect111 and including538

temperature broadening by either doing classical or ab-539

initio MD sampling of the system and then averaging540

over different snapshots of the trajectory9–13,15,16,112–114.541

Another methodology calculates the spectroscopic signa-542

tures for geometries at the turning point of each vibra-543

tional mode17.544

While such vibrational simulations would certainly be545

desirable, we note that apart from this overestimation546

of the edge peak all IQRs are consistently small. This547

demonstrates that even without such vibrational correc-548

tions, essentially all variants will be able to reliably de-549

termine the remaining spectral profile. Noteworthy, the550

FCH approach has the smallest IQR and is the only vari-551

ant with an IQR partially above 100%, as had also been552

noticed for GGA-type calculations of water54. This holds553

as well for our benchmarks at the hybrid functional PBE0554
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FIG. 7. Same as Fig. 6, but now for the error in the transition
intensities using PBE0 and a NAO-VCC-3Z basis set.

level, which we compile for completeness in Fig. 7, even555

though as discussed above there are presently clear is-556

sues with calculations at this level of theory in FHI-aims.557

Correspondingly, we also exemplify the reliable determi-558

nation of the spectral profile for the GGA-level aspired559

for the surface-adsorption context, and in particular in560

Fig. 8 we show a comparison of experimental data for561

the porphine molecule105 and the constituent resonances562

as determined by the simulation using the charge-neutral563

implicit XTP variant.564
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FIG. 8. Experimental105 and simulated NEXAFS carbon
K-edge spectrum of the porphine molecule. Simulation at
the PBE/tier-2 level of theory using the XTP approximation.
Shown are the calculated transition energies (light blue) and
a spectrum generated by the superposition of the Gaussian-
broadened delta peaks with linearly increasing broadening
between 0.32 and 1.6 eV toward higher transition energies,
which is common practice in the computational analysis of
NEXAFS spectra3,115 (green curve).
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FIG. 9. Convergence of the excitation energy (upper panel)
and excitation intensities (lower panel) with respect to the
hierarchical tier basis sets for PBE calculations. See Fig. 4
for an explanation of the shown box plots.

D. Basis set dependence565

NEXAFS probes the unoccupied, more delocalized566

states of the given system. One would therefore gen-567

erally expect a slower convergence with basis set size for568

localized bases116, even if only the energetically lowest-569

lying unoccupied states are targeted in simulations of the570

near-edge region. This has been confirmed in the spectro-571

scopic context in simulations of excitations to outer-shell572

valence states using the ∆SCF method62. As shown in573

Fig. 9 for PBE and in Fig. 10 for PBE0 we indeed ob-574

serve consistent improvements in the transition energies575

notably for the IQRs when increasing the hierarchic tier576

and NAO-VCC-nZ basis sets in FHI-aims. Nevertheless,577

at the tier2 and NAO-VCC-3Z basis sets employed as578

default in the previous sections a convergence is reached579

that justifies the conclusions made. We expect a simi-580

lar convergence also for the explicit variants for which581

we could not afford a systematic convergence test at the582

largest (tier3, NAO-VCC-3Z) basis set, partly due to in-583

superable convergence problems.584
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FIG. 10. Same as Fig. 9, but for the hierarchical NAO-VCC-
nZ basis sets for PBE0 calculations.

At the PBE level, the smallest tier1 basis set is clearly585

not apt to describe the transitions, and we observe partly586

abrupt changes to the next larger tier2 basis set, in par-587

ticular in the more sensitive performance indicators IQR588

and MAE. Here, we ascribe the especially pronounced im-589

provements in the carbon spectra for instance to the ad-590

ditionally available p-type basis functions in the tier2 set.591

Further available functions in the tier3 set do not seem to592

lead to any systematic improvement, but this might also593

simply be masked by error cancellation with the approx-594

imate DFT functional as discussed above. Literature is595

also not clear at this point, with diffuse functions once596

found to be required in GGA calculations of K-edge ab-597

sorption spectra of small molecules using ∆SCF62. In598

contrast and also at the GGA level, van Meer et al. re-599

port that a large basis set introduced a clustering of many600

spurious states with low oscillator strengths in the virtual601

space at an energy of -ǫHOMO, above which the states do602

not correspond well to excitation energies anymore108.603

Similarly, when using hybrid DFT functionals in another604

study58, the authors also experienced that including too605

many diffuse basis functions can lead to a decrease in ac-606

curacy – a behavior we also observe for many variants in607

the nitrogen transition energies.608

Generally, however, we emphasize particularly the dif-609

ferent convergence behavior of the different variants and610

of the MAEs at the two functional levels. In our view,611

the prior clearly indicates again quite a degree of unsys-612

tematic error cancellation between finite basis set and613

effective treatment of the excited state energy. In turn,614

the latter seems to support our assessment that there is a615

general problem with the presently available NAO-VCC-616

nZ basis sets for such kind of simulations. In fact, we617

obtain even worse performance and comparably bad con-618

vergence behavior when using the tier basis sets designed619

for the semi-local functionals in the PBE0 calculations.620

As already seen when comparing the different variants in621

Section III.C the transition intensities are much less de-622

manding in this respect. Satisfactory relative intensities623

will already be obtained with moderate basis sets and624

quite consistently over all variants.625

IV. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK626

We have systematically assessed a wide range of vari-627

ants within the core-level occupation constraining ap-628

proach to simulating NEXAFS spectra. Its comparably629

high numerical efficiency makes this approach particu-630

larly appealing for (very) large systems as typically en-631

countered in the context of supra-molecular assembly or632

surface adsorption. At the same time, its highly approx-633

imate treatment of the excited state energies calls for634

systematic tests concerning its reliability. Using a dedi-635

cated set of C- and N-containing molecules, our bench-636

mark indeed points at quite some degree of error cancel-637

lation between the effective treatment of the excited state638

energy, the approximate exchange-correlation functional639

and the finite localized basis set used in the underly-640

ing DFT calculations. Focusing not only on the average641

reproduction of transition energies and intensities, but642

also considering more sensitive performance indicators643

like the interquartile range and maximum absolute error,644

our study identified in particular the presently available645

hierarchical numeric-atomic orbital basis sets (tier and646

NAO-VCC-nZ) in the general program package FHI-aims647

as not suitable for NEXAFS simulations on the basis of648

higher-rung functionals including exact exchange.649

For the representative semi-local DFT functional PBE,650

we instead find all tested variants to overall yield reliable651

spectra already at a moderate basis set size. Reliable652

here refers to an accuracy that affords a semi-quantitative653

analysis of experimental data. Particularly appealing for654

surface adsorption calculations are the so-called charge-655

neutral implicit variants, as they conform easily with pe-656

riodic boundary condition supercells. Within this class657

of variants, we find in particular the XCH and XTP vari-658

ants to perform most robustly in our benchmark, with659

the latter variant in our view having a somewhat bet-660

ter motivated mathematical basis (and thus potentially661

exhibiting a better transferability). The implicit nature662
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of these variants, i.e. allowing to obtain a full NEXAFS663

spectrum out of one constrained-occupation DFT calcu-664

lation, renders them numerically much more feasible than665

earlier explicit variants, for many of which in fact already666

the compilation of the NEXAFS spectra for the present667

set of gas-phase molecules becomes real cumbersome. Si-668

multaneously, the here established protocol of preventing669

variational collapse of the exciton through the maximum670

overlap method ensured a swift self-consistency for these671

charge-neutral implicit variants as known from the alter-672

native class of ionized implicit variants that completely673

neglect the excited electron in the unoccupied subspace.674

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL675

Supplementary material including more details on our676

modified maximum overlap method (MOM) as well as677

the convergence behavior of explicit methods for small678

molecules is available online.679
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1 Comparison of our MOM procedure with pre-

vious approaches

In the Tables 1 and 2 pictorial representations of the Kohn-Sham eigenstates
of the ground state as well as after a self-consistent optimization using our
modified maximum overlap method (MOM) as well as the original MOM are
given. The last column is original MOM with the modification of additional
smearing present on the excited electron, which thus delocalizes on energetically
close eigenstates, another (less successful) approach to overcome oscillations
during the SCF cycle. The problem of oscillations arises for these particular
systems of high symmetry due to degeneracies in the virtual states. Although
our method does not recover all virtual states from the original ground state
calculation, it manages to converge many lower-lying excited states.
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KS state# ground state our MOM regular MOM smearing MOM

22 oscillations

23

24 oscillations oscillations

25 oscillations oscillations

26 oscillations oscillations

27 oscillations oscillations

28 oscillations oscillations

29 oscillations oscillations

30 oscillations oscillations

31 oscillations oscillations

32 oscillations oscillations

33 oscillations oscillations

KS# ground state our MOM regular MOM smearing MOM

34

35 oscillations oscillations

36 oscillations oscillations

37 oscillations oscillations

38 oscillations oscillations

39 oscillations oscillations

40 oscillations oscillations

41 oscillations oscillations

42

43 oscillations oscillations

44 oscillations oscillations

45 oscillations oscillations

Table 1: Final states of an excited electron resulting from occupation of the given virtual states of the ground state calculation following
different MOM-approaches. Our approach is prone to variational collapse in some cases but always converges. The regular MOM leads to
oscillations between degenerate states owed to high symmetry in the system and thus does not converge most of the states. Introducing
smearing leads to a similar result as the regular MOM but leaks charge to neighboring KS states (here: 0.2 e−) A carbon core hole is
present.
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KS state # ground state our MOM regular MOM smearing MOM

22 oscillations oscillations

23 oscillations oscillations

24 oscillations oscillations

25 oscillations oscillations

26 oscillations oscillations

27 oscillations oscillations

28 oscillations oscillations

29 oscillations oscillations

30 oscillations oscillations

31 oscillations oscillations

32 oscillations oscillations

33 oscillations oscillations

KS state # ground state our MOM regular MOM smearing MOM

34 oscillations oscillations

35 oscillations oscillations

36 oscillations oscillations

37 oscillations oscillations

38 oscillations oscillations

39 oscillations oscillations

40 oscillations oscillations

41 oscillations oscillations

42 oscillations oscillations

43 oscillations oscillations

44 oscillations oscillations

45 oscillations oscillations

Table 2: Final states of an excited electron resulting from occupation of the given virtual states of the ground state calculation following
different MOM-approaches. Our approach is prone to variational collapse in some cases but always converges. The regular MOM leads to
oscillations between degenerate states owed to high symmetry in the system and thus does not converge most of the states. Introducing
smearing leads to a similar result as the regular MOM but leaks charge to neighboring KS states (here: 0.2 e−) A nitrogen core hole is
present.
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2 Convergence of the excitation energy for ex-

plicit approaches

Figure 1 shows the convergence behaviour of the explicit approaches for small
molecules. Small molecules are harder to converge using the MOM procedure be-
cause only few atoms and thus also a smaller amount of basis functions is present.
Following the maximum overlap criterion as outlined in the main manuscript
and evaluating the magnitude of the elements of the overlap matrix between
two consecutive Kohn-Sham eigenvectors thus becomes more difficult, since the
virtual states are mostly delocalized among all atoms and have contributions
from many basis functions in similar percentage, which in turn lead to similar
values of the overlap followed by a stepwise collapse into few low-lying solutions.
As can be seen from the figures below the lowest excitation energies are found
in all basis sets. The tendency to discover other excited states increases with
the size of the basis.
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Figure 1: The convergence behaviour of the lowest lying states in the ethylene
and ethanimine molecules suggests that the states close to the edge are already
converged at tier 2, and definitely converged at tier 3 of the FHI-aims numer-
ical atomic orbital basis. Furthermore the much better agreement of the GTS
method with the results from the ∆SCF is apparent as compared to the TS
approach.
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